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CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Today the House Select
('/.tw

Committee will address itself to matters involving the physical

aspects of the incident at TMI, particularly radiation and the

effects on health.

With us today are Dr. Gordon K. MacLeod, M-A-C-

L-E.0-D, Secretary of Health; Mr. Thomas Gerusky, Director of
.. ., _, . . , , ,,, , , .. , , u, g ,,. nm . , , , . .. ~,. . ,.

the Bureau of Radiation Protection of the Department of

Environmental Resources; Dr. Fred Rapp, Associate Provost and

Dean, Department of Microbiology, Hershey Medical Center;

and Mr. James Elder, Saxton, Pennsylvania.

The Committee intends to limit its inquiry today

into the radiation and health and our first witness will be

b'''

Dr. Gordon K. MacLeod, Secretary of Health. Doctor, would you

rise and raise your right hand?

DR. GORDON K. MacLEOD, called as a witness, being

"' ' '

duly sworn by Chairman Wright, testified as'follows:
'

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: I believe you have a statement

you would like to make to the Committee.

DR. MacLECD: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of

the Committee. I thank you for the opportunity tu be here

today to offer my observations on the sequence of events rela-

tive to the accident at Three Mile Island.''

.
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7_s . I should like to thank that your invitation re-
''

flects a concern on your part for the health impacts of the

accident.

And I commend you for that concern.

Permit me a few introductory remarks before getting

into a discussion of our department's activities following the
., . . . . _ a. . m.# - - e w%-w -- -

TMI accident.

My one overriding observation throughout the se-

quelae of TMI is that the real issue -- the threat posed to

the health of hundreds of thousands of residents of this area

-- has been virtually ignored by many in official positions.

Certainly those of us directly involved with public
() health see the importance of looking closely at the health im-

pacts -- both the real and the threatened impacts -- of TMI.

But once you step outside health circles, it seems

that other concerns take center stage.,,
, ..

We read of engineering studies and logistics studies

and studies on the economic impacts of TMI, and studies on

virtually every other subject related to TMI.

But just because we didn't have an explosion, be-

cause we didn't have people in hospitals with radiation sick-

ness, there are those who tend to write off TMI as an unfortunate
'

accident from a health standpoint.

O

|

...w ..s-m .. . ~ ~ -
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,,- Instead, we should be accepting TMI as a valuable
\_)

lesson that can, if learned well, help to avert adverse health

effects of future nuclear a:;idents.

I cite as only one specific the matter of potassium

iodide, a proven protection against the accumulation of danger-

ous radioactive materials by the thyroid gland.
.. n. w . , . ,s .s. ;. w s x ~~ ', , ,, , , ,

Gentlemen, I must impress upon you that potassium,

in the form of an iodide or possibly an iodate, 'is really the

only medicine that has proven to be an effective preventive

agent against one of the long term harmful effects of radio-

activity.

But had we experienced the massive fallout that many
( people feared would result from the TMI accident in the first

few days, we would have been without this important medicine.

Sadder yet to say, we still don't have any supply

of potassium iodide to be used in the event of another nuclear
,

accident.

And as ue learned from the traffic accident involv-

ing the truck carrying uranium in Bedford County just last week,

the odds aren't as long as we thought they were against the

occurrence of other accidents involving radicactive materials.

I must add here that the United States Food and
,

'

Drug Administration within HEW, in a statement in the |

(D<> :

)
!

Its..-.- ~. .
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December 15, 1978 Federal Register, acknowledged potasaium
, (

t'') iodide as a proven agent for blocking the accumulation of

radioactive iodides in the thyroid gland.

The National Council on Radiation Protection and

Measurement, the NCRP so-called, endorsed potassium iodide for

thyroid blocking purposes in a report issued August 1,1977.
.. . . . . . . ..~.v. v ~w . - .

And as early as December, 1975, the Federal General

Services Administration, GSA, delegated to the US Department of

Health, Education and Welfare the responsibility for drawing

up plans for the stockpiling and distribution of potassium

iodide.

That responsibility was assigned at a time when the

() General Services Administration said, and I quote:

"There is an exceedingly low probability that

incidents will occur either in the use of radioactive materials

in fixed nuclear facilities or the transportation of those
,

materials."

That s.;-called exceedigly low probability has now

produced two such accidents in Pennsylvania alone in the period |

of six months.

Ad still no concrete steps have been taken to my

knowledge to stockpile potassium iodide in areas surrounding 1

nuclear plants.-

O
(/

|
jk ~ ^'
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('j_ In fact, the entire subject of potassium iodide
V

seems to have been ignored by groups taking testimony relative

to TMI, including the President's Commission.

I was astonished to learnafrom the Chairman of that

Commission that the reason the Ocamission didn't take up this

important subject was that they just didn't have the time.
. . , , . . , . . . . . .-

I bring this issue up here at quite some length

because I think that if the federal government refuses to take

the lead in stockpiling potassium iodide, we in Pennsylvania

must at least meet our public health responsibilities to our

canatituents.

And in order to do that, we will need a strong

financial commitment from the Legislature.

I cannot at this time indicate to you what such a

stockpiling program would cost, or what are the other variables

and considerations with regard to the stockpiling prind,iple,.
,

but I can tell you that several pharmaceutical houses have been

asked to prepare a cost work-up on a state-by-state basis.

There is another important point that demands airin6

| here.
i

Cur prinary public health concern from the very

| onset of the accident, was to reduce to a minimum any threat of

i

| stress or panic that we are convinced would have resulted from

/'lV

|

'

. :~
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-(^ any precipitous actions..

G)
Now, as you know, there has been much discussion as

to whether the Governor should have ordered a mass evacuation

of the area surroudning Three Mile Isand. An evacuation was

not ordered.

And there has been much discussion as to the
. . . ~ .. .

wisdom of rec.mmending the removal of pregnant women and pre-

school child ren from the area, which recommendation the

Governor did, in part, make on the advice from the Department

of Health.

On the one hand, the mass evacuation was not ordered

because of our concern for the panic that such an order would

\ ') precipitate. I shudder to think of the harm that could have

been done from such an order.

The recommendation that pregnant women and pre-

school children be removed was the most cautious step that
,

could have been taken in view of our lack of real immediate

expertise on the health effects of even minimal radiation on

pregnant women and young children.

My point in bringing these two issues up is this:

From a health standpoint, we are just beginning to

learn how to react to such an emergency.
.

And we are about to learn a. lot more through a

(~1
,. i

* ' ' * *'
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() serier of health research studies that are being coordinated

~

by the Department of Health and guided by a panel of

nationally known experts.

We need unified support for these studies, not

only a vocal recognition of their importance, but active

recognition in the form of adequate _ financing.
. , . , , _ , , .,,

Specifically, we now face an immediate shortfall

of $515,000 in our funding of five of the eight very important

research projects we have undertaken into the health impacts

of TMI.

And that shortfall covers only the current fiscal

year.-

The total cost of the five projects not yet totally

funded is $936,000. of that total, we have covered $421,000

with funds from the Electric Power Research Institute and the

federal Department of Health, Education and Welfare. .

We have received no state funds other than our

operating funds to offset the costs of these very important

studies.

Yesterday, I submitted a request to Lt. Governor

Scranton asking that he and the Governor use their good offices

to s 3ek legislative appropriations to cover the $515,000
.

shortfall of which I speak.
p

- k.)

. ;
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(~] I urge you to give this matter your closest
8.s

attention when it ccmes before the House of Representatives.

I hasten to add that there will be additional

research costs included in our budgetary requests for 1980-81.

The exact amount of that request will be contingent

upon the amount of outside funding we jan obtain. ,,

'

We need the same priority commitment that has been

paid to non-health impacts of the accident.

For until these studies are complete, our store of

knowledge relative to nuclear accidents will be lacking.

And the inevitable result will be that in some

subsequent accident, public officials will again be required to

( )'-

respond virtually by intuition to the threat of immediate

catastrophe.

Gentlemen, again I c;mmend you rcr your obvious

concern with the health impacts of the TMI accident, and I. 4- .- ..

urge your continued attention to this singularly more important

aspect of that accident

Earlier, my office of legislative counsel forwarded

to each of you an extensiv.s printed piece that summarizes the

day-to-day, minute-by-minute activities in the Department of

Health as we attempted to marshall our somewhat meager and

scattered resources for the business of protecting the public's

' (nj

t

. |
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,rN . ~ health in the aftermath of TMI.
U

I have brought additional copies of that document

with ine today for anyone who may need it.

This printed piece is really a digest of four other

documents:

My oral deposition taken by tha President's
. . . .

Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island;-

Notes from my diary;

A summary of minutes of meetings relative to health

studies;

And my working paper relative to the decision of

the Department of Health and the Governor not to distribute
!
^'' potassium iodide once it was available, beginning four days

after the actual accident.

I am not going to belabor you with a verbalization

of all the details in that digest.

I would, however, urge you to study the digest at

your earliest possible opportunity.

And I will be happy to provide immediately any of

|the original materials from which the digest was pr@ ared.

In view of our budget limitations, I am loathe to j

prepare copies until there be a demand for them.
,

As you may know, I had been sworn in as Secretary of

(,

-

<: ~' '
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J( Health just 12 days prior to the accident..(
'

I was, consequently, still in the process of

orienting myself to the position, the department's functions
and the personnel.

I think I should point out here that I had no

Deputy Secretary for Programs, no Chief Legal Counsel and no
i . , ,

personal staff at the time of the accide'4t at TMI. In fact, I

didn't have a Deputy Secretary for Admiaistration. He joined

the staff the day after the accident. 3; wever, I had been in

discussions with him at the time of the accident.

Both Mr. Welch and Dr. Heil Wald, a University of

Pittsburgh expert on radiation health, whom I had invited at
||)' the cutset of the accident, to serve on a consultant bmis, were

of enormous value.

And it is to the everlasting credit of these tuo

men, and a good many others uho stepped in to fill the breach, ,

that we began to 6et a solid grasp of the situation almost
im edi t la e y after the accident.m

Their work stands out even more when you consider

our virtual lack of resources.

We had no medical-health library. That had been

dismantled two years previously out of a budgetary concern.
-

We had no Division of Radiological Health. That(
.

4
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7-5. was in the Department of Ervironmental Resources.-
L)

We had no Division of Occupational Health. That
.

was also in DER. *

We had no preplanned strategy for dealing with

such a momentous event.

We were, in fact, a Health Department not equipped
nw w.. z e..

, , - o <n - nx '' ' ' '

,

to deal with the single most significant public health problem

that this state has experienced in modern times. '
"

But with round-the-clock work sessions, the.

cooperation we received from other state agencies, and the on-

site help of representatives of the Kederal government, we were

able to control the situation.,

( In this case, control meant remainind cool,

planning for the worst possible contingencies and taking

cautious action, only when such action uas warranted by the

evidence at hand.,,
_ ,

. ..

Gentlemen, I think it is important that you know

that your Department of Health, and I as the new Secretary,

were on top of the TMI situation as well as any organization
: could have been from the very beginning.

From the time I received first word of the accident

at about 8:30 in the morning on March 28th from ny Bureau of
.

Health Communications, I was in constant contact with various
bv

i

!
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(~l health related agencies and experts throughout state government
,s.s

either in person or through continuing telephone communications ,

And I think it is to the credit of those people I

was working with that we succeeded in our immediate mission,

i. ,nveying to the general public an attitude of restraint and
~

unution in the face of a pussible catastrophe. .

. . , ,, , , g. , . .
.

We ask you now to allow us to pursue our long-range

mission, that of studying the health impacts steaming from the

accident, the possible health impacts of low level radiation,

and making sound preparation to avoid adverse health effects of'

any future similar accident.

Thank you and I will be happy to respond to any

D)''
questions you may have, lir. Chairman, members of the Committee.

BY CEAIRMAN WRIGHT:

Q Thank you, Doctar. Relative to your discussion of

potassium iodide, it was my understanding that a supply was on

hand. Can you elaborate, give us some details as to how that

was acquired; where it came from; where it was stored? I

believe there was a deciaion between you and DER uith regards

to the possible distribution. Now, I get the feeling that ti);c

supply is no longer on hand and why is it not on hand and do

you have any comments to make on the life of it and where it,

should be stored and things r61ative to that?
/~T
U

.

' % 0
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j'; A Let me try to summarize the events surrounding the
U

request and delivery of potassium iodide. The Bureau of

Radiation Health had, over the year or two prior to the

accident, been in negotiation with the federal government to

receive potassium iodide and to have it available as a stockpile.

Such an action was not forthcoming because of the number of
. , a. - , ,.. ,,, <. .n ~ . . . . m , -.-

bureaucratic problems that existed at thu federal level and

as well, possibly, because of communications bettreen and among

various agencies of state government. Hcwever, there was a

distinct and concer.ted effort made by the Bureau of Radation

Health to obtain this agent and the FDA was not in a position

to provide it.

After the accident occurred, some two days later,

DHEW and the Bureau of Radiation Health were in contact and an

agtcement was reached to have potassium iodide shipped into

the Harrisburg area.
L

The morning after that agreement was made, the

Secretary of DER; Tom Gerusky, Bureau Director of the Bureau of

Radiation Health; myself and my deputy rat over in the offices

of PMEA and the Department of Health agreed to accept the res-

ponsibility for the receipt of this drug and any pnsible distri-

bution plans that might be implemented, might even be needed.

| The first shipment of the drug arrived on April lot,

/T i;

|- .Y

q: . -
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(' ') four days after the accident. Probably some two days after the
v

most intense release of radiatien, on Friday the 30th. The

drug itself is effective, most effective, when administered prior

to the release of radiation but is still effective for up to

12 hours subsequent to the actual exposure to radiation.

Having received the first shipment on April 1st,,1,,.o , , c,

some 11,000 vials arrived. Six thousand of these were un-

labeled. There were obvious discrepancies in the size of the

vial and the size of the droppers so that the droppers did not

fit in the vials. There were discrepancies in the size of the

i
outlet, the droppers, the drop size themselves so they didn't

couply with the standard recommended dosages. There were float-m

U
ers. There were evidenceu of dirty bottles, all of which were

of concern to the Department of Health in any possible distri-

bution plan than would be made with this impromptu shipment.

DHEW had put together an emergency plan and had made arrange-

ments with a manufacturer of the drug in Illinois to have the

drug prepared immaEately and to be shipped out into Harrisburg

under an energacy situatien. In fact, this part was accom-

plished and I think we did have, as a back up, the availability

of the drug if, in case, there was actually indicated a need.

As soon as we made the agreement witu DER to accept

the responsibilities for the receipt. storage, administration

(')v

:)-.
,
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/
(j and possible deployment'of the drug as indicated, we began to

put together a cont $ngncy plan and we met for several hours en

Saturday and on Sunday and that plan has reached a state of

at least relative refinement and is actually one of the docu-
I

ments that we c uld make available to the Committee 'if ;;ou were

so interested._,I mentioned.that in my. situation..rtport which, ..u- , , , . ,

we did send t'o the members of the Committee.

The drug was stored in a warehouse just north of

the department and because of some anxiety about the availability

of the drug, we had ta keep it under armed guard because people

did, in fact, want to get into the drug. However, the best

rs medical advice we had at the time, which was not only from my
V,

own self but also from international and nationr1 consultants

whom we contacted, we that there was no indication for an

immedi' Ate administration of the drug. Both Dr. Sanger

(phonetic) from t he University of Cincinnatti, who' had been on

the Denton Commission, who had worked with Harold'Denton, I

should say, on the NCRP Coumission and Dr. Neil Wald submitted

a report to the Department of Health stating that that was;

their considered judgment. Hawever, on April 3rd, we received

a memorandum frr,a the Secretary of the Department of Health,

Educadan and Welfare, Secretary Joseph Califano, who recommended

. in the first instance that we consider or he recommended that
[)m.,

_ u.e m.-
. _ _ __ ._ _. __
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( }- we administer the drug to all people'au the site of Three Mile

Island and that we distribute the drug to everybody within a

ten-mile radius of Three Mile Island. It was our considered

opinion, again, that this was not indicated because, first of
'

all, the levels of radiation were nowhere near the 10,000

, millirem exposure that had.been acknowledged as the level'.for,e.
, . ,c,,, , . , ,.

the d$stribution and adninistration of tne drug. In fact, it,

was less than one-tenth of one percent of that. There was

also a serious concern that since this was on, I believe it

was on Monday -- Tuesday, April 3rd that we received this

memorandum froa the White House. This was a memorandum from

O Secretary Califano to the White House; that the present state
^

of mind and behavior of the populace in tae area uns such that

if we were to distribute little brown vials of potassium iodide,

that it might be their impression that there was a greater

danger than actuaDy existed. And our third concern -was that we

may have created a swine flu situation whereby we would have

adninistered a drug for a disease that would never occur and if

we had, in fact, exposed people, there is a small incidence of

side effect, adverse side effect, from the drug. And so we

were aware that this could have, in fact, produced a problem.

I communicated this in a letter to the, a return

letter to an article which appeared in the Washington Post on
\..

~

I

i
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. (}[ Apri1 Ath, citing health officials in the Commonwealth of ~

Pennsylvania f ar not having administered the drug and it was

pub 11ched in the Washington Post, I believe, on the 13th of

April.

I think in summary, the lessons that we learned,

the awareness that,we have with regard to dose levels,.withu. w ,u, ,,.

regard to contingency plans and the fact that the drug doca

have an unusually stable shelf life, that we could use this

drug, we would be well advised -to considor planning and the use

of this drug on a stockpiling basis and have it available for

the tarious nuclear reactor sites in Pennsylvania,

| Q Uhere is this supply now that was delivered?

(~/)Ns

A The supply as delivered una returned to DHEW and

I believe it's stored in Arkansas.

Q I gather from your comments t'he drug was of

questionable quality?> - - < -~ <1

A Certainly, the presentatbn af the drug, I think,

left something to be desired. The Naticnal Council on Radiaticr i

Protection r 70mmended that tablets be distributed but because

of the emergency nature of this situation, a saturated solution

of potassium iodide was prepared instantly because, apparently,

DHEW could not find a large enough supply of tablets. The

pr,tection rendered by having that drug available at this time

L)/(

I
,

'
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,

'

j is now of any great conaequence in view of the fact that the

emergency situation that-relates to the TMI accident had

essentially subsided and we didn't release that drug for_re-

turn until some'several weeks after the accident.

Q I'm assuming from your comments that the responsi-

bilit:y or the apparent . responsibility for ordering tile drug
s , 4 . . .. ,s... - , , # . , . - - , ...- , ,

to be manufactured and distributed and stored might be HEW's

in Uashington. Have they subsequently, subsequent to the

uccident, in anticipation of another emergency at some place

uithin the United States, have they ordered a supply?

A Well, my concern is registered hefecbefore this

C:maittee because I have made these points repeatedly and I

b'.''
think there has been no real reception for them. I raised

them in my sworn deposition for the Presidential Commission in
.

same detail and the Commission chose not'to raise the issuc and

adMaed me so.before I testified.on August 2nd. ,I was told

that the one area that they were not going to discuss was

potassima iodid and that was of some considerable concern to

me. They were going to look at the public health education and

professional education concerning uhich I raised but not this

particular issue.

Subsequent to that time, I've heard from the

Chairman of that Commission whom I have c rresponded with, that
-

x

3
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.
.

(~'. \s{
they-didn't have time to get into that issue.

Q Has-the point been raised with HEW?

A Through correspondence with the Chairman of the

Commission, I have sent a copy. of that sa'ae letter to the -

Secretary of HEN.

Q Have y;u had a response?
. ,w x .w..,ua < m,, ws ,u > ,a . . -u .-.

A I haven't had a response from HEU.

Q I then assume, to the best of our knowledge, there

is no supply of potassium 1:dida in the c auntry?

A That is correct, at laast for this particular

purpose available at a stockpile basis around nuclear reactor

sites. Now, there may be some small supplies at the sites,_
l,'')

theselves under nuclear Ragulatory Commiscion requirements but

this would nat be for the populace in the area surrounding a

nuclear reactor site.

Q Do we:know why?
. . . . . .

A I don't know the answer to that except it is perhaps,

in the larger construct of things, that which happens after the

accident and we have never had, as far as ue.know, a signifi-

cant number of deaths, at least in the short term ue've had

none, from a nuclear accident. And I presune it's, again, the

concern that people in the field af public health continue to

raise, that preventiva medicine doesn't have a very high priority

/~T
U
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( ;r in the scheme of things but were- this accident ta have reached

the point of actual . radiation exposure to the population, I

think we would'be well along in some sort of a preparatory

effort to have a drug of this sort available. I think the

opportunity to have this kind of a drug available would stimu-

late the same Kind of a preventive approach with respect to
.s n,, , . , . - .,:u. ~, ..

other dr 6erous radioacci. -2 accidents.

Q Can you give us paramsters quantitatively regarding

a desirable supply and the cost of same end the numbers of

. people that might be protected for each nuclear site?
.

A I think in general the recommended dose by the

Haticaal Council on Radiation Protection is for a 300 milligram
p_

''<)*

tablet to be tr.cen cnce u day for each of ten days. That

would be multiplied by the nudoer of peqil.e who were in an ex-

posure area. .In the NCRP report this is eatinated to be five

miles. -This might be subject to review at this time in view

of the experience we had with the Three ;1lle Island accident

and I'm not trying to determine the actual range of exposure

and the dangerous level areas but I think that thic is the kind

of ' consideration that has to be carried, where review and

study has to be carried an.

Q Has anybody estimated the cost per se?

A It's a relatively 10w expensive -- it's a drug

(~)
v
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(~'y of'relatively low expense. I don't know if any type of cost
-v

determination has been made.

Q What's the life of the drug?

A It's a atable drug. It has been -- the shelf life

would be a relatively long period of time. I think it's

anagerfactorthathastoDeconsidered. Stockpiling of any
,,

agent is always -- has maj or financial implications that your

questicas indicate, Mr. Chainnan, and I think that we have to.

get the best _possible information on that. Dut the drug is

stable and certally within the framework of months to years, we

could count on the availability of having the drug available

_ but I would be cencerned and would uant to determir.e whether

a ten, 15, 20 years shelf life is possible.

Q If such a supply was determined to be needed and

decirable at each nuclear site, give us seme suggestions in

regards to where that storage site should be. .I assume it

should be off site semeplace. Shauld it be within the five-

mile area; should it be stored by state government or should it-

be stored by some pharmaceutical distributor in the area? Do
.

you have any thoughts on that?

A Well, we develped a deployment plan uith respect to

the distribution during the accident and this 1aformation is

available.- We cansidered using all of the various sites and we

("o)
'

.4-
'
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(v~'{
had des 16nated approximately 40 or'50 sites within the five-

~

mile radius to have it available. Others have su6dosted'!the

possluility _ if we were to be 6cing thf atTh a national effort or

even a statewide erfurt, that we might.want to make it avail ~

able gratis at post offices, pharmacies,. fire stations, at po-

o. . .- , c . y _ it is a drug that 1,slice stations, because, as I indicated,

best taken as r ceventive agent and it blocks the action,

the uptake, of'the radioactive natorial in tne tayroid gland.

The radioactive iodine is picked up by one thyraid gland and if

it lands there, if it actually attaches to the receptor citcs

in tne thyroid gland, the gland is destroyed in the course of

the next weeks to a manth and a persen then really has no

h''' t
thyroid functian 1:hich io casential f cr nor:aal e.ciatence.

T'.are is -- it 's a medically knoun phenomenon that it 's accd

f or people who have cver-active th. _ aids but these people nust

subsequently have thyroid replacement by taking tablets. So,

there is even that aspect af it that could be considered if we

consider the possiblity of an accident dostroying thyroid

glands; we are goin6 to nave to consider che possibility of

having thyroid availablo in order to replace the damage

thyroid glands that would occur during a nuclcar accident.

Q Does the administration of this' drug require

close medical supervisian or, to put it another way, is theic

(~;)s. ,

|
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C any fear that pe.ple who are in a semi-punic condition would
,G

take an overdose and would there be any bad effacts of taking

an overd: se, thinking soie > 3;ple would fool that if they took

three times ca much, the problem uould ga away at one-third

the tine?

, ~ . ., s the,, dos,e _c. hat is r. .e, quired c c,~b. lock ,the up ~..A Well
- +.. .

take of the radioactivc natorial is tuo drops if you are using

the saturated solution form and one tablet if yoa are taking

the pill. I think appropriate instructiana and labeling is

very important and it was one of o'tr concerns,'of course, that

6,000 vials arrived unlabeled. We did put our staff to work

on that the day after we received it and we got those vials,

L)
labeled a t hat ue wauld have the.n prepared f or distributica.

The drug, in terms of overdose, is not known as a

toxic agent. It's a relatively safe drug at that level and

tso, again, knowing that <all drugs cause -adverse reactions, but *

I don't know of any major cumplications from an overdose of a

saturated solution of potassium iodide. liy guess is that it-

would be excreted thraugn the normal excretory passages.

CIL1IRMAN URIGIC: Representative Reed?

M REPRESENTATIVE REED:

Q Mr. Secretary, what studies are in Jeopardy as a

result of the present unavailatility of the $515,000 to uhich

b-)

.
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ym. you referred in your -opening remarks ?
V.

A We are preson'ily undertaking a series of studies

that are interrelated. They relate to the effects of the Three

Mile Accident on the unborn fetus, those people who were ex-

posed to that. We are_doing long term studies. We are also

studying the effects on tF.e thyroid gland. We're in.<>,..volved in
. .,n,. ,o ,- ~., + ---

the impact, the healtf.-aconomic effect, of this particular

accident. We are also preparing for studies.that relate to the,

long tern effects of low doce ri.diation, 1sw dcee expasure to
; radiatien. We have three or four other studiec ':1at are1

,

currently under way; anc of cxamining the behavioral changes

that occurred, both in the papulation and alsc in the providers
OV that cecurred in the Three Mile Island accident. I believ'e

we have one or tua otner studies. Our total budget has been

put tagether through various bits and piscas, as I have

described; support frau the Department of . Health, Educatbn and -
,

Uelfare; also, in kind sup; art frxn the Center for Disence

Cantral, fra:n the Depa rtuent of Health, Educati;n and Welfare

as well as our cun staff comnitments and times, as well as a

grant from the Electric Power Research Institute which is a

voluttary nonprofit foundation that devotes some resources to
'

the effects of nuclear --

Q ,0.K. You n1de reference to the study nn the long
13.

'

v
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term effects of lau level rt.diation which is another way of

saying that we really don't know at thia peint uhat the

offects of low leval radiation are for a long period of time.

In that correct?

A Tant la cocrect, sir.

Q Where did you gut your inf or.altion that during the

first critical ten dr.ys of the T'!I accident, concerning the

amount of radiation uhich the off-cite populatioa uo' tid have

been e< paced?

A I was part :af the daily briefings th.tt took place

in the Governar's office uith liarold Denten.

Q And who vac it th:tt presented to you or in those
: I

'

' - :1cetinga or fr'm any athcr c.nrce at any -thoc time the levels

of radiation tf=t had been dete,i,ec or was there, in fact, an

abcence of infaraation concerning the .ndiati:n t) 'thic h the*

local p;pulation may be.ve been e::paaed?
, ,

A I think uo had Tairly g.nd data :n a c ntinuing

bacia during thace ten days af briefing. N .t only we re the

NRC people here but also representatives d the Department of

Environ:1 ental Res ources uere accumulating data. There were

came chartfalla and I uoul3 have t) p: int at that during a

period of a day - 5:o, u7e ucre scnetimes unaware of the exact

levels of exposure. Hauover, at n time una the arder of
_

1 Jun h'
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. ( ]) magnitude sufficiently great to invoke any sort of precipitouc
,

action on the part of the state.

Q Subsequent to April the 4th, I believe was the date

you mentioned in your testimony, you made arrandements with 'che.

manufacturer in Illinois of potassium lodido to have that drug

ready for transportation here, if necessary ?, , ,, ,,ts

A Phat was March 30th.

Q March 30th.

A But it didn't arrive until April lac.

Q I sec. In that the shipment that El got ' togetner

for you, sir?
.

A l' hat 's c orrect, sir.3
U

Q In ather words, the Illinois manufacturer of

potassium iodice was exactly the same shipment that HF.i arranged

for?

A And actually it was HEW that precipitat.: d that order.
'

-

fhey actually put the order in and ue received it as a result

of that. We didn't actually negotiate with the naufacturer

itsel f. Actually there was a Detroit aanufacturer involved, or

two.

Q Uas that a sufficient quantity which was received

in the event it was necessary to be used for at least a three-

mile radius?
7'N

u t.
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. A There were concarns because of tha fact that it' p)
%

una 237,000 vials and, acaia, if we used the 15-mile radius,

some 500,000 individuals uere exposed. However, many fewer

families and you could perhaps use a factor of 2.7 to 3 to

divide into that 600,000 and como up uith the nam ^aer of

families and if we uere abla to distribute t'um One to a.

, r <. a .. . . ,. . . ,

fantly, it could be he iled in that uay. Hcuever, this is
,

ancther area that daserves conciderable atcdi as to uhether
1

1 you distribute potaasium 13dida to a fa.ily or ta an individual ,

q 'bc thing you nay uant to include in your future
:

prep.trat ory activities u )uld be the fact that by March 30th,

the date that the arrangementa nere in progrecs for the iodide

to be dalivere 1ere, yz. had aircady hc.d a mass excdus af at

least 50,000 people 30 thc.t if you were going to set.up a dis-
!

j tribution cycton, not t. be located solely in the ir.ediate
1

; area, THI area, but rather that the~ be a distribution of the,

i potassium iodide liten117 all over ?2nuylvania and pr bably

to adjoining arcas in New Jersey and Maryland since many area.

residents had already go.ie.there, although they probably
:

uouldn't have been expoced to a certain amount of radiation,;

although I'm cure it would have been effective. If you have to

take it uithin.12 hourn after y3ur exposure, it prchably would

have been tac late anyuay.

. I(Tv
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| A Well, I think t!.at warranto study. We have heard i

informally that lecci detarminations for.the availability of
'

4.

potaaulum iodide have been made subsequent to accidents in

Great Britain. Uc have been in tauch with some of the offi-

cials in Great Britain and tncir co.~munication is that it is:

. not avcilable cn a nationa* level and if it is available, it's
m, , ,

1 . ,, ,e ..,

L

| available on a lecci level and this ifas Jollawing the Winsfield

(phonctic) accident of 19F7 uhan there una a uch higher level
:
; cf radiction released to the pupulace it, that arec..
!

[ Q There has been a let ;f diccucsien abcut the

:
1 metallic taste that peuplc araund TMI and people on T:II had

during those firct av.ven to ten days. It's my understanding
i

i them that metallic taste that pecple got in their touths uaa-

the fact that radicactive icdine that uan floating around in

the plute cf radiaactivc claudc that uno moving around in the
,

area, whichover way the vind uns blowing.- Is that true?e

i
A I d n't knou, us.r. I've hecrd u2ny many allegations

*

of e mplicationc cs c recult of the expouurc to these very low
4

:

levelu of radioactive iudine. It is uy cunaidored -pini:n that

a

| tiac lovela never reached the level uhc re symptommatic abterva-

| tion could be.made. Houever, and I have no further informatiqn

en it other than the fact that storico have gen 2ratei like the
,

kind you have men'icned.

Jg3 M@h;
-
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Q -Doca radioactiva iodine give c. meta'lic taste in

the mauth?

A I don't I:now, sir.
~

Q C.K. Thank you.

CIIAIR !AN WRIGHT: Representative O'Drien?

s.B7 RETF23ENTATIVE 0'BRIEU: r,<.a .e - . 1 e:w r- .v v e +. .x . a= ~ ~ru a, , . , .v. .

q Ifr. Occrott.ry, tn URC cfficial yeatcrday in a

opccch in Pittcburch utated that both DER and :ma has a plan

to clean up Three flile Isl_nd. They ha. the 'ank and whatever

relensca would be put out uould be within. the regulatiens of

both DER, NRC and federal governraent regulationc. My questiot.

to you is. Alco in his spcoch he caid the reaccn they are not

O
doing it is because it's a political decinian .in3 f.t may not

be r.inde .f ar ov6r three cr four years which means that that

plant is going t:> 1ay titere ta mare or Jean the pe ple aort of

Est used to the. idea that we are living within an area where.*

there is radioactivity. In taare more harm in letting it lay

thera or in your judcmant, if it's going to be cleaned -- it's

n ot gbing t o go away f ra.n uc . D3 you thidt it should be cleaned

up,'if they-can do it, uithin the regulationa?

A - Alth; ugh I worked in a prior career as ttn engineer
,

-and-I have been interested in this prcbicm fr3 - an engineering-

standpcint,~I-reall/ have no technical'.expertisc current to

{
.
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( address your question. I think the ene area t5at I wouin oe

most concerned about wouL* be that if eny ruch decision were

made, that from a health st'andpoint, we would be prepared for

any possible contingency that could arice cf an accidental re-

lease of radicactiv$ty.

.Q Well, could you find out for this Committee some
<4 .a. . v - - . . < , , . . ,, ,a o, , . , ,

.
,

'uny, somehow, which way is the best dee!'sion to be mado? *ihat

I don't like is that government is sitt$ng he't Naitin3 They

kn w it has to be done. Should it be d ne now. if they knew
:

how to do it, or should they just wait until pe,ple nettle down

and then go in and any now we are going to do it?

A I think it would be unwise not to consider the
O
%/ extraordinary stress to which people in thin are t have been ex-

posed and that factor should be considered in any deliberation

of that kind of a decirbn, for that kind of a decision. He

don't know the impact of the stress but that.may have been the-

major health effect from Three Mille Island and any decisions

that 'Are made subsequent to that with respect to Three Mile

Island will continue to have that as a re91 dual.

Q Doesn't it make sense to you, and I'm not criti-

cizing you because you don't know becaune sone of the top

officials don't know. It han to be clennred up sometime and

the danger is always there as long as it's there and as long
r r.

t
-
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i

as it's there, the danger cf it leaking out is there.

A Uell, I think it's fair to cay that the accident
. .

,
is noL yet over and that we still have a situation that re-

,

5 quires att2ntion and cancern. The danger of lenking out exints

; with any kind of a nuclear reactor site, hauever, and one must

be, .yo.u know, particularly aensitive.y an.d concerne.d.. abaut. t.his.sc . ;a.t .1.~ . .... 4 .. . . m . , . . . , . . ,a , ,p . .

| I think those of us uh; livod through tha Throc Milo Icland
1
d

; accident have changed 2r paaitianc and our at':i' .tdca and aurc

concerna uith thia regard nnd it certal..ly ha!ghtened our

acncitivity. But I can't speak, I dan't tt. ink, to the technical

aspects af the questian uhich you rain s. Although I certainly

think that we should be invalved in the deliverbations because

th2rc are solac very imprtant .public hael'h and huntan factors

that have to be consi3ned.

Q Da you live within the aroc sf the T'i se HLle

'Ialand?- ow - * s- - - -i.- -,-...c .

A Itot uithin thc direct area. I live within

I:arrichurg but I ccncider that to be within the 2.rca that uns ,

under consideration during the accident.
t

q No further question:.

CIIAI?JiAN URI3:!T: Representative IIcffel?
i

3Y REPRESEICATIVE !I'F?I:.:

.Q I!r. Secrotr ry, an page 114 of pur attached documentn,
A
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O
V resource codcuments, you idantify as One af thw problems,

deficiencies, the lack-of knntledge in the community of the.

resau.ces to respond to the c;nsequen:ca of a nuclear accident,

in point number twa. You further say that a program af public

educatian on Aspect:s of self-care and protectiun have now. been

planned f ar init,iat. .i.a..n thragghout the state., ,,Could,. you . des , ,, #;m .g-w_ ..,

cribe in soma data 11 tlc ateps you arc taking to pramate this
'

public education?

.1 The canecen,12 I can preface that uith a brief

comient. The cancern that I had with redu/d ts this gaes back

to the early 1930's whan I uas aware, as many of my fellsu,

students were at that time, that wa were living in an atanic

O
agh and there uns draat anxiety anang this group as t; whatner

i

we uc,uld surviva in an ut;.aic age. Somehou or other the uhole

issue;became quiescent far about 25 years until the Three L111e

accident occurred and people just<had no sence of the numbers or> -

i

' af what an accident teans in terms af exp;sure. The word milli-
i

-

rom arrived in aur vacabulary. The fact that ue all found out

that about 30 or 40 millirams is what a cuest x-ray expsure

provide:3; that perhaps no sne raccived care than the equivalent

of two or three chest x-rays, far less tnan they would have re-
|*

ceived ina gastra-intestinal aerics, a CI series, far studying
I

the intestinal tract. .ill of that informaLisa was not part of 1

m

.
.
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our knowledGo and~ I think it chauld have been. Mr basic-

'

appr,ach though, to answal yaur questica specifically, has beenc
,

to bc;;in working in this area uith t!1c Department of Education

and Secretary Scanlan and I have mec with a joint ccm.nittee -

between the tua departments and have recrimended that apccific,

health educatiun filnc and pr'graua be,pecpaced far.various I4

. , , . ,, e. ;.-,r 3 .+.,.c wv,%.. x w m m + " % w- ..
i

age. groupc within the population. This, agt.in, vill require
!

j rocaureca und what ue :iave proposed actually *.a ~: bat we address
,

t ' ':he pro nch nl children pechapc thrauch a I''. Rogera ';ype ofa
1
'

p :gran, contacting pc ,ple tha have that kind of acecas; ther.

7 achcal age child; the adalcecent :r. ale in of concern. As he
i

approachee puberty, he la beginning ta develop certaia harnatal
'

-

chnnger and teaticular c:4 angas which c;uld, in net, be affected;

! by auc'' an accident. ';sttainly,.the psychalogical aspect is of
?.
:

) cencern. The pregnant other in cn >ther ' ar32t c.udi2nec that I
J

think we should b2 c ancerned about addressi.1g .and.uaking 'them-+
<

marc anarc of the relativ-: Safety and tSe dangern that caald

r2 cult from such an ac :ident. Certainly, the working person,

a

; and a special problem is the geriatric population because while
4

the radiaticn c::posure nay not be important physically ta that
i
4

! population, certainly the streno and the possibility of evacua-
.

| tion and novement er.2 a very real cancern. C, I think we have
4 i

Ii a' number of people that uc have tc, cencider, Thia c;mmittec
]

Z
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I'%) that is undertaking this activity is actively av ucrk and will

be making a specific recoumendation including time fraues
,

and target date cbijectives in the near future. .

Q Uhat kind of infernation would you like ta sect

;

disseminated?

A I believe that there has to be an awarenc:.a that
, ... ,+1,.,,. .,u-.,..

we are in an at.uic age; that this is an age ;f pccaiblo

| nuclear accidents. Try as hard au We uloh, we can 't make di e

exiatias 63 to 75 nuclear zeactarc diouppear tvday. ? hey arc

operating and they are e ntinuing to be a pc,tential scurec of

danger, I titik that thare is not anywhere near the posaibility

of major da:nade fr :a la. level af radiatian as was capacted; - -)'

and anticipated by the pspulati.,n '..ho catated wichin the Three

Mile Ialand area t. d ..t una cluply a laed of knowledge as to

what lau icvel radiatisn enpeaarc .ccana. I'u aut trying tv<

belittle in any acnac the likelihood that we could haveslong

term cancer effec't; frvu isu level radiation. I d n't think f
'

i
'

the annuer la in an that sac yet but I think we chaald put

before the peaple cae preacat state of kusuledge and the lack

of knowledge that ue have in this area aad by as daing, I think
J

we vill ganarate a great deal el etivity that esuid addrcos

the research 1.aplicatisna of talu and cena up with a;;mething

.
-tnat is going to be neuaiagful f a.c the American public and

V(~.

[if 3fkh0hk1
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'
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(') particularly f ar thase bf us in Pennsylvsnia who have lived !

v

through this.

ormation on nuclear power, would4 In additicn to inc
.

you Anelude in thic m"? tal ntops th9t a family should take

shoulu an accident .:c cur ? Ara you tn?. kin 6 of simply informing

and edacating the publ'c ac to the current knowledge .of nuclear
. - , . , ,. ,

pawer oc is it alaa a n'.,t t y do if thero is a crisis?

A Uca ., I think there are several. levels of concern.

vae is the gene ral level ir the populati 1. We have denied,

in fact, the pcteatiel f danger. T%ese were accidents that

weren't likely tc cccur, cecording te some people, and they did

cccur and I think it'c very important that we e.ddress that

J
populatien. I thiah '?e |.3ve t,be prepared to disseminate to

,

the pualic thrcug'.1 cur Cril Defence or our Emergency Management

appraaehes at the 1 :ur.ty ni tha State level the various kinds

-of prograas that y]u ara tdkin5 about and get that information

out in :he public's Sanis. I think at the same time we need

to be prepared and t ; have the public awa re that we, at the;

governmental icycl, are eddreccinc nnergecy plans for such an

event and the Dapnetment ?f '!calth has done that and has actu-

'

ally distributed a dicoatar plan for a nucl. ear accident to the

PMEA. It's being cavianed by them and we are in the third

draft of th1t particular dacument now. It will be a continuing

O-v

1 UIf 3

14Ms+e+w . . t
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i.

- em
j g process over a period af ti.ne but I thin't that is also of

i

; c ncern and interest ta tae public, that thare is an active
.

:

pres:an under uay by: state government. .

'

. Q. This 3:mmittee n s tvid that thers aad bc3n efforts
,

made in the past to .edacate the'public, t send out brochures
4

,and. flye.rs and s,a on. Ther2 la an advissry coxnittee to DER,
, , .

. c n. . _ . . .

i
1 'n advis ory c mittee t; the Jut?au af Ladiu.tian C2rol or

|- Nhatever the .naine af that is, that squalched .hc dissamination

, .

Of that caterial. It was .. eve: really a.:pic.lael t a na why the*

material uasn't distributed. It imply vaca't listributed.
i

1 '
j What ma' tea y :u think that y..u are gaing to nave any mare luck

i

j 3 uorking thrau3h the 32part aeat af IIcalth and tha Dapartment of
r
i

~

E,incatiLn in 3atting the akay t ., diatribute this?;

Uell, with 12329d to the appc,ach that I have just'

.s

deceribed tja yau uith the Copretment sf Ed.teatuu, .ic ccrtainly*

tuauld be using other media than the state J avernment alone.- We~ "

are talking abcut :uvias, 211as, television in arder ta make

thic ca:mnunicati:n p asaible. It's a slightly differcut approach
.

than just distributing pamphlets and handvuts. I alsa think

that the reason there might be 3:meuhat acre success in .:his is
,

if there is a neu cenuitivity and a neu auarenesc as ta the

! importance of such an accident and peuple arc. frankly avidly

; .

trying to learn as much as they can, even uithaut f armal plans,
_

.

~ .m .
k'iguggne ;

6 er , . , 8 i

_

,

|

|%.4e iv.: ~ w eti h!. e d. , 4 i % s +
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A

1 g I wnuld propbse and hwe uctually proposed to *:ha Secretary
'V

'

of Educotion that ue mi;tt uant to incorpart te educationalt

pragmma within t"n entriculun of various cchoals and.
i

collegen that will mke students aware -,f uhat 13 involved in
i

, this orca and it ce.-tninly could be integrated int; existing
academic activitien. I dcr't think it has to have a whole

<

a. . . . ,. . ~ L ws..,' '|n n' ' ' ' ' '" ' '.
'.,,

new set of courcnc invnived but at leas'. .'In integraticn af

this into the neademic activity and I,orhap .mL cf the

univerqity and educ'. tina 2 pe :ple who 3 1 .:11'.'ac talking to

will address that.
1

4

Q Uell, I certainly cupp;rt y;u in yaur ;fforts. I

think goy?rnu nt h?c TU!? n ':?rrib'.e nia':ake var O L years inIr

downpirying the potentin'.qcan
.

:f t"ic and I 'r.pe y >u have mare

sIccesc than tSo stat 2 C w arnment, ten or 15 years aga, had in

trying to get that infrmati sn Out. 'D fut ur.c q u;tiana, Mr.!

* Chairman. .,. * ,
> ,

i

i CliAImiUT FRIG'T": RoprSaentSt tvu ElinG120.n ?
,

i BY REPRESEtPATIVE KLT"GM!M:

Q Dr, thcLond, I didn't 'luite un.!cratand y:ur re-
!

marks on possible nide effects of the uce of potassium i;dide.

Has' there been, to ynur kn^r'. edge. _ sufficient r3acarch in tne,

|- industry to eliminatn any fer.r of the ofrects >7 th. ei f the
,- i

drug? The old at"ry of the curc tcing ac L-d as the disease.
| r-0

D**D| :

{wh[a[i3[lkO|3
hf,

,

e _1 uuu m
. , ;n . .+ - .. . .-

:-m-- --.,,-,,-,..,...---,,..,--,.c,, .,, , . , , - , - , , . . , . .
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( Has that been roccarched daaply?;
, ,
\ ,i

A Potaccitta inde. has norr. ally bacn used as an

expcciarent for De nple wh hava pulmonary disease and the

sife off uta are km.in and defined clinically fairly uell. It
.

can produce cvar-an'.ivity of the thyreid gland. It can produce

a suppresalon af thyr.;id ac tivity, . n pt ta, a, dangerous level but

it can supprc33 1". I': e in Lac a22 effee; n the fr.:us in a

pr2gncnt u nin. It d aa have a prepeaaity L praduce a rather

nasty ' 13 '' . 3a nati.na * h ..m can b e c ;.ne wrj 3;riaas bat aa all:

druhJ go, th2re ic un advarae effact la al:a a', ,: very inatance.
9

There la no c nplately afu drug. Pataaaium isdide vould be

. ccasid2 red une af "h: r :latively ur.fe dv ada, having a very lou
, ,

i >

"' r e ?{ le'lC J '[ i ~lle 31 $ a ., f.' * fj I C 1]} .sn O O '' la C uudd DL2.3acivcs
#*

t reverc 3.1 uit:1 the ?la antinuation af the dru;;. So that

one returns t; e r :rrr' :"''e by n t taxi.:d Jh2 d ag. If you

have one of these ca.nplications occur an1 you're en route to an-,

evacuation peace 3nre "h'.c'. .; mic pr bab:.y ::e taking placc, fou

night fi1? 73urscif c: aide :ha dancar arca, auta1Je uhe ex-

p >3uro arca ^nd c :uld Ci.: 2 c.tinuo zhe u::e if the drug and,

therefore. not have the c:ncequelets :f auch an adverse effect.

I t!. ink tMrc 1; :nly lac :.her p.lat ': hat' I ch aula :acntLn
'

because in enc Pfer1nce ub e ue did reacarch *:ba :_iteraturec

fairly much, there var ' c _neern ': bat the 3_tacaiun aspect in
,

( ,

-

.i
k *

%
' %u' J W .URo!s p. , s

.= .1e -
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0000 elderly patienta could pr dace arrhyth:aia of the heart.

This la n.st in yainger patienta 'aut it 's the cnl/ Gingle

aeriau.; canaaquenca that I have 'ocen abla ta find out and, in

fact, . cay be affected 'ay anataer preparacica. Z think further

study of thia 2 :a,cliectien aasuld be ennaldercdJin any plan to

make pitaasiuu 1..dide avaliable er atackpile it.
. . .

Q Then, c ger.aral ulat/ibutler, af 'ac drug is nst;

entircl;* uit' cut conc _'aulic ?a

It's 2;:actl3 tue c.neera L.la. f rt. ae. L an uldn' t;.

n:A ' '.e d 3 :iai ;n arbit rari.~.y t a at..c:tpile thia aat ue ahould

stud / a t a n d t u f .11/.. .e beat p aaible advice that ue can

get and v.c d , a rte tala very .'ine ecp;rc feoa the Nati nal

( u An211 ..n .adiati_n .' . .ec':l an an 1 it a u la ;; mast af these

l a c u a a ': c.it i . tve /: s. ;u a . 2 . caver, the decialun was made and

a c a e s..e :c n d a t i . . 2. 2 :ta le :':c t t..e 3 rug a..au.d b e a, ,e' . piled

anc, ava1,a ,a.Le araund nue, ear reac,;;r cites.t2
, . . . . .

'l n p.:Je ? m ,1 spea!. .f fl.e pr,jectr., fives

n':udy p. 0 :ets b 2 La ; : ndu:' 2d at a e ,at ; f $936,033. lire

t hey beinc d one 1.11e rley;;.naatally _ r arcthay being can-

ductcd n e :nt:Jac t Dania, 4:alJe c ant /cet ;ra?

A Thece are haal % atujiaa that are being

e acdinated by t!:2 Ienit:1 L 2p a r t.aent . .5;na .f chem are being

c;nJucted within 'c h; do,mrtment and aune a.a under e ntract

-to- various universities throughout the state-itself. 17 ton 4t

.

.$f , f, ' .+

d ,y( b' [ 'l 'J. .

_ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ . . _ . _ __
_
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i believe any of t!.au are bc.u.g c anducted by ye z.ie autnide of.

f
, _ . <

the artcn. ita alf.

i Pardon?

I dun'' balieve c.ny c.re Laint,cundocted r.it s id e ,..

by act.acies ou:sida che atc.to.

4 I underctand t.iLt there t.re J:::ac intrc,2ta' e'

., .. -

c.n'rt.ctc?

n That's carrect, sir,

c ' lith ':..a univccaities . f r/ .. :a r.1M.o

I think lu every inatance they : Pc T 2t ad to.

univeral.tiac t!11t'a e-r/eet.

' Ir . Chair.rn, I "aull j' int .. lake .:no ather -baerva-_ ,

: 8
I, /

'i3 L.i;5 that i3 II2 ' 3 '; II.i ? n0' la Gi 1[ 0 .'''ICQl'n 03 Uit h DItea

hidden easta of snarat'.13 clactricity n.nd p w.'er by nuclear

p .y.r e r . I aay gancre. ting etactricity apaciT1.111; . 3::r.1ple,'- -

rin Pennsylvanic. I doa i think we are in much dinger, let's

aay, ;f a n:elac.r tecident aboard c. sub 1ariac but I'u beginning

ta feel W t theco reqtasta that we're hccring by cov;rnment

ngencies a.nd dep'trtment, C c mrc and m,rc m.,ney f nr related

nervices t2 be provided ')y 3:varnacnt. 'fy thinking is if those

coci:s uer2 tu be r 13ed '- t'.c actual c nts of gen? tatt an.

then maybe thi3 p r ;c a.1 riic! t'- n : t t e n.? inex?croive. ' hank

yau, Mr. Chairrtn .
.

v

I i ,$ f,

AJ ahudM'?IRML

_ _ . .
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) CliAIR'WT URIC:IP: Representative Lehr?
.

BY.aZPiu:3EATATIVE LEHR:

( Mr. Sccretary, uhe cupplied the filthy vials of
,

potassiu:a iodida?

A Whu acppl'.ed the vinis?
,

Q, Yea.,

.. . . . . , . .s -. > . ;.. w w, . , .. .:..a ., ..

A They ucre pr 2 par v' by a manuf9cturer in Decatur,
,

Illinaia and w3re chipp d frem that n$he.

Q Una anythdag dro about that nroblem?
.

'

A h'e alerte.1 tha Department of t!enitb. Education and.

1.

f

Welfare abaut the qd311ty cf the vials. We did send the vials

t .) tha:a f or dot a rrainatisq cf the quality and we received sa-

.Oi

ticfact ary reap;nses oc t - tSe q'tality of the drug itself.

Q Thar.k you.

Cl!!.I3"!J 'JRIGI'' : Representative Schmitt?
,

37 REPRZ.12HTATIVE,3C;EIITT: .
. ,. . . . m,

.

.Q Thank 7 n. Dr MacLeod, in sr,ur report which I,

think la a very c ud c'c you lea're several things, I think,

the Cxtaittee ah ;uld 'tn a rScut. T. think before we write our
. .

repa/t, that we nuat include in th't report all of the facto

-concerning patanatui iodidc uhich means its cost and availa-

bility; chelf life, b enusr that is an imoortant part in the

cchime af thingc; rnd "'u it is to be ingested and whether or

;OI
v

a @usuau[l,lf[LfY6flhD"D'

0

yn. u.a wa4 . .

, __ _, __ _,
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not it will-devel p lik2 uc Leve in the p3.110'cPota, in the

liquid and then the solid.

Yes...

Q- The thing t'lat coacerna :a0 an:' T think has to be

! ccacidcred becaiac ym are g.:ing to be the one that has to be

faced yith it, la that you 'irro a cost factor of your oroblem.

.. w .s., u.., . . .a.:, a:. ...,.- w + + ;n.r .u. *. m. -.--u < . . - . ..

of )515,000 in t'1e pra.'' eta is the state .if ?enn.:ylvania which

c :a23 ta nearly $1 aillion in research and ovpense. This,
.

of courac, :neanc a bud ct 1 cre?.cc and, -f a^urne, a tu2,

increase and I J a't think any of us wants t" vithhold anything
:

in the health nature that v.ight be beneficial to people but I

i think we must rec anice tb2 fact that tPare are conta involved,

- harc f _r the T71I cnd t':oj ara goint,t- he berne l'y the tax-
,

payara .r the citizcnt :f penns:Ilvania, pure and simple. Again ,

I rapaat, if it accc: t'O navinGL :f liver vn'* ged health. I ,

.uay -that any A. mount 1:c. are. taxed in worth it and I will always -
~

w. .,

:

suppart good pr grrno aucS ac ycu, cs the head of them. For.

'

the life of ne, I can'* nec h.w prcpricte*y interests like the

puwcr company can build a p ner plant, conetites over the ob-
i ~

jectic.:na of pcapic, c.nd put a price tac n it. This is,

apparently the kind f crr: 'ec ar? playing-Mith thin particular
I

thing. . I think r on' thin 3 ho t ' he done nbetit it. T~ don't

think it 'a fair f:r prn'giotary' intercatn + ' pince a tax burden
7 .,-

| ).S

i
, .

6 D""D
'

')/Uh E![LJY b
'

@I QI V f f'ech e

!

[ 4 Jca m.
, _ _ _ _ _ _ , ,,,.
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on the ahouldern '' the pa sple af Pennsyl ." inia 'ho are already.-

mara .va.-curdened thaa m Nt - f un can ' n.r.
'

Firat f all, do y- t agree tith this philacophy

I a exp.aunding, bef:.rc I p n rith anothe" qu:stirn?

A I t.irl l''re are tui things t- Se raid,

R.;;re:.catative. 'n e ; _' S h t, fic :t is wit! re;giri t , r:. c ca rc h

'

activitica t'ie ' ric ce f fur l'.ng can be viaved b'r nome as a2 -

cm:-;plicr. ting fact v. If t'.e ce ir any 2,rfl.* c' c f inte rest, it

c ul d u.n 1c a r t hc.t ie a r n '. 2 h :1 d in ~> 'r ''e ":ce m h activity
1

-

v

usa ; t!.1 ding t c t'1e l'ur. :ing r urce. ? 01 c ,. r-~ that pointa

cf vicu, ; e nig:it nr.t : rc'.lcr the c-'t ce ?f funding and,'-

in fact, to :myc r ace' v -] n : r. ^aS0. 000 t - d^ r c ~ pl ete citr-

h % .? :he p .p-f s ti n uf ' ':1 : n fiv1-r.lle ~'M u- f Three fiil.e

..:ltru. ''e ui.: achie t e f fcrcent rer'ilt. '?e r3ceived an. .

ad diti ..nal p30. ' 20 '- 1 " ' ' 19't !i ? ' "' ? m ,"p r" v 'he" and-

ue re:c a t'. d j -' ?0, 310 f. :n '-hc 71ce t *1c P,u?" Research Institute,
1 .

3 >, n ; '; a t c :1 -
,

1ci:, !rr h?n : v' " r that ':ini mf'

ac t i'/f t; . It ' a b zc r L' ::in ? , if ;f u will. It's b 9n ataff re-

c ..ure c a, o ':itc T " he it sff t':Tt han b'en ':nci, That's'-

uitere state a .n r' :! 3 ')e.!n um e ? . "h0.t -'e n"c r!,i n g is a idren.s-a

. G O *' rC h '- '1 *'.' @ Ilf D? U 'li ? "-ing tilJ full ':.1)' 72nt if 'he
* *

'caken.

''i t ' recp .c: t, the -thor a r n*n -f :rnur ind'.catia.

p :3 a rm
D i i i; , i:

'
4- ,

:; - j,
V 9d s, .k; ' ~

_ - . ~ - - - . . .-. _.
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J Whien is the bur un ,2 : 2.n. .n :ibility, i d;n't :hink the answer
-

la in ja'. an uh; Would p.y f:;r the st chpiling of patassium

radid . Is that a fede2'al racponaibility; in it a state rea-

p .nalbility; la l'c a c_ap:..t rasp anaibil._ty ? Paa quaati n of

c afli:t ;r c apr 1.aiw, I 3s.I't thia 4, ha.: 1,; be addressed about

that parti. cal.ar laue Lccuuae I think ua uc.vc appi;priate qual-
. .

ity C Mt;'al S'lat 'O. hC u. led i;' Jder t , find 'nC level and

s. *1 L L, ,l .3 } .4. g n 1, u, . C. (4 .
a ,jl - W, J'.

un ,- tuw,7 ,
.1o- L ' U l, **d- , , ,i. j s 1 ,

. .u s -* *

< . -- ul.3 .. . e . ., % s. 32 y . v 1, y ...~a.. .u w u J:4a
. . . 4 .

- s.
. . . . . . . . . . , s . 2 . . .

. $ . t> . - .v , . w t . . 'r * ,, ,tp2 t x., - o ... .i..~ a y... t ..,

. . ..

n. .. r. L 1, e -, , , n. , J U,
, .

.,1 A ., . , , ,.

-
. m .i. u ...m , 6. m .

. .r .Ei, ,ysyr L,... . .. - .,,
; )s '

c. . p- , . , , ,,. .,.. -, . 1 .m
_ .m ~..p, m C. I, ., ,a l,

, . u , ,
- . .s. ., ; uu m .. g 3 v.

y ;u- t. a't.my and '.t'- ; acerning tha t:.e eva.euation and you.

. .,&.,,,4-y.3. 2. ) >. '- v ., p .n.., , , , ,<, ,y g . .gv. -2. . u ,.3-, , ,,
,; . , ,

.
...~,.2 3 m.. . u c e

. -

, ..i- . u.... .. - . . . . . .

af o'tr corcern for tae -penic that such an aeder would precipi '
t ., g. . y ,, q , , ,1 ,.1. . 3. _. . ce.-).... . _ %,..c.,. . , . . , .>.e. - s.. , . J , , ,_, i a..,;.3CJ awne

e .,. . . . . .. . n . . . . . . ..m . s., ...

p
.. , 1,.s . , . , . u, ,m

-
.

. L. s. .. . . . , , , , 4 .31 .,. L. L. .. a. . e.d ,, V L, u, L,.
. ,,, .

m.. .; w.. . . u.. . ..s g. - ;..

nr. c c Ja erati : f c c e a t '_ ." r. '.iilli .n pc ..plc in the Gulf :'uaat
~

d' 0 t2 a hurrien s. ~''1c r e - 'a c n panic. ~'he re uas n c;;eus.e

Tc pl J.;t M. .y d.: y u, la thia cace, I'v21 tharc .an auch
'"

e iuccible .acaic .t a 1 f C2 'e :t 03; n an 1 Hivil23.1 unda; that'

typ2 accid 2a' ~?, : u " '" - nc ,:ainc asaault af a Sm'cicane . ith
|

,

!

, j\\ O' ,:u'! .U!! h, .ab,Nm

-. .
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O. winds ver 120 milas nn het,-? What's y';ur phi? .::cphy?
v

I thin't that spse.ks to, as :nc of ycur c 311cagues*
.

said, e,nd that wac tha fact th:t-we did have a 50,000 people
L

1

i ,-- evacuation spentanamcly an3 that ut.s uithout ary precipitcting
.

fc.ctor of a Govarn.ne.:tcl natarc thc.t called f:r an evacuation.

u . I . .th.i..n., k, . ,,.t,,ha rc 9;a s. .an .;t he r , r c,r,,e, .g. ,n,,p or,t a,,.n, t.. 1.ci.ar t h o. ugh , a,n, d,.g.i "a
,. , u . . m ., 5. - ~.u, q .; . 7 . g,. s , . %, ,c 3 , ,s . .g. ., .ym,

tht.t ta:, that ne underr ':and L .:1sthing ab ett a hurricanc but we

: have ne idea cbcut the effect s of radiatf me. : .' 7 think that
,

i the 1.s level af peni- t!m' 2::ict 3d ir . eTWy *: hat renained

in : .12 c nnunity,1.lyaalf rat e::cluded, concer.o' about and.

<

an:: iou.3 about uhat uaa rcal?.y happening witP renpoct to radia- |
'

tien uns unnaceccary nnd injuntifici. I think the ncnt time

I.e:hapc ue *:an't Nr.re qu.*tc that 1 vol -f me rt becausc u?:
1

-c c.) . I don't think uc sh3uld be becal:ned; hr/e buen the yh it .

in cny scnce b 2t t' Tere "cn a tru:- p' ten tae v: " n ' kninin:,

I think, that. influe.1ced the'. decision not .to evacuate. There .o- '- "-

.
I

urtu n u, ta the b :t -# u~ kn M:'.c:!p, any IcVol of ridiatin

t hc.t mc d anc;c r vtc but n ob 3dj kncw wha t a .121 t 3 mn c ~ild really

con c. t; the pe :plc if th2 ren .

there was aQ Yes. but the meltdcun cano int --

,

vipp5ditim that "hre rich' be a meltd^un. '3ut r: ally M

appeara ' hat 'S tre hic beer. quito a bit rf inte"est, particularly
i

'. f rinL the D2 par % sat '0 '72alth !.n your studi ct. in the psycholo-.

i ,
- *

~ %

w M k M n$"'D " l0 F D FM> '
~

,

' '
o

.__x. . _ . m. _ ....
- - - - + -, ._ - . - _ _ _ . - . . , _ _ _ , - , , _ , , . , , , _ , , . _ , , , , , . , , _ , . , _ _ , , , , _ _ . , , , , , _- _
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'

(o; gical affecta af ar. acci33c.': ath3r th:tr. tha a tual nedical

ef f e c '. 3 . I'n t i1%in; ab:ut atrictly mcdiva'. ve u.' the pay-,

.h:1 Jcci offac"3.

*

"nly c .0 the -?'.ve .:tadie ; are adJreaning beha / local., .

a o ..
,. . , . . .

. f t hc fi /a ., ,. Ia, your. f,u . din, g requ. es t, f.r;;n .
. ,. , a..'l b2 ,

. . . ~.. . , s . ..-c...

J. f 7. % g
. h: . J. y.2 '.: C -] :. .A J. 81

*

a , l '. c o . w bl d ;..,1 u., k. ,1,,., J. d' O
. j. J .f .

1
vdO ;

t v.3 ..
.. ,

. .. .34 . v

tah? *Ihy ih n ld a " t .O f a d 0 rdl G N e t a'm. l. .; 23 Gp ,,n 31D lO for

.3;G , p.: .s. , .it.s . ,, ,. 6,y .. g
,. ,

. - g+ .. v . -,....,a.> ,e e.
l .4 . . awci-. . . . ,, ., a; i- i '; A .. , . .A .. .J

L . 3 .. e
3... s. Ae N . , s.1 . . , ... .., Ay* l e, n 3, .
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certainly have not been hesitant ourselves to do it, however,

there was a major conference at a nearby university just last

week and there wasn't one member of the Health Departmaat in-

vited to speak at that. I think it speaks of the visibility in

the Health Department in this particular state.

Q Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
' '' '

"dHAIRMAN WRIGHT: ' Thank you, Dr.' MacLeod. ' ' Your
'

testimony has both been candid and enlightening and helpful

for the committee. At this point, we will take a five minute

bread and immediately following the break, Dr. Fred Rapp will

be on board.

f (The hearing recessed at 11:23 a.m. and reconvened
9

at 11:30 a.m.)

CHAIRMAN WRIGHP: Dr. Rapp', you'll have to raise

your right hand.

... -

DR. FRED RAPP, called as a witness, being duly

sworn by Chairman Wright, testified as follows:

CHAIRMAN WRIGEP: We have Dr. Fred Rapp, R-A-P-P,

Associate Provost and Dean, Department of Microbiology, The

Hershey Medical Center. The doctor did visit with us at our

hearings in Baibridge and is back now perhaps to amplify on

.

those remarks; to talk about his experiences at Hershey and
,6

J
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perhaps add to some of the remarks that were made by Dr.

MacLeod. You are on, Doctor.

DR. RAPP: Thank you. Perhaps it might be perti-

nent to this Committee that part of the reason I think I'm

here inithat I also direct our cancer research efforts and one

of the possible problems with nuclear fallout or radiation.
. : . i u c.. . . . .. . , u . . , ,,. ,

We, at Hershey, were probably the nearest primary

hospital to Three Mile Island because we are eight and a half

miles away. My own house, it turns out, is two miles behind

the Hershey Medical Center and it turns out to be tcwards the

Three Mile Island. So, I was about six and a half miles away

,

and was on the command unit for the Hershey Medical Center to

'# evaluate the evacuation contingency plans. It's fair to

point out, I think, that almost every hospital in the country

-- in fact, to be accredited, hospitals in the country have to

have plans if there was a disaster in.the immediate area. , What

those plans visualize is bringing in large numbers of hurt

individuals. For example, in the case of airplane crashes and
,

so on. Those plans do not go in the other direction. That is, !
i

an exodus of hospital personnel and the patients and, of course s
1

in a hospital we have very special problems. At the Medical i

Center it soon became clear that evacuation plans, if they were

invoked by the Governor, were going to be extremely difficult

! (~) |
i %j '

~
.
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for a number of reasons. There are a fair number of people
{'

at any one time on life support systems and any kind of evaca-

tion was fraught with very severe risks to those people.
'

With respect to children in the neo-natal intensive

care unit, we are one of only a few hospitals who have the

specialized equipment required to keep them go and very few
. .. .., . ....,r., i. .. ; . . . . w

vehicles have the equipment required to transport them. In

fact, at the Medical Center, very early those children were

evacuated to Phildelphia hospitals when we determined that the

hospitals to which the Medical Center patients were to be

evacuated, that is north, did not have the capability for taking

care of thase children.
,>
'' During the three-day period from Friday through

Sunday, we elected to evacuate most of our ambulatary care

patients and not to admit any new patients on selective surgeryg

plus emergency treatment was supplied..

I should also point out we had to wrestle with the

problem of what to do if there was a major catastrophe at Three

Mile Island since we were the hospital under contract to take

care of any radioactive exposure of their work people there.

So that anyone exposed, we were equipped to take care of th;se

people but we were equipped in terms of three or four at a

! dae; certainly, not in terms of dozens.

(

|

,
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t'''. Dr. MacLeod mentioned potassium iodide stockpile.
\)s

We had enough potassium iodide for the haspital and its

personnel because we always have some available because we

work with radioactive iodine all 'the time and in the case of

an accident at the hospital, we need that material and so it's

readily available to us. But we certainly don't have available
s .ut . . . . a .

.
.

.. . , . . . < . . . . . .. .

stocks for the general population and didn't have at that

time.

Houever, I think it's fair to point out that

potassium iodide protects only the thyroid. It protects the

thyroid against damage and it protects the thyroid against,

ulttnately against cancer from low levels of radiation. It

(' does not protect against the other kinds of illnesses that

could result from exposure to various dosages of radiaticn.

It doesn't protect the fetus; it does not protect against

breast cancer which is one of the ones that increases after. . .

radiation; it does not protect against leukemia. So, it is

good for one specific organ site and it's good for that only

because the non-radioactive iodine in potassium iodide competes

'

out for the radioactive material and in that sense, protects

it. So, we have no way of protecting against the other things

by direct and immediate therapy.

I'd like to comment, since I was in Buffalo at the

(')s-

e
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<~ 3 time of the Three Mile incident and flew back here on Friday
(_/

as fast as I coulu, that I have been evacuated during a hurri-

cane and the situation is really quite different. It's dif-
.

forent because people living in the Gulf Coast and hurricane

areas have or are highly aware of the possibility of hurricane

and have a reasonable amount of warning most of the time from
<'.

. . v ~ . -- -- -

the Hurricane Weather Advisory System. Secondly, the people

evacuated under those conditions generally are either in

houses that border on water; that is, water damage may be a

problem; or are in what might be called flimsy constructed

houses but the major buildings are generally reasonably hurri-

cane proof. So, hospitals are generally not evacuated.
,-.

k-) Hospitals and churches, in other areas, become the cer.ter of

activity for the evacuated people. I think we had quite a

different problem he.re.

Firstly, the population, and that includes the, , _ ,
,

professionals in that population includng the professionals at

the Hershey Medical Center, were not totally aware of what to

do in a case like this. They did not have enough information i

in general about the problems of radiation, the safe levels

and so on, except for very few people, and it's quite another

matter to be talking about evacuating your home for the next

50 years, maybe perhaps never to come back, as it is in a
q
%_/

,
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hurrican area where your home may be flattened; you may losefs

Li
everything; but you can come back to that piece of ground. You

are going to come back to the area. So, I think the problems

were really rather different.

During the time that we spent talking about

evacuation -- we had this committee and this committee met
. . .- . . ..

everyday, three and four times, and Dr. Arlen Marler who is

the Ch.i3f of our Emergency Medical Service was the Chairman

of that committee. It had on it a variety of physicians and

other personnel including head nursing personnel. But during

that time we discussed this, it bcuane increasingly obvious

that we probably could not evacuate, with safety, most of the

p)(- pacients. The concept that the state gave us at that time,

with communications being very poor, I should point out, that

we would move north but that the ambulances would have to come

-

from outlying districts and would have to move south left us

in quite a quandry since we really couldn't imagine how the

amhiances would leapfrog the cars going north. We had the

j additional problem of not knowing how many ambulances were

available and, in fact, there were not enough evailable. We

had the third problem of wondering whether, in fact, ambulance

drivers would drive deliberately into a radiation zone. Another

major difference in driving in after a hurricane is exposed

(Dx_-
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fs area. And, in fact, there is some reason to believe that we
'Q!

probably would not have seen those -- those people would have,

been very reluctant to drive into a radiation zone as is based

on the number of volunteers that the Red C1oss was able to

generate for the Hershey Arena. It was very difficult while

generally they find it very easy to generate volunteers under
_

, - s,r,- , . . ,

catastrophe circumstances.

So, it became rather -- the fourth item which no

one had every thought of is herein you are going to evacuate

a large number of people and given, let's say, that your

points of evacuation is 100 miles north. That takes two hours

if you get into a car today and drive north but how long does

(~)k/ that take in a sea of people all struggling to escape. In

other words, how much life support do you need for each

patient. So, every patient became an individual problem and

,
we had to have a medical dossier; do you write prescriptions

and everything for a trip we did not know how long it would

take. We were quite certain it would take more than two

hours.

In the final analysis, aftar three or four days of

wrestling with this problem, we began to conclude that the
1

safest place would be to stay in t he hospital. In fact, to |

|
take the patients off the top floors, and what had not been

(~b
%-)
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(v') discussed was the fact that there is ^. considerable amount of

protection that is afforded by concrete, carth and so on agains1 ;

radioactive fallout coming from the sky, either by rain or

via wind, and that we felt that the conrete barrier at the

hospital that its upper floors would supply, given the circum-

stances, unless there was a massive exposure, would, in fact,
- - ' + .., ,. <. _ > , ,,

be more protective to the patients than removing them under

unknown circumstances.

Now, we had no access to other emergency evacua-

tion plans and had to deal with this on a minute by minute

basis and, in fact, Dr. Marler and his colleagues are preparing
'

a detailed report and a plan for the future for evacuating
7,

O
the hospital, if necessary, which we hope we will never have to

use. I could go into any of the details that we got into at
,

that point but I would like to state one other thing and that

is that the medical center. remained very very functional.- 2 +

There were some people who weren't there but in the main, we

had adequate numbers of physicians. We had adequate nursing

care. We had adequate supporting personnel. It turned out

that the most important people might have been the switchboard

operators and they stayed on their jobs so that at na dme

was the hospital in any danger of becoming non-functiona3 and,

in fact, there was a time when we had released certain patients ,

.

l
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(-] . certain numbers of patients, that we had too many nurses, too

V
many residents and too many students for the number of patients

available but kept them on duty on the chance that evacuation

might be called.

So that Dr. MacLeod's comments about educating the

public as well as those professionals within the public, I
> . , ,n. .. ..r , . . . .

think, are very good. I think it's a very difficult thing to

do because of the many other areas of medical care.

I would like to make just one or two comments

about low level radiation and the difficulties with measuring

it and the difficulties with measuring its effects. I was one

of the people involved in last week's two-day continuing edu-

\ ') cation symposium on some of the aspects of Three Mile Island

and nuclear energy and so forth. I must say I apologize to

Dr. MacLeod that he wasn't involved. The problem of knowing

experimentally what happens with, low levels of radiation can.

be easily swamarized in the following example. If you use a

large amount of radiation and you eradiate a test anical; let's

say a mouse which is very often used, you can get ten out of

ten mice to develop tumors, given a large amount of radiation.

But we need to know what happens at low levels where perhaps ten

out of 100,000 peq1e are affected. And to do that in an

experimental system requires 100,000 mice to find ten, given any

(~)v

s
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I') given dose of radiation for any given period of time. So,
'v

you need millionn of animals and the logistics of the study

make this very difficult. In fact, for all intents and pur-
,

poses, make it impossible. So, what people do is they give

~

larger doses and they try to extrapolate down to low doses

and this is scientifically, _in one sense, a valid thing in
, ,, , ,. ,

,

many many different experimental systems. It turns out with

a low level of radiation, we're not certain how the curves go

when you drop below a threshhold level. So, we really don't

know, in a sense, what happens with extremely low doses of

radiation.

Now, I applaud, I personally applaud as someone

wha has been involved in cancer research for over 25 ) a, the

fact that Dr. MacLeod has studies to look at the population

around Three Mile Island for an extended period of time and I

think that needs to be done. But it is perhaps fair to point" - ~ mu -

out that unless an epidemic of a specific kind of cancer appears

and this may happen in 20 or 25 years or uhenever, any small
,

change in cancer levels in that population will be statistically

of no significance because we see this kind of variation in ;

many communities. To give you one example, there is a ccmmunity

in Pennsylvania where eight per hundred thousand children in

the right age group will get acute leukemia. Other neighboring

I) | is.; j
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r-s communities, no nuclear plants, nothing we can pinpoint, will
'd

have 13 or 14 children per hundred thousand and this varies

back and forth from year to year. So, consequently there is

a variation in cancer rates and the calculated numbers of

increased cancers in the 28,000 population of Three Mile

Island is calculated by cancer experts who are radiation ex-
4 m ., y .. <- tw, . - .m . .o_ , . ..

.

ports. For example, Dr. Arthur Upton is presently the

Director of the National Cancer Institute and a radiation

biology expert. The calculations are that one or two additional

cancer cases in that population, based on the amount of radia-

tion released. Now, ue don't want any more cases at all but

we won't be able to pinpoint those one or two in a sea of about

I'')k- 7,000 expected cases; that is, one in four for all cancers, in

that population. So, unless we have the very unfortunate

situation where we have a huge upsuing in a 61ven kind of

cancer, uc ,are probably not goin6 to. be able to pin additional,
, ,

cases to the radiation accident that occurred at Three Mile

Island. And I think that most of us hope it will turn out

that way.,

Now, I mentioned to the Coramittee members ths* I

think I will stop .here and try to answer any questions you might

have.

BY CHAIRMAN WRIGIrP:

O
..

,
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.r"s Q Thank you very much, Doctor. I liked your remark
\_)

that probably one of the most important people in the h; spital

was the telephone switchboard operator because I mentioned to
.

you privately a few moments ago that one of the major problems

we had found in talking to anybody and everybody has been in

the area of communications.
- -

- .. . .e. , . .

A I agree. There was a great difficulty.

Q How about giving us some relative guidelines or

your people who are involved in cancer research in the hospital

are subject to some exposure. Hou does that compare with back-

grounds and how does that then compare or how did the conditions

during that weekend of Three Mile Island compare to what your

'- people are exposed to in the hospital?

A 0.K. Our people, in the hospital who work with

radioactive isotopes are all carryin6 docimeter badges all the

time and it might be useful to point out in that context -- I-

think the question came up before -- where was it monitored

,
and these units, this counting equipment, was all over just

hanging from trees and hanging from roof tops. What it wasn't
'

nnd what they weren't is on the jackets of people. So that the

. estimates in the air,-it's not the same thing that the people

!
~

get because they are not standing there waiting for it to hit

them. They are going to be in and out of houses and so on. So,

I
I
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(} } our people in the hospital are monitored directly. That is,

it's right on their bodies and in any kind of future problem,

it mighc not be a bad idea to think about putting these units

on people in the area and actually monitor them directly as the

workers at Three Mile Island would be monitored. We monitor

these people regularly. We give.them, by the way, if they are
, -.. . .. ..;. < , .m ,,..,i,_,, . _ , . , _ ,_... 1, c. r, e, , .

exposed to radioactive iodine, potassium' iodide, as an example.

The dosage is higher than the general population. The allowed

dosage for thase in occupational areas, radiation areas, uhich

is the highest we would see, is 5,000 millirems per year or no

more than 3,000 millirems per any quarter. None of our people

get anywhere near that. We are taUting about less than 100

O"
millirems. On a yearly basis we would have very few people

with 1,000 nillroms per year. That would be very rare to have

that much.

- - , ..We also, however, monitor all of .our laboratories /on

a routine basis. That is, our Health Physics people monitor

our laboratories on a routine basis to look for spills. That

is, ay radiation spills that have not been reported or have

gone undetected. And those spills then have to be cleaned up

immediately. So that we are looking at considerably more than

the one to two millirems that the average individual might

have been exposed to in that area and even more than the 84

: ()~~

.

I
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/ 's millirens which was the highest level of exposure reputed to'
,

'V
be, based on the information given to us by the nuclear

regulatory agency and so on. But we are looking at less than

the higher limit which is 3,000 per calendar quarter or 5,000

per year. On an average, you are looking at considerably less

than 30 milliress per year actually.
, <, ...s. . . . , s,

Q We talk about 5,000 millirens per year, 3,000 in a

quarter. I think we have heard sinilar statistics from the

operating people and the engineering people associated with NRC

and Three Mile Islcnd. A concern was raised here a while back-

and it's still not clear in my mind. Assuing the quarter is

January, February and March --

n'' A It's calendar.

4 You can have 3,000 millirems by the last day in

March. Do you start from scratch again on the first day in

April?,, ,
, m.,

A Basically, that's right, but you can only have

2,000 more. Then, the 5,000 is through for the year. You

can't have 3,000 again in the second quarter of the calendar
'

year. In other words, 5,000 is the ceiling for the year. But,

of course, you raise a good issue. It is better to spread it

out longer than it is to get it concentrate at one time. But,

l
'

again, I think we should keep in mind that you don't get

(~,1 l
.

-

'

\

I
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-

(sj radiation illness symptoms until you are way way beyond that.

But there are, of course, effects below radiation illness

dosages. I think the radiation threshhold is somewhere around

100,000 millirems but I don't want to be held to that. You

do get it because what happens is that radiation, in a sense,

- .causes ,chromosone breaks and.,th,ose chra,,nozone brea s, if theyk
..i-s<.t n. .

..s,,, , ,,, ,, , , , , . _ , _ . , , , , ,. ,

they are repaired, if they are repaired incorrectly, you can

have damage and this is why cells that are divided are more at

risk to radiation damage. This is wh' the fetus is more ats

risk to radiation damage than an older person. This is why

leukemia is a bigger problem because we are looking at bone

marrow cells that have a tendency to divide and, therefore, are~

t_s
a greater risk to damage again than those in a younger person

and an older person. So, even 3,000 to 5,000 millirems in a

susceptible individual, and there are variations in indivi-

duals' susceptibility -to radiation damage, is not something-

that I would want to ccme face to face with pn a yearly basis.

Q Talking about docimeters, it's one thing to wear

a badge on your chest and that in itself, I would assume,

doesn't provide any protection. It takes somebody to read

those and keep a record. Am I assuming that when you buy a

badge, you are also buying a service with the badge?

A That's right. Our badges are constantly monitored.
C)o

.- -

.
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(}_ We buy the badges but they are monitored by our own Health

Physics peopic.

Q By your own?

A Our own Health Physica people. In that connection,

we have put all of the counting equipment around the Medical

Center on the , roof top and araund the Medical Center and fore.a s. s . . . . . . . =
, - , , . ..

research purposca, ne have a fair amount of counting equipment

there and we did not see an increase eight and a half miles,

away from Three Mile Island of measured radiation in the atmos-

phere as measured by our own counting equipment. This, of

course, depends to some extent on the wind. It could blow two

niles north of us or south of us and we wouldn't be picking it

b)w up.

Q Is there any centraly -- I assume you are keeping

an in-house history?

(Dr. Rapp indicated in the affirmative.)- -

Q Cn your own employes?

A Yes.

Q In there any central agency that, at the federal

government level, or otherwise who koop a national data bank

and maybe I should my question a little acre specifically.

You hired a new employe from another research center. How do

you know uhat the history of that employe is prior to coming to
r~

_.

_.- . . _ . .
_ _,
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(~) ~ or, and conversely, when he leaves you to go with somebody
v

else, does the history follow?

A Not really. It's a loophole in the system. As a

matter of fact, we could get his history by calling up his

previcus place of employment and if they keep good records,

- and , assuming h,e,,uns .in .s,ome kind ,of industry or in a l.aboratory ,. .; au. .u.4.n.v.+ , ,y .. , , , , . . , .m . , . . , ,
, ,,

that utilized radioactive isotopes. In fact, this problem came

up last week in our symposium. How do you deal with itinerant

workers, mechanics, welders, who sort of travel around from

one place to another for jobs. They may come to Three Mile

Island from somewhere else or they may go from Three Mile

Island to somewhere else? In fact, in fairness, I don't think,-

gj,

this is known. There is no central information pool that one

could draw upon for those histories at this point that I'm

aware of. For our hospital people, we don't have that from

other sources. . . <- > . - .. -

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Representative Reed?

BY REPRESENTATIVE REED:

Q I'm curious with regard to the conference that you

referred to and the Health Secretary referred to where the

impact of radiation uas discussed. Were any of the patients,

! any of the persons uho have exhibited symptoms of radiation

i sickness since the TMI accident, were they, in fact, interviewed;

1

!
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have they been diagnosed or were your conclusions with regard

'

to the effect of TMI radiation level concluded on the basis of

previous studies?

A Well, we have not seen any patients that I'm aware

of in the hospital uith real radiation illness. He did not see

the people who were over-exposed; that is, the workers at

-u - , . ,. <
.

. . ,

Three Mile Island because they were sent elsewhere because we

felt it was more safe to do that. I should, however, point

out that people who complain of radiation illness, I think you

have to keep in mind that the symptcas of radiation illness are

very vague. They very often resemble the common cold and many

other gastro-intestinal disorders, a little nausea, a little

k fcVer. And there really was nowhere near, to the best of our

knowledge, the a'nount of radiation to call for sympto:natic

radiation illness. So, at least at our hospital, our physicians

tell me -- we discussed it just a few days ago -- that they saw
_

no one that they could pinpoint with radiation illness. It is

true that there were people who ecmpidned of symptoms that they

felt were like radiation illness. Incidentally, by the time

you have radiation illness, y u also have -- you generally have

blood abnormalities and so on because you have a depression of

certain kinds of cells that can be detected on tests and so

on aniwe simply have not been able, in our h.; spital, to pin-
,

s.
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l'~)
\y/ point anything back to radiation illneau, although we had some

people who complained of that.

CHAIRMAN WRIGiff: Representative O'Brien?

BY REPRESENTATIVE 0'BRIEN:

Q Doctor, taking up where Chairman Wright was

- - asking you questions about radiation, I,believe,when you <,> ^- u- .a ..

appeared before the Committee down there, you made the state-

ment that you were concerned about the amount of radiation in

the area and that la why I wanted to get you back here. You

go back to the hospital;.-- now, my sister works for the VA

hospital and she got cancer. Why can't I say that she Sot

{ cancer in the hoapital during the years.che worked there, 30

years in the hospital and was around radiation and everything

else?

A Well, let me -- I don't know whether I can answer
~ '

that d'irectly. ' I don't know if I"can 'say' if she did' or'she' did

not becaue we really don't know very much about specific

causation or radiology in cancer. If she was an x-ray techni-

cian, for example, there is no doubt that in the earlier daya

there was an increased incidence af certain kinds of cancers

in radiologista themaclves, the physicians and their staffa,

who dealt with x-ray machinery, who weren't protected enough.

So, it dependa, to come extent, on what your sister worked at

- etsleW+-seal,<s .~.w.,w
'
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cN and what job ehe was at. But there is no sort of radiation
' V

floating loosely around the hospital. It would depend on what

her job was really.

-Q Doctor, when you made the statement that you don't

know if comcone in the Three Mile Island, five years from now
I

or ten years from noe, maybe one out of a thousand has cancer;
, u ,,v ,... . .,&. . .c o u.o u. . .,. .., . .. . . . . , ,

. . - . . , ,. ,,
_

would you say that you knva or you don't know?

A I would say that if one per thousand, which is an

increase of about ten fold is what you are saying because usu-

a?,1y you are looking at about ten per hundred thousand but one

per thousand; now, you're increastg that by ten fold and now

you are going down to an incidence of one per thousand. Do

h'- I understand that correctly? B that what you are asking?

(Representative O'Brien indicated in the affirmative.)

A In that general region and not further away in

. . _
adjoining regions, I would,say that would,be, it vould be at

, . ,, ,

least a very strong suggestion that these people, all exposed

to the same thing, that Three Mile Island might be the culprit,

yes,-if you have that kind of an increase. But if you have

in that population now 28,000 people and you have one per

thousand, one per thousand gives you one per 200 --

Q My --
.

A That's very high.

(^')v

..
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-

.. I Q I only threw the figure out. Let's go back to'

(
hospitals.

,

A Okay.

Q The medical association, have they done a study

about how many employes working in a hospital have cancer over

the years, perc.entage vise? ,
. . - . . . . . . s - , . c.p .m,x . ~ , .~ , - , ,, v .

A There art figures for that, yes.

Q Can you get this Committee those figures?

A Yes.

Q I'd like to get that and I'd like to see whether

the fact that there is more radiation today than they had in

other years, and I want it by years, to see if there is an-

(J
increase because I don't know. I can't find anybody else and

I was amazed at some of the statcaents that you mada doun

there and that's why I was anxi]us to get you back. '! hat is.

- an overdose in your judgment, .and you are connected with .

radiation? What is your title?

A 11y title?

Q Yes.

A I'm Associate Provost and Dean for Health Affairs.

I'm Chairman of the Department of Microbiology and I am the

Director of the Cancer Research Center.

Q I!ow auch knowledge do you have in radiation itself?

() I

.
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(x A Actually, most of this has relatively little. The
<

;
xe

only reason I have some knowledge about radiation is because

of the fact that radiation is one of the things we use more or

less routinely to look at cancer causation in experimental

systems; because I have been involved in many meetings,

symposiums, with people,in that area an,d so on.e ., , , ,. .o

Q Getting back to my sister, she is being treated

with radiation to curb the cancer.

A Right.

Q How, how about the people in that room, the

employes in that room, you knou? She lost her hdr and every-

thing else because of the treatmeot.f3
(-)

A Ghe's getting concentrated radiation to a specific

site, assuming she is not getting whole body radiation. The

employes in that room have been well trained and are being

highly protected against that kind of radiation level

obviously and I don't know about the employes. I don 't know

about the particular hospital but I assume there are regulationt

that protect their employes. You are asking what happens if

the employes are exposed to low levels of radiation and that's

the question I'll have to try to raise. Keep in mind those

figures for hospitals, over the years, have changed for a

number of variables. First, we are perhaps using more radia-
_

U
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- (~' . tion ht we are protecting people better against it. There isw)
a certain amount of background radiation in our environment all

Un time. When you ask me what is safe, I would have to respond
J

to that by telling yvu that individuals vary in susceptibility

to any given cancer causing agent because of their genetic

background. . Some individual's chromosones, for example, are
w. ' g .,y, ,- # =*s ,7 | <

broken more readily than others uhich puts then in a higher

risk.

Q Wouldn't that be true if I was living in Denver --

because of my physical cendition, that I wauld be subject to

cancer?

A In theory that is true. That is, there is about

O
tuo times as auch radiation in the Denver area at that altitude.

In practice, the cancer incidence in Denver is not any higher

than the cancer incidence at levels below where you have half

the cancer incidence.- Now, you see, you.run into other pro- . -

blems and that is another area may be more polluted. The

northeast United Ctates is much lower -- it's closer to sea

level but there is quite a bit more pollution and many more

pollutants may be involved in cancer causation.

Q Do you think DER and MRC were giving the right

. figures out when they were monitoring the low radiation around

the Three Mile Island?

n).(_

i
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{} A Well, my guess is as good as anyone's. I would

rather hope that thcae figures are true figures.

Q Uare you satisfied with the figures that came out

of there, that it uas lou radiation?

A At the time of theiincident, we were not satisfied

with the kind of inf,ormation ue uere receiving and it , developedu +,~n v.. . v , .-- -
- _

,

a fairly large credibility gap. Since that tiae, with a little

evaluation of the figures, I think I would believe Dr. Denton's

figuren for the amounta that came out. Keep in mind, this is

an avera6e amount subject to movement of air, subject to where

yc u happen to be at any one time. So, a6ain, we are speaking
of averages.(~

\'')/
4 How far is IIershey from' Three Mile IslandY

A The Medical Center is eight and a half uiles north.

'he Areca where the pregnant mothers were put is just outside

the tcun.=- - 'c - '- ^- *' ' '

Q Ycu have machines over there that you were taking
your own --

- A Yes.

Q What did your own tests sh;w?

A It did not show any increase over back6round but

remember, that depends on wind direction. If the wind were

taking it elsewhere, we would not see anything over background.
. ).

.
.
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'N
(d. Q At anytima the'uind una blowing your way, did it

:

show any --.

'

A No. At no timo did our monitoring devices show

an increase over background.

Q Then, uhy were you c ancerned?

o m .A . Well, for one thing, we ucre concerned because then r. . ., n , .- . o , .. -, o,.

amount the plant itself, the care, was still hat and at any-

time there might have been a hydrogen bubble explosion opening

up the arca to very large amounts. There might have been a

meltdown which w;uid have released large amounts into either

the atm] sphere, into the river and then into the atmosphere.,

'le had no prediction, no way to demonstrate uhich way the wind(
L

uas going. Until that plant uas secured, at any m:mant very

large amounts of radiatian uight have come our way.
.

Q Ue ar2 all . concerned an what una going to happen

! to the plant but the fact remains you had more radiation in -.

the hospital than your monitoring machines shoued you had

outside; na I ridht or wrong?

A No. The hospital is like the background. Uc had

radiaticn in the hospital only in the areas we are working
4

uith it. .In the General honpital air, we have background

f radiation ubich is the level we generally see all of the time

as you uculd see in this r:cm at this time. We did not have an
4 -

d

.

h
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jf^) increetse in that particular level. We also were concerned
v

because we had 330 patients, approA2ately 330 patients in

the hospital who we were responsible for and the surrounding

community who look to the hospita; for leadership in medical
L

care. I tMak all of us were very deep 1'f concerned in the

general cc:nsunity area and we were especially concernad because
n. . ::,. , . ,u s ,. , ,

,

We had a populatian that we could not evacuate easily. They

'

were nat anbulatory.

'

Q We are all concerned but I was conectned about the

statementa you ande d own there ani I'm concerned whethar you,

'

feel that D2R uns doing their job and NRC was doing their job

because y3u falt, at that time, you didn't knou.

- )
A In the early days of that incidant, my guess is

that the connunicationn breakdown uas 30 great that obviausly

the job waaft being well done. I think it's hard ta pinpoint.

!

In fact, Jr.,Denton. mentioned last week he was trying to. get- ,,

!
I information in Washingtan and then evaluate that back up here

j and it was al:nost impossible and he finally had to come to the

scene to do it; recognition of the fact that the information he

uns getting, that the way it was being pecscnted, the uay the'

whole ce1nmunications network Uas doun, that it vas not very-

effective and obviously that added to the growing concern in the
.

general populatien and that of our hospital, medical staff.

,O
%./ -

.
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(f Q I live in Wilkes Darre and I got on my news

reports what NRC thougtt and uhat DER thought the radiation was

in that area. Why uculdn't you get it in Hershey?

A Ue got those fi6ures in IIershey, probably the same

figures that you saw but the, in watching the television*

and I must say, having. lived throu6h ,that, it was especially
. ,,

alarmin6 if you were right in the center of the storm, se 'n

speak, in the eye of the storm; that untching the various in-
;

dividuals on television und seeing the incomplete plans or the

I
ncn-existent planc for how to deal uith this on a catastrophe

bncis, en a very rapid basic, concerned us very deeply. Had

I been living --gg
V'

4 Inccupletc plans a uhat?

A There were, for cnauple, no real plans for fast

and rapid evacuaticn.

-

Q tWe - are talking about, something else. We are all'' "'

2 not satisfied with the evacuation plan but I'm cancerned with

the statcuent you made in rc6ards to the radiation in the area.

Ilow, the information that I got, and I think that DER did an

outstanding job cnce they 6ct with IIRC in the area. It's the

only time I give NaC a complinent because -I dcn't think they

deuerve it any other way. But I think that they did do the
i

)
monitoring and the press kept un informed that way. Ilow, l

r"N '

;

:

' ' - ' " ' ~'
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.

didn't you receive the same news that I received?

A Yes. And ue also received information that there

was a acparation of hydrogen and oxygen in that reactor and

if they coabined, thare could have been a hydrogan-oxygen

c placion; that that could have serious consequences. That

wou_ld have meant that the core-was uay below cooling and could..wu.. . ...e , , . , , ,
,

nelt down.

: Q I can't argue uith that. There is no question on

t hs.t .

A That uaa our main concern.

Q That's not what you said down there. You made the4

statement that outside you were concerned that they didn't

O
tell the truth on that. They ware not giving the right infor-

nation.

A "he generc.1 feeling ue had at the tine, chared, as
,

'I have discussed it-with people, was that we could not be.cer--

tain that uc uere getting the total infernation; that, in fact,

ue ucre nat certain that the pe plc involved had the total in-

formation as to some of the other probleas that could arice.
!

Q Are you natisfied now that you think they did give
f

ycn the right information or do you think they tried to cover i< :
i

F
up?

'A iia . - I thb.h I'm reasonably saticfied now that the

;p
:V
.

;\ 1
% %
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O information we got in the final analysis was fairly accurate.
v

, Q -Do you think the press did a lousy job reporting

it?

A I think the press had the sane problems we had.

They had not been through this before. ~' hey covered it as fast

as th,ey could. They were not nuclear radiatio.n experts. They
-

'

, n.x v , . . . . .:n , .u . . , .m:.. , ,

did not know hcu to evaluate c.me cf the nuubers any more than
,

the rest of us did. Given those circumstances, I think they.

had problems, as we all did, and I think thcy reported it to

the best of their ability.

Q !!o further questions.

CIIAIBIAH URIGIIT: Bob IIollis?

BY MR . IIOLLIS :
,

Q Yes, sir. I'd like to as the Doctor one question

concerning the plans the evacuate the patients end you mentioned

'the ambulances and whether -or not we could bring the ambulances- -

I into the area. Uas there ever any meetings ar c'iscussions

between officialc of the lierchey Medical Center and the

Penucylvanic Haticnal Guard as to the frasibility and ptesi-

bility of evacuation by helicopter?

A We raised that issue. Uhen yau ask, uere there

any discussi;ns, I don't know if ther.e la any policy for

-

directing the !!ational Guard. We vere, of course, constantly

1

c,ngn r ] |s m-

.

i 1 . I
,
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['y in touch with the Dauphin County units that were iny ilved and
.w,

'

the state units and they may or nay not have been involved. I

know we were told fairly early in the garr.e that they probably

could not evccuate b~ helicopter. I might add too, using the

larEest helicopters they have available, as ue learned subse-

U quent to this, if you have patients that are non-ambulatory
.. ,..e . . .. m., . . - ,%, . ,w . m , a ,,, . . .% 1 .. ,, ,.

. . . -, ,

vith life support syste:rs, you need a fair number of helicoptern
t

for this.

Q Right. But the" also have the CH h7's, the Chncok

helicopters, that can carry obout 20~ litter if you have the
b

life support systems -- if you have that, we are reducing it

due to the equipnent. But they have 10 cr 15 of those air-

O''
craft inmedintely available out at Indiantoun Gap which is ten

uiles of Hershey. You do have a centract, if I nicht use'

that loose terminology, uit*1 the National Guard now for your

. evacuation..cf...your neo-natal o.cients fron outlying hospitalsv. = , x , .

into Hershey and you have people uho are trained with the

eq'.ipment that uculd baard the helicopters. That's why I can't.

\

understand why there was not in this case, when yop already

have an enCoing energency evacuation plan uith the Pennsylvania

National Guard, a helicapter evacuation of patients maybe into

y,ur facility, why not that this plan uns not placed into

!.
effect ar the National Guard placed upon alert. I ,just don't

u

| \ .

@U)ke) . k;udhuW@h
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C) understand why.
y1

A I honestly don't know but I da know that our <

1

emergency command unit,:We never had any assurance that we

w;uld have that at cur disposal. I shoul1 als point cut that

' there arc other menber hospitals in the immediate area. That

i.nvo. lved som,e 7. 50. to 1,000, n an-ambulatory patients. It would
.., , , u, ,--o - ,. ,,, .,.em, ,,#,. ,m , , , ,

have been a big evacuatian. !.11 I con say is I don't know why

not but we never had the assurance that thone helicopters would

be made available to ua.

Q That'a a point because the Adjutant General indi-

cated that he had all thece units on alert and they were
.

available and why you uculd not have been possibly asmtrod that,

O:
if required, you uvuld have had ao many aircraft that had the

capability of handling so many patienta, that's a quention that-

ue have to luuk at. That'a uhy I aakcd it. Thank you.

. CHAIRIGN. WRIGIIT : Representative Stuban?- * - .

BY REP 23SENTATE'2 S?UDAU:

Q Doctor, one questian I'd like to ack here. Youj

said you had the -- Herchey IIacrital had the contract to treat

people that cre affected by radiation?

A That'a c>rrect, fr om the Three !!ile Island plant.

Q Right, fro:n the Three Mile Ialand Plant. Is thic

O.
a capability that every haapital han?

-

o 0 R E jd)d) M"'
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[] A In thcary, yes. In other wordu, if soncone is

contaminated by radiation, it depends on how they have been

contaminated. Often it's a question of washing them down, if

it's an outcide e:cte.rnal contamination, and treating them for

uhatever they have taken interaally and in theory, every
.,

.heapital c,ould, ,ha,ve that capability. ,.,I can't speak for the
.

,... , ,. ,,o . .- ._ , , , . , .. . . , . .. ,

Harri: burg Hupital but I- would suspact that they would have,

y'3 5
'

| Q Y:u aay they could have but you are not sure that

they do have? -

A Ifa, I'u not. What we have been doing in this

perio] of tir.e incidentally is ta set up a whole stage andg)*v
cee in an area that :an indoors tc get peqie from the outdoors,

ansuming that perhaps there uns a radiation envirornaent and
,

bringir.3 in hacen and other ancillary equipuent so that we
:

could, in fact, wash off people; get. rid of their clothes; ~

t

ctert treating them, n a fairly rapid Lauls, if it came to
-

that.

Q It cost likely would require a special room or

.

Special procedures in the hospital to go about doing this

! without creating a problem through the hospital?

A T:nt 's right. Thia was doing to be dana, in fact,

in our laading z.;ne; brought right into the hospital itself

(GT
.

c I'l

i D DD I" F'% .-
;

'd U"'
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through the service door and on the loading flaor-be decontam-

inated so they wouldn't carry all that into the hospital.

Then, ue had the problem of change rooms, the usual; problem

]
of privacy and so on which we in d roughly worked cut. In case

! ue had mare than juct tt:0 or three -- in other warda, if We

had 20 or 30 ca:aing in, ue needed some area like that.
. -- o . ; ...n .. s , . . o ; ;., #n...,....,,ear . , , . , . ,, , = , .

i Q Under ystr opinion then passibly hospitals within
-

1

) the area of the auelear plants should have large areas to
;
a

: solve this problea'if it dacs happen?

A Yes. Januming they cauld use those a caa for
;

! atiler things uhen they don't need it f ar that but they abould
.

| be atacked far that. I think it would be useful, yes.
; O

CIAIILDIi 11IGf2: ;13presentt.tiva Klinga:1an?

3Y 21EElz30tRATIV2 :1II:GAnd:

4 Thaak you,:1r. Chairnan. Joetar, I'm just

-wondering. Do you have.any idea what the averaga daily patient

load lu at the lieraaey Medical Jenter?

A Yes. It 's about 300. He aave a bed capacity of

350. It's about 303 to 325 That's wnat you are aaking? -

'
Q, .I uas just uandering because if .<e ucre to

-evacuate say a five sr. ten mila area, that'c act the only

hospital ue vould have to worry abcut.

A- _ Phat's uhat I was alluding t a bef ore when I talked

(w

..i[m rs ,

oy\ff,g&,6MA.,
'

-

.

g- ._ ,
_ _ _ _
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.

about 750 to 11000 non-aabulatory patients. That's carrect.,
,

Q So that plannis for an orderly ganeral evacuation,

consid3 ring hospitals and nursing homcs and 'Jhatever, is almost
t
'

mind b:,ggling, ica't it?

? A This la --
4

'
Q It alm;at approachca the linits of inpassibility.

.. -4 .. e . , . . . . , , , r o. n~. -.. , _ . ,

A Ue decided during this timo it uvuld be extremely

j difficult to try ta ovacuate. You are quite right, nursing

'

homes c.rc something that we can't loaked c.t very hard and uould

i repraccat uaj ar pr blcma as vall.

! 4 Thani: you, Dactor. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
,

CIMIRIMN WRIO:C: Ue thank you, Doctor, for beingi

-

uith uc. Your 0 2atis;ny le valuab12 and ue thank y3u very

nuch f r being uith uc ngaia.

. DR. IMP 2: ?aank you far having ma.
i

CHAIRIBU URIGHT: You ' re n 2;;t, T am. Jur next . . ,

4

uitnen. is Mr. 7:uana Gerus%y, Dircetar d the Dureau af,

Radiatian Protection, Depart:1ent of Environuental Resources. -

q.

THOMAS M. GERUSKY, called as a witness, being duly;

sworn by Chairman Wright, testified as follows:

CHAIRMAN WRIGIIP: Would you like to start off with

| a statement, Tom?

MR. GERUSKY: No, sir. You have five hours of myg

hrrwN a0 R [}-h $|$g NYA
,

D} \

m . m . _a>
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*

(7- statementa earlier.
'

%.) -
,

CHAIRMMi '.iRIGIIT: No. Reprosentative Reed?*

4 1

3Y REP 2ESEUTATIVE 2 erd:
,

,

>

. C. Mr. Cerunky, I'n curiaus about your peraunal i

opini:.n concerning the degree tu 5;hich you/werecooperated with by

, the operatora an,d the pune.rs of Three Mile Island beginning
. i c,.. c, . . , , n .n . , , .. . . . ,

l' arch |28th and cubcequently.
,

a

f~ 4 I think the information ue received from the'n over

the open telephone line which we naintained throv6hout the,

!

i incident una infurnatien that they believed co be correct. We

|

; did not dalve intu, fcr the ficat three daye, delve into uhat
,

una g;ing cn inuide the reactor. He uere concerned about what
!

una off site. He ucrc under the nasumptisn that the liucicar

Regulatory Ccmaicsion uc.s taking cr.re of the reactur hardware
i

problems and our e .ncern uaa aff cite exposures.

,

a e o .. ., #4 ;Q And your concern off site would, therefore, be, I-
i

.

: assume, that dealing uit! public he. tith based on the expecure
i

that'the public uay have received fran radic.tien?

a That's e;rrect.

.

Q . Did you'have any other concernc; that in to cay,
, ,

DZR, did they he.ve any vther cancerna ather-than that question?'

I 'A '|cll, the potential --.

: Q Uhat uaa the scope of your interests and you. |
. ,

0 |o ,?

i

'

D * TQ] 0' f[?$' [h[' h),

k b
.

N + M,,k
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' h activities?V
A The patential for a significant release and

a

subcequent need fcr ovacuation was first in cur minda all-

thr ugh the episode. Aa'a matter of fact, carly in the morning;

.

: ,

ue utde the assumptf on, besod upon calculations at the plant,
,

,

I that dossa acrosa the river were tan R per hour or higher and
, ,, ,. , .:: . , . . . r .., - , , . . . .c w ,, . a - , n. , ,,<.

raqueste.d Civil Eefev t7 atand.by fer an evacuatian.t

Q Uhen waa that?

A Th'.t u..ta about 7:30, between 7:30 and cight o' clock *

,

in the marning en the ~ 28th.
i

.
Q Ten rems?

I

A That's richt.- ? bat was a calculated expcaure based

I upon sama pre-hecident planning and the anaunt of radiation
4

4

detected by the daue nonitor in the reactor buildind and4

i

! Laniming n signfficant loalt rate f.fum the reactor building. I

I

That leak rate .was ,not< there..c The reactor building uas undcr .

I clightly pacitive or r.or~.a1 preccure and, therefore, no leakage I

cecurred frca the containment builing.

i

Q You any the ten rems por hour radiation expcaure
,

I

wa3 a calculated exposure? ;
i

! A That's right, based upon wind dircctiun, Wind

| -cpeed and n calculated release rate fron-the reactar building,

the containment building.

h
s

,
,CD (75I,

' , j 'i !! !~
''

, .

I d,.;j ||'),
,

7
' 1' - I( IIi

w- | I , i,

y l i 4 + . r. 'a.hN fi il :,
- ' ' I'd : s j G$ u .,

. .w e - . w . .. s .
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(y; q I'm curiaus, hou did you get that calculated re-

lease rate?

A Fro 2 t;te plent; fru:n the health physiciuta at the

plant who made the calculatian after a general emergency was

declarad.

Q. ,0.K. And the health physiciuta at the plant was .: n. , , . , . . ,,

uakind hic calculati na baued on readingo frua on uite --

li Readin6c at the da.nc monitur incide the reactar

builling. :.n altc readig;c ucrc nct aignificant and, theref are,

we didn't feel taat ':hcre und -- ue vanted it verified at that
puint that ti.cre wac indced radic.tian across tha river becauco

there uc.s nc radiction les cls of any cenuequence on site
(nm)

cutside the 'cuillinga.

Q, Lur calculated e;;pocure of tun rcuo per hour at

7:30 p.:a. ;a Ucduccdc.y, .itrch ' Gth --J

. A Ag, . > . . . .

( !d;7

la..,,

(; Iha, leng do ycu believe that that calculated ex-

p.. cure rate c:sistcy; imr what pari;d af time?

ti *lell, it didn't rcally c::ist. It ,wuld have.

e::ist'ad if there had been significant leakage from the contain-

Lent, f ran the c r.tci: _ient building..

,,,
( '
w;

D**D *D Tl
ee oj 1.Y a
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( ) Q Sper. kind of off-site radiation " tant. tory, did you
v

receive any inf ar:natian frun the owners of Three Mile Island

relative ta uhat rt.dintion thay uay have d tected in any of the:.r

20 alf-aite thernal..ucent dacineterc?

A Yea. Mtar they h:md deter.aiac 1 what th.;aa expoauron

. er.e, ue received the iafor.aati n.w.
.

- . , . . . . , , , ,,

Q ..ad unaa J1.1 p1 receive thr.t inf .r:rtti.:n ?

n I dsn't recall. I think it was Fridly, what their

firat cendinda . cca, an Frilay.

4 And what ucce th ice readinde; do you hava

recallectica?

(S A llo, bat I have the data. The data in all cantained
5,v!

in the papalati.n J.>ae and health lapace aaauacaent dona by

k. . ..,~ , a.A ..nJ .w,.l.,,,,
a .

. I'u fr.allia> with %.1t pc.rtic a: a.- .lae u:n aat . ). K.'

Thank you. . .,

J.'A 1.dlld! 'laI r.l.' : e'ced 'ay1.w 7-

.

3? ;G. TMLJ.t:

.i I' a, you are gattin; t; be t.;a faz.111u:? a face. I

hava a queatia.) thoudh. In Jr. .acLesJ'a tacti.tny thia
'

astning, ha said in tha Jepar':.nent f :Iralth, tint they d;

n at h tve a 31 131. n ~ f .'<c :upati;nal dealth; they den't have a

sivialva sf ..adi.slaji a1 ii,:alth; that ic lodged in the
r i

'w.!

D**I)) I) "U 3
e e n\ ' e .AA a
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O Degertmene ef n>virenmeetat neeeurcee. ruac e xour de,artment.

For tne benefit of the Committee, will you explain what the

1

division of responsibilities are between your department,

which la DER, and tire Department of IIcalth?

A Well, I'll try. I know what our respunaibilitica

, , . .%. are. .I'm not ;aure what the Department,,of IIealth's responsibi- ,,,

lities are. We were a part of the Department of IIcalth until

the Department of Environmental Resourcea was created as were

all other environmental health programs that vere transferred

to DElt. So, in a normal -- well, prior to tne creation of BPA'

and the concerns about environmental health un a long term

.

baala, most of the environmental functions were in 11ealth

Departuenta throughout the country. Since that time, an
,

awful lot of the environmental health functions have been

transferred to invironmental Prateetlun ngencies, including the
,

federal government. ''' '' ' - '

4 In thia thrvughsut -- uther atates itava done the

aame thing?
,

A other states have dane the name thing. Soue

states maintain half of the program in the liealth Departaent,

that concerned about x-ray protectivn which la part of our

reaponsibility; and the enviranmental partion in the environ-

mental cepartment, t. hen-the decisien was made to tranafer us

+ ,

,

'='4 'IA-. e. ud% ,wh a M . m ,4 .

r _ . _ _ - _ _ . . _ . . __ _ ._. . . _ , . _ . _ , - _ , . . , . . , . . .
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and accupational health and the other progrnns to D3R, thei

-

4

question came up of cplitting the environmental particn of our
.

'
,

'
!

progran from the regulatory partion, the n-ray inspcetion ,

'

partian. The dccialin uas nade by everybody, incitling the

Healt:. Departa nt c.t the tit.c, that it uould be best to-

.trancfor the.mwhole program because bf thc .cmall atu,ff. .m .d the...an
em. . ew.. o. +- e . m. ~. ~ %. . .

varie'; af ba:!:crean?.a awl education needed rather than to have

tua scparate agcacies lacking at the cane problem and doing --

;

- the came thing, uctrying about public hocith hazardo of

i

! radiatian onpaaure uhich is uhat ue da. I da n6t fecl ue have

any pr blem. L'e h.tven't had problens uith liaicen uith the

!.

. .
.

Haalth Dapartment in the pact. Uc uere part of the Health
: <

t
" -

Department and to :m A nany of the people uha cro there and

ue have had cunatant contact with the.n la tha past. The
,

; prable.a uas Jr. .k-cLe al una 30 ocu to the department, that he
. .

i . waan't aware'uf;what had happened in-the past. tWhen.we camc.

>

into this cricia cituati.n, ao didn't have time to catch up.

| .3 0, uc affared :;ur help. '|e cava car help. He uuggested that.

Dr. Uuld came in to ascist if he unnted . 3 xteone persanally at

his side ta advice hiu. Dr. Unl.1 has been a :tomber of r2r
.

Idvisory C.;nnittee a'd has been.since l',a incepti,a la 1956
,

| and ue place a let of confiden'ca in him.

|Q as af right n:r.s, then :he reaponsibility fer.the

pu_
b- D " 3 *D 9[A ~[Edteo' ~ w J\\ 6J;

.

oleLY W'& ^i'hD An h .|m . e.", Ma Ia eE * ? e .
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(y') protection of the citincna of the Connorwen'th in regard ta
x.

uhat could have h1ppened at T:tI er uhat did happen or the

ongaina evento is l>dged uith your department; le that right?

J. High ': . ''he lau cays that tre arc the agency

reap ca Dic f :r pr. ':ca' in; the public f r'n radiatian e:tposure.

Q, Than:t ycu , :'r. Chairman.
.o

. m. ,
.

4 . .

CMIT ffd! U2TCT': Reprecentative l'prien?

"' " ~~a.",-B"- .P r ~". '.'.' a'' "J.'t .' .f '.
~

> - . . . .a . .. -

Tan, Zarall : ;111na caid that our state radiationo

etc.c.*;;rcy plan un3 n at cub:litte ! t a : 2C f 3 7 eoncurre7ce. Do

yn ' ' - "hy? Did they !rwe a plc.n? Y nt we >e suppx3ed to

:rwe a plan.
7,>
i

~

'.'c -li la ' t Ocel that there im.3 a neai ta sibnit it.,

t a 1,'a 'J . "?c f cit ';e iri r! ac :rnh 2.b aut energancy planning as

t:1ey lid and pr abab'y are.

Q 3ay t:1at again, I didn't haar you.. .
--

.. 'io 2 :l'- i- 'racu la auch abaut enargancy planning.

f ar ca?iatian 't the :IdC staff that una Lnvolved in energency

planni.16 diJ a id er -taff la c aprise l 3r c a rtifiad banlth

p hysici.:t a . Tho; 3 n: ' *: :reza any an thair ataff. There 'ian --

I called same 3f the itstt s that -- prir? t o '''1 rec 'till

Island, I cared . .:>ne of t'n Statca that had submitted their

plLna f o r appr? val and wh 2d then ' thy they did it and they
,,
I \
s /w>

D D 3MA
2. f( "

owo o
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(; cuid it uns political cnly anj ue didn't fa l there was any
\ y/

reason for daing it fa' politics.

C. In .sthcr w rdu, there una n rule govcraing, you

had t; cubuit th._ pl:.n '.

.

4k dC.

Q, IIe al.3.2 caid that o,ur state plan was not a.verya... .>.
.

.. ,
. , ,

,
,

L;ud plan. J' ya-

A lio . It'n a very g:od plan. 'ur portian of the

cncrcer.cy pis) ic a ','ery cu.d plan.

,s ...r, , i,.,. x...,, ,..c o .,c. g...u.._s.im_ 1. i.. . ._ . , , . . ,, . , ,,

..s.. . v .. m. m.. . vs -...r

that c r.ld be ein nGad, in ;ut:- crini:n?

i. '!cll, --7,

sj) e

r. But the ve'cil plan it n t a bcd picn?

:ic . '2h e .vtrull ple.n ic nat c bad plan. It uac.

fiva-uile plca .:.ich i: c pr :ble:n ..han he en113 and says2 .

evacuate out to ten niles. .

i:' . , m . alli; a diin t iny c c a : e c it h er . 'l u

heard .-.y .3 tate:.; cat bef ace c.baut 'IRC official u:2ing the ctate-.

4 u,.,,, u e, C .g . ,. p. , . . f,. . , h d t ,. ,. h. c, 1_,, 4 4. ,.. ,,m...,,-e - uacn . ,
w vi . v v.. .a . a . o .. . v s. m . ..

.i I j u:: t c :um.dn ' t h .>1d it ba d., I'm cariy. I agree

, . . . , , - i.,. L %.
.

u. .i - . . .:a..., . -

~

Q . . : '. . 7at :120 ans a plan tnd "2n approved it, to

clcan up ~.':.. :o ::ile Inland but it nld bn p..litically uac aund
,,

x*._p,

i

m . Q
I b ' f | r'b

-~ .: -< Arm -)I!A',.fh b |b)
[f L-Ad|f b[' dY\b' d!M60U .
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(; t o g o in and d o it n ow. My p 'ition in list 2ning to the
1

w/

apeach is that yca can't put it undar the rna. It's got to be

cleaned up and thtre la a plan t'ut ui 1 Janf;rm uith regula-

ti x13 '.Th at la ; u 2pini ;n ? 1; you thin:: it should be done

n au ac cOull uu j ut 215 bac:t :md ';ait anl live with it for

three t; five y2aza and uait until peaple are satisfied in
, .._ . ,

rder ta elirainnto it?

3 I 11.1 a at 3 mr the apeech by Dick Volmar, I guess.

Q Right.

'

The ;> Ubr; at Th?ca :lile Islaad is it'3 going to

62 t':0 'e an d it '; c)iag to cauce people ta be cancern3d until

th2 coactac :Oro in bacn rl:a]ved and ditt an aat af there.
\

i ,
<,'"

Ther2 a: a pr 3blan ; ' ff a :u af p n aible vry high 2xp ;cres_

t o t h z 3 2 2p1, " ' ' ' ,3 t h rr 7 Ther2 is a p3tantial for a re-

lease f ?ad t ne' '" 3 ute ci tl ''r a the aavi? m tant "t any.

time. It 's very vary c:1all but thare is a patential becauso ..

th n e iu a1P . 'I'i .. :91'7 3 .> radi.'ac'-f.vity in the plan and'
.

I uaul! 11::e ta see that plan': cleanad up a3 3 m as passible.

If th'ce ar2 :, alterm:'-i.ves tc the diap asc.1 3" '-he lirluid

and the m e ' ';e :r..t a EG.2 10 there are no alternativec ~

a

that are vi:ble t, aletuin; it t: the env' r ner.ont, it cu be

ralenced t t-he e:1vir n:.: eat *:ithin the technical 'ipecs af the ;
.

utility ubich :ict.ns ' ut the a:gesures t. the 30 ple :ff alte
-

i
?

_ _ -

DFD *
D

'

9
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/' '
V; would be less than the nar.tal exp:nures t'.rl': are alloued ..>n a

ruutine .;perating p.mer plaat. If ne i. ave L alternative,

I'd li';c t; acc that parsued and thc ;] cut cleaned up..

In A.ie. vorls, I gueau 3 u' d .;ay vi.il it 's laying..

thece, Oaere in al.i<c un added dunccc. 2ettcr 7.:u clec.n it

up and clininate it gradually rath.:r thta; valt the five years?
.. .,.

. p . . m.. .

. . . t. cz., a. , u 4 .,.,.,,. ,,ai4.,g 4n .an.. . .
. . , o ..

ei.
..i. m . . ... .

cantniaaant buildiad. I'; ' a J ua t a g a :.d idea t > get in and get

4 h *, '. ' .'. '. 'y',' <'~.'''.t..l. '. t a .. _ 1

ace c.dala, T. ; ; '.c ..tv.hin; a ba d d e cia l :n '.'

I Ln''' knau udat IGC in d ing. I hadn't heard1

that 'ocf ra,

b)v ,..,_.,,m-.,.,

.u. . . w.., a: n -, ,
m

. .. . A,. , . ,1,, ,.,1d,
. _. a. , .a, ..m. _. v o ..., > . 4

lind r.t 'aat 'c'le ;nana ace 3;ing to be and ecp J' taek to the

. , t. i , , . g, , u .,..

A 'la s . '.le have been acking :let Ed and HRC f ar thcir ..

.
,.

1 , ,, . . , . . ..e ~..a. - . -

.,1,.., 2 ;,
- o....p. . . n c, . .s; u.. . - A. . ....,, .a., , , ,

u .u. ... . ,,

eno.aple, and u ne nn entir.;n.nen 11 impact s';u]y an tha Ii'picar

ayu tent vuly a.;J n ;t th2 r 21cauca e' ' 7e are nnecrned

about the ::r ptr. 35 calca::o cad uu " ul: like t cce taa al-j

tarnativen : -: a ,.t . p1. r..d a.3 2 ; 3.ae Shias J .a '- o' >:.n up the2
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. enviruament. Jut 13t'c pt an Uith it. I'd lika the thing

ciecac1 up.

; I'll t ;* i gct y3u c. copy _f thit. In the mean-

-, 4.4 4 ., . , .. . , . . . , , .. 1 . .4 .3 .i. .,..t
- 'v .S c ' ', ".. .. l'u- ".. '. c .'. .'' P. h e " + .' o" a

. '' '
v .. - , < to...,

plaa an1: U the J C..y.

/ I h1ven't ac:n c. plan. There is cn enginecring
w , ..

attdy Phat w-'.c pc ' 'c ' h'; Jc. c :1tel 'brp . ati n u ich ah. us pro <-r

cedure; that u :f.0 1 c i ,no to cican 'ip the .parati:.n but that

il D Dt ;'. .'d an .

m. . , . . m..
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(' ) perhaps hear readiada af aa ~nany u1111 rem.:. L'1ald thatv
nonaucement be b th the intencity and the q a.itity of that

radiaticn? In uthor uards, le the term, let 'u aay ten milli-

h0 r.illiacs , is tlut a quantita.tive naasuccuent?resa a-

a That 1.s tutcl dste. It la n.t uhst uas given.

,.out. ducing tha pcrix e.t time. , What wan diven out during, ,, w. . . -

tae peelad c1 'i..<. 1.c.c a use rate, c. ni liren per hour, c..

Ibl per hour ratt. I don't think there is ut.y questiun that we

tcre iteking 1. Lctting ut c.c nuch inf ornation as we c auld.
6

I thit.h we Lcra tryin t._ Got it to the Go vernur 's cG' ice andv

e c lla':e the data aac it kept changing fr.m ninute to uinute

duriry; ti.e fi. at three dcyu. And the inf.;rnation Uc kept/ ,x
t ;
ts

Letting f r_ra '.hc p. Ant i n fr..n the ;.A .iac that the incident

U uld be over vitnin e.i. iwtr cud t!.a.a la ti.c laat releaue

L t. G . '. didn't tur.: .ut t.,be that Lu).

Q l gucca r.y anc. logy to it wculd be, for expample,*

t ht. y2 u e r J! pu:;.p ing '.. t e . i.:r 'gb a . L c . nd it c men through.. -

nt cc ..cny call;na per ninute, 2!u: y way ;, .,a can really

i:nus what quanti'sy ;f i: ate r jvu woulu have, n./.. uany t.;tal 1

i
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[) need, ! g.tes e , ';u: c .r.ap an anto in y ur uca.: tr22: 3nt; the
v

intenal';y --

It 1.nd t:.; tirla .

.'i and "ha *:iue aad Le r2 ally only had the intenalty.

. ua 4.,a .5..a. , 4 ,1 ..,, 3, 3. i s. . . c. 9a.. ~. .e . . ,

.i. No. '.la t e rt; 13 ting aut . t'.ie .d ucs t a the preas ,at., .. , .
. , s s.,. - ,

':he pr 2a.; c;af e cta.:a la :D pcr hsar. It una rap;rted in the

presa c.c :ailli::ca r :1:1 c.a.1 we vere luving a t.>aga time -- I

ur.c 'rrcing a taug!1 tiue trying to e ;upare it .iith .;m:aething

i hat they w >uld un ju.*ctand c , that the p.. bile uculd andarstand.

'. 'e d i i - 1 oucy 1.b,priarts the aceident, on eJucatiag tha

p'1b2.i2 Jn raiiat'.;n ':C r:33 C.nd the pre 00 and G0 it URG Very,_
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l.gicel effect ,ac fr : th:.t kind f aa e::pecure cnd I prcbc.bly

t.c C t "h; uia"u.;e f .ning the ::-r::y, the cacct n-ray tou quickly

but I- cculdn't think of anything else, sitting up there or

.... .a , , . 4. . . 1 m.1,,.
. . . . . , u,.

.u.,..m.; . . . r,..u.. .. . m .1 a .

Uell, yat: can irc.acine the pr bleuc that Ij.ac a'~
.

1 ync.n, had t ryin.; t .' .::p2 e.in t c '.nstit ucnt 3.
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C"AITfri URIG'!T: Repreacntative Cy.sall?

21,.f a..,,m. .. ,, m. o..,a, T I7, . . , , , v,r ,u% ... , .,ma.

'' I have tu) q'tenti na n* c c'ta lti . n ir tw 3 arcac.

'ir..t, : q te '' ' 'n 1 '':e u a19 4.'ing c f ~'diation 1.' vola . 'Te ' ve. .

Sid :1 me n.rnpaper r ticl<'1 in ''te 1 tet c 'ple of *:-3e!;n that
.,

ha ve indiente 1 the a* a'1, I un 'e re 'Tnd, ':aa dicc antinued certain
. . , + . u . . c. . ., . , ,c.,. ., .. .. . . .

, q .e 4. 3 . . e ,y,,, . ~ . , - c. ,.1., e. ~. ,. +. g. p. ~.q. .&
. . g..... , r.i n L1 "'n_ t, .. . . , .

.. . , .., .. ..

necan "e are n ; la 7 Car n'ni'aring radiat.' an IcVela?

'< " , , I ca 't. ' .'e 'tr/ o !.n'reased aur envi r:.n.nental

n n.'"v*ing. '70 12, "o h3.vn d meea:e3 the 'e spe af tha

n n i" ' ' ' n '; f ^ rt ':h' ti!.:e t' the accid 2nt t, nau but ue haven't

de:ma 100 any' hing in the 109t c r:ple if r.nthn and U: arc, as
O n c c ., .. ; n3 , r ye payg s!*S the 'v.,i.;.b ility ofg ..n . 4 o. . . . ..

.

. ,. n. p 2 14 e. t . . n 7 s .- 4 ,. . ,, w p. t. ,3 4. j s . i 4-yg. , p.s q .. . < ,h<~ . .. -. -. .. . .

q) , , I : . s. . g . i. . !. 4- 3 4.s.o., , 3. . ] .c.4 e_... ' . '
'T , t -4

, . . . 2 . .

.A ,. s Air, un',c t, nilk,svedetatiun. The IER, in,
,
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r' tha plant. '.Tc b.tven ' t J 2 rca 3 31 a 17 thing a s f ar na I know.,v;
4 And you tra n.;t fa:2iliar with the neuapaper

J a r t.1 c 1.: I':a cpc rai;1g . .~ ?

, ,
, . .. . . . .

. -- 1. . , ug s. *la c ;1: n 11 .s10. 3n. ~* a a e - m
. . .. . critapa we

can . a:.re it uita Jrt lat2r ca. It niy hive baaa la errsr. It
. , , . , .: ..u... . .c . . .,. ,, ..w r

.arJ h.a v <a v. e , " ' ' 'lr . > . ..v. . .q ,r
" " ' , ' .1 - 4, .,

.u

?:11 eavir u.2 ;atal a > alt ariag ;n' ;bleaa change as..

':ine gcc1 an .23ccuac i tta?aa uith chart .taif 11fe3 aren't

'::12 2 : .ay a ; ;u j ;n '' 1a u e ;r t lace. 3., there are
-

':' inge 0:u' 7: 11 1. .liffe raat' y as ti:.le g aaaa .n.,

' ' . , . ::. 7:12 3 3c n i 13Gue deala uita a qu2stiaa that,

/ i
i e
i /

.5 I :t;.Ln :c r.tL ~. . L ': u:. I13d lu: nG |3 tr 1a.32 upp 2arance''
-

') 2 >ce ' .; 2: 11':" ; ; . ; acall that thare sus a yauag clan
L

. . > . . . ,
. . . . ~..
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. . ,.

.... . . u c a. . .. , ..arta., taa c.nvarantian that
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~ '

r~.iueJ the i ne ' u' ce'ier the Bureau b:2.d c.d2quata ataff ta

i n ;t .j tat T'.c r- :11: - Einni ' it naveral plc.nta ar ntnd '-he

utate. T. ''
.
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('i li Yca. .sa y au are uell mare, we di1 receive an
\ /
%.e'

additi..lal 0300,0M in the budgat this year. 'le have pr] posed

i.nereaae the uta.ff by sla peuple. lie still haven't receivedt-;

appr 11 2rsa thc a go'- ;f fi.: o '; . hirc cn;; individuala r to

upcirl .u;f thai: . .. a 2,; A. tLe atbuJce': . ''he rebuJgat h tun ' t'

~

been appr,vaJ Lat .:1- h; depn': tent. In uc:ct year'a bud 63t'

, .r. . . . : ,

. _ _. . . .i , i , " t .'. -n a l ,. . . , w .. e . , 7 .,r,.
i ., < . 4. . a ,, . y .. .i

.
.c . . la , . ., . 3.< , .a .u ._ _

;

m. . . . u . . . . , . . . - . o .- _ . .

puechau_ns additi;aal epa.pnent . '.' hat uc are pr.pccing is one

nu:leur encinter 2:ar nite '.c nent ;;eur.

, . .

2,; a..: --

~2h.it m. 0 ':he liccacaian that uns held previaualy..

uith ;12. Lorrc;/t:ra and t:nt var th at he u mid l ee:r..r.iand une
/s
\
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4 Zrit u;uld be a recident engineer'l . . . .,
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(')- was your response to Representative Cowell's question,
v

Previously you indicated that you had spaces already authorized

out in the Pittsburgh area that had not been filled for some

reason or the other. You had a shortage in your staff in your

Pittsburgh Office and, therefore, you were not -- if an

accident happened at the facility out there, we might have
,

had a problem. Of those spaces, have any of those been filled

yet in Pittsburgh?

A No. We received no authorizations to fill any

vacancies yet. That's included in the rebudget proposal.

Q There was a special $300,000 given to you, DER, and

you indicate that you have not been given the authority to hire

or to spend that money yet?

A That's right.
.

Q I don't believe that. What is going on with the

administration? This was a special appropriate that was

specifically for improvement in radiation monitoring and detect--

ion and they haven't authorized you to opend that money?

A They haven't authorized the department at all

because the rebudget hasn't come back. We are just spending on

the same rate we were spending prior to the budget being

approvad.

Q Well, I don't know where the priorities lie in the

pa

,
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(-s administration with all of the publicity that is gene' ated ast

'-

a result of Three Mile Island and the special appropriation

was made for additional money and you have not been given

authority to spend it. Someone ought to be looking into the

Budget Office or the Governor's Office or what this administra-

tion is doing when it comes to priorities.
' ' ' ' ' "

~When w'e ask the questien concerning the question
~

A

when the rebudget is going to be approved, we are told

tomorrow and it's been tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow.

I don't know when it's going to be approved.

Q Mr. Chairman, I think somebody ought to take a real

hard look because I think you were the prime sponsor of that

() additional appropriation to DER and they still don't have it.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHP: Thank you, Tom.
* MR. GERUSKY: Thank you.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Five minute break.. .

,

(The hearing recessed at 12:40 p.m. and reconvened

at 12:45 p.m.)
1
|

CHAIRMAN WRIGHP: Our next witness is Mr. James :

!

Elder from Saxton, Pennsylvania,

i
JAMES ELDER, called as a witness, being duly sworn '

by Chairman Wright, testified as follows:
r^x

|
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CIMIRMAN WRIGHT: Would you like to make ap)'

\~
statement? You may proceed?

MR. ELDER: First of all, I'd like to make the

statement that I don't claim to have any real expertise in

radiation pertaining to sickness. I have done a considerable

amount of work over the past two and a half years pertaining
, ,.e.e.. - ,. . c , .- -,

-

to the Saxton reactor that we had there. It was the fifth

commercial reactor to be built in the United States. It was

an experimental type. It was attached to a coal burning

plant in Saxton. It ran from 1962 to 1972 and when the word

first came out that we were going to have this reactor built,

it was really good news for the area, we thought at that time.

Now,- some people had some doubts. The coal mines had been

shut down. The railroads were scrapped. We had no employment.
o

Unemployment was high. There was virtually no oppositien to

this reactor going in. Anything that the media happened to
.

print about it, looking back over it now, looking back over the

files of the various newspapers, it was strictly, in my
,

opinion, public relations junk by GPU and the others involved

in nuclear energy.

I have not been able to run down one article by

the New Yrk Tmes but I have been told by a chemistry professor

from up in New England that it did mention that Saxton was

O
|

.
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() chosen for the site because of the fact it was located remotely

in the mountains and that the population was sparse in that

area; that in the event there would be a nuclear accident,

that damage would be minimized. Ir. my opinion, the people of

Saxton were guinea pigs to this and we were thought to be

expendable by the power companies. To my knowledge, there was,.x < a s.;
, ,

ncycr a public meeting to let the public have their cay before

this reactor came in. Now, I wasn't 11vig there at the time.

I was in college in 1959 when the wcrd came out. I think

maybe there might have been a public meeting somewhere but if

I remember correctly, it was in Pittsburgh or someplace very

remote from Saxton. PR people had a lot of good news for us

O
back then. It did bring scientists in from all over the

world. It brought a lot of employment to the area temporarily,
o

It was supposed to :un for five years but it ran fo- ten years.

I think the additional five years was when they began using-"

plutonium for fuel. They got another five years out of it.

Our reactor back there was the first commercial reactor in the

world to use plutonium for fuel.

As far as the bad news from this goes, for our

immediate family, it came to us in the Fall of 1974 when one

of our children was diagnosed as having terminal leukemia in

Child ren's Hospital in Pittsburgh. He died in 1976. Up to

C't.m

,
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(J this time and a year beyond this, I had felt that nuclear power"x

was the way to go. It seemed, from everything we read, that

it was the ultimate in generating electricity. Appro2mately

a year after my son died, our pet dog had to be put to sleep

because it had leukemia. About that same time, one of the

former reactor workers who was a superintendent at the reactor,
e, .c , , , ,_ , v .. m. ~ 2- , .

, , .

it was rumored that he had a rare type of leukemia. He had

moved to New Jersey but the rumor still was there. Now, there

is some doubt whether he had leukemia or not but it was the

combination of these that got me to thinking and being aware of

all of the cancer that we had in our area.

So, I began to list the victims and began to send
/"T

out letters. My first letter was to the National Institute-

of Health in Bethesda, Maryland. At that time, I had 26 vic-

o
tims. One-third of these victims worked either for Penelec or

for the SHEC, .the Saxton Nuclear Experimental Corporation,.. ,

which was attached to the Penelec plant. NRC, or rather the

National Institute of Health did not answer my letter. They,

in turn, forwarded it to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I

got a letter from a Mr. Carl Abraham from the NRC and it more

or less said maybe you ought to have some second thoughts about

what you are doing because it appears that you are invading

these people's privacy because I had the names of the victims )
i h
| (\ 1
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in the letter. He in turn forwarded it to the Pennsylvania

((-]/
Department of Health. I was visited shortly after that by two

doctors in 1977, Dr. Geiger (phonetic), who is a dentist, and

Dr. David Skoaiy (phonetic), who is a medical doctor. Now,

when they visited me, I was shocked at the approach that they

made. Dr. Geiger said why are you doing this? What's in this
3 . o .t . s,g , n. ,, ,.~ .,m s ,

,
, , , . , , , , . , ...- , ~ .

for you and it set me back. I had no idea what he was driving

at and I still don't know to this day. He couldn't understand

all the work I was putting in it if there wasn't something in

it for me. I said I have two goals in what I am doing. One

is to get a profcasional study made in the area to either

prove me right or wroDd; hopefully, it will prove me wrong.

(~)'- And the other is tu get cancer made a reportable disease so

we can get a better handle on where the hot spots are and.

'

what is causing some of this cancer.

, ,

Shortly after I was visited by the two doctors from
, ,

the Department of Health, I read in the paper about Dr. Glen

Caldwell who was doing a study on Operation Smokey out in the
.,

State of Nevada in 1957. It was a military operation. He was

studying GI's who vere exposed to radiation. He was able to

track down 750 of the 2200 GI's that were involved. Out of

that 750, he had pinned down six leukemia cases out of the GI's,

That was approximately one-quarter of the men there but because

( 'I |
'x_2

.
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g'3 of shoddy record keeping by the Arm, he was unable to track
\)

down the others. If he would have been able to diagnose or

document one more case of leukemia in the laat three-quarters,

he would have had a direct statistical link between low level

radiation and leukemia. When I wrote to Dr. Caldwell, I had

35 cases of cancer, including aix leukemia's. The answer I got
. . . . .. .... . ~ r,< 4. . ..om. ,..ow

from him was that my cases were conservation; that we should

have more than that. Leukemia was a little bit high but not

significantly high. I don't feel that I got a fair shake from

the Center of Disease Control in Atlanta because they were

taking my statictics as if I were a professional researpher

instead of a lay person who worked on it in my spare time,
rw .

l-) There were three people that they would not c nuit in my sta-

tistica. One una the superintendent who I have alrea# talked

about because he moved to New Jeracy. So, I would have to

not
include all of New Joracy if I included him. They would/take

. .. e- , , . .

into account the fact that he worked at the reactor.

Another boy who worked at the reactor had moved to
.

Blairsville. When the reactor closed down and the coal fire

plant, abortly after the reactor closed down, the workers

moved away. It didn't acem to matter, the fact that they had

worked there. It una uhere they had died or where they had
.,

contacted the leukemia. He would not count those. Maybe I i

1

?)v
'

!
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T'N, shouldn't but I still count them in my statistics. I thinkV
anybody that has an open mind on it, they are going to have to

track down some of the people who did work there.

Another problemithat I have in trying to make my

statistic significant is the fact that the reactor lies just

about a stone's throw from the county line. Now, when Dr.
, . . ... . , . .;,. . , , .e.

Geiger checked the statistics for Bedford County, he didn't

take into consideration that the reactor lies right on the

c.>unty line practically. The wind and the water -- water flows

down river into Huntington County and the wind goes primary

down to Huntington County. So, nothing was ever; studied to

my knowledge about Huntington County.,_

On April 28th there was a television show, ABC's

20-20, which shcwed Vivian Waterman and a Dr. Carl Johnson, -

University of Colorado Medical Center. Vivian had contacted

cancer. She began doing the exact same thing I was doing.-,

3

She had almost the same number of names when she sent them into

the Department of Ecalth at Colorado. I suppose it was the

Colorado Department of Health. I'm not sure about that. But

she got almost the exact same answer that I got from the

Center for Disease Control. It looked like it came out of the

same can. That her statistics were consavative; she had

nothing to worry about. Dr. Johnson then got in the act and

(m
't) -
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7 s, he did his own study. This waa in reference to the Rocky
V

Flats Atomic Weapons Plant and he came out with a significant

difference in the triangle down wind from the reactor; that

there was a significant increase in the amount of cancer within

that triangle lying down wind. Of course, the pro nuclear

people came out and said that Dr. Johnson's study was non-
. ..

scientific and they discounted it.

Some of the other places I tried to get it.?erested

was the Penn State Medical School at Hershey; 60 Minutes, nobody

was interested. I wrote to the University of Pittsburgh, to

Dr. Tom Mancuso, and he encouraged me and said no matter what

anybody has told me at this point, he felt that the evidence
y~sr

\_) presented to him was significant and that it should be investi-4

gated; but there were r.3 funds available and he could not help.

At this point, I was beginning to feel a little

bit like Thomas Edison when he was trying to invent the light
f

bulb. Somebody asked him how he was doing and he said he was

making progress. He knows 400 things that don't work and at
'

this point, Ilnew at least several dozen places that weren't

interested in coming in and doing a study in Saxton.

Now, in 1978 our local weekly newspaper editor

wrote to the NRC. He got a letter back from Carl Abraham who

said yes, there were releases at Saxton but they were relatively

Ow

4
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(~') minor. And that he said there were no releases that would
\J

affect the health. Then he clarified himself, with one r3la-

tively minor exception. He said it was on May 14th,1968.

About a year later, we found out that that was an error. It

was May 14th, 1970 Approximately 19 curies of radiation were

released. However, they can't really tell how much was re-
n. .< . e .. - 4: .e 4 y - 4. .-,

leased because the monitoring systems they had at that time

were only capable of monitoring so much radiation and during

all of the releases which I will talk about, the radiation

monitors were pegged full scale which means they knew at least

that much was coming out but they had no idea how much more

than that was coming out. The May 14 release lasted 14 hours --
O not 14 hours, four hours, I'm sorry. What to me is upsetting

about this is the fact that Tessic (phonetic) Mountain High

School lies only about a quarter of a mile from the reactor

and many times down wind. I have no idea of knowing which way ,

the wind was blowing that day but I have been out there at

times when the wind was blowing directly from the reactor.

August 26th of the same year they had another

release that lasted five minutes. Now, they talk about their

backups and that things can't go wrong because of the backups.

Well, we know that they can go wrong. I don't know if there

is anybody here that knows anything about plumbing or not but

. .. . .
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O(~N dx check valves failed in that five minute release on
August 26th. A check valve is a valve which allows the

reactors or fluids to flow in only one direction. Six of them

in a series; one, two, three, four, five six, failed. Now,

you would think that six would be enough for proper backup but

it wasn'.t in that case. Fortunately, the release only lasted
, . . .. ., , . . . ,

~ -

.1 ",.. . -,

for five minutes.

I wrote to t hem and got that report, got an

inspection report that told me of these releases. And each

time they talk like this was it, you know; there was nothing

other than this. Well, after I got the report, later on in

July of this year, another reporter, Ron Morgan for the Daily

News, the Huntington Daily News, wrote and he found that there

were two releases in 1971, one on November 29th which released
j 80 curies of radiation, including radioactive iodine. The

kind of unique thing about this release. right here is that it
j happened at a time, if anybody is familiar with that particular

part of the state; on the first day of deer season, you will

know that there are more people in that particular area on that

day probably than any day in the year. That's the day it was.

That will be a very difficult one for anybody to study, if they

ever try to study that release. It was, according to WTAE TV

who did a story on my project, the worse release of any of them.

o)
.
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("l Before that, I was told that the May 14 '70 release was the
v

worse. This release 60 curies of radiation and included

radioactive iodine. I happen to remenber that day. Now,

scientists would say my way of telling what the weather was

like that day was not scientific but I killed a buck that day.

.

And when I found o,ut, lookin6.back ov,.er the calendar that it,. . , , . e , , ,, , m . .y . . . , , . . . . ,,e., . . . .

was :the first day of deer season, I went down and checked my

antlers to see if I killed a buck that day and sure enough, I

did. I remerdber shooting that deer because the weather was so

bad that I had to take the scope off my rifle and I shot it

with an open sight and I remenber that. So, it was bad

. weather that day and pr bably contributed to the problems of

'^

the release, I u uld think.

There was also a release on December 15th which was

a school day. During any of these releases was anybody ever

informed of any possible danger. -I feel that the SNEC people

did not have the right to take this into their own hands and

decide whether or not there was danger to our children sitting

in the school there. I think the school officials should have

been able ta make that decision. There are approximately 900

students and staff at the high school.

During my two and a half years of looking into

SNEC, and once again I make no claims at being a professional,

t
a
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('N- I'm just telling you some of the things I happened to find out
G

that I feel are accurate to the best of my knowledge. I

believe SNEC was run pretty shoddily. I have a letter in my

attache case to R. C. Carlton from R. L. Spencer. They are

reactor inspectors. It's dated October 5th,1970. The

letter indicates that Mr. Clay Montgomery who was President of
..,s., .m.. m ..- ..,o,._ , , , , . . . ,s .. ,, ,. .cu, ,%. ,

SNEC at the time had vehement feelings toward AEC compliance.

I take that to mean that he wasn't very har r about complying

with Atomic Energy regulations. When I started to get a little

publicity on this, Penelee made a statement that nothing was

every covered up up there; that their records were always open

to the public in the NRC Public Document Room in Washington,
b'' D.C. I don't know how the people of Saxton were supposed to

know about these when it was a three hour drive to Washington,

D.C. questioned not only their accidental releases but

.

what they were allowed to release and if my figures are < , ,,

correct, and I don't claim to be a sharp mathematician, they

were allowed to release about 4,000 curies a year and I

suppose this was conion (phonetic), which many people say is

harmless but if this comes back down which, with bad weather, |

I believe, like on the worse release there was, it can be

changed to barium CCM and cerium which~can be very dangerous

to the human body. Now, they say 80 curies was nothing because ]
1''i I
L .:

|
|
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they released 13 million curies at Three Mile Island. Maybe

O
so but I don't think anybody knows for sure. I think that's

why this hearing is here today, they don't know.

Up until recently, we thought all of the waste

una taken to Kentucky and buried. We found out that all the

spent fuel is buried right at the site of the reactor when
.o,,.... , v r. . ., v ,- ,w . . . a . . w. . , , . ...~,n. .

they decommissioned it. I have a letter here from the NRC

that they admit now that our cancer rate is approximately 25

percent higher than the norm in our area. They admit to the

leukemia being twice the norm. However, my statistics taken

frem Harrison's Textbook of Medicine in 1974 indicate that our

leukemia is six times higher than the national norm. Of these

O)\_ canes, I know of two that are of the acute leukemia type which

is the kind that showed up primarily after Nagasaki and

Hiroshima. Your more common type of leukemia which we hear

jabout today, the one that can be cured, supposedly was not the
,

primary leukemia after those blasts. I also have a case of a

Penelec worker with bone marrow cancer with multiple myoloma

which is very significant. I found these things out, as far
1

'

as the statistics, through a Dr. Shively from the Broad Top

Area Medical Center who is now working with me on the program.

I have a letter here that says that the NRC may

possibly do a study in the Saxton area and to quote from the

(~n .\-)

. - ~ ~ . , . . ..
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letter, referring to our high cancer leukemia rate, it says,

"The possibility that ionizing radiation could be the cause

cannot be totally dismissed." They are about to do a study,

feasibility study, to find out whether or not they need to do

a study. That sounds like so much gobbledygook (sic) to me

-- studies to find out if they need to do a study. I could
s.e>. ,# , . . ,... . , , ,

save them a lot of money, I think, by sending them the infor-

mation I have back there in my attache case ad know they need

to do a study in our area.

I already talked a4put my goals. Once again, I

make no claim to being a scientist. I'm just a lay person but

if we can't get a professional staff in to do the study, I

'
have volunteers that say damnit, if they won't do it, we'll

do it ourselves. He plan to get people in the various boroughs

and townchips to c allect all of the cancer data we can, run it

through statistics and find out what happens. . , . . .

My other gcal is, and you people can help me with

this. If you can introduce legislation to make cancer a

reportable disease, I think that uould be one of the biggest

things in cancer research that we could have.

How, I can't say that the SNEC reactor was the

cauae of our high cancer-leukenia rate in our area but if any-

body would investigate, they would find out that there is no

l'v
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(')N
industry there to pollute the air. There is nothing there

(
but farms and forest and it might not be the cause of it but I

think in probability, it's way ahead of uhatever is in second

place. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Representative Reed?

BY REPRESENTATIVE REED:
. ,,.w ~ .r..,.. . - , . w. . - . . . ..;.

Q I'm the one that you sent the letter to. The

Chairman of this Committee asked me to invite you to be here.

A Thank you.

Q And that was followed up by a letter frem

Representative ')'Brien also requesting the same and we appre-

ciate the Chairman asking you to come here. It's unfortunate
(M
\- that Mr. Gerucky, the head of the DER Radiological Health

Dureau, is not remaining in the roam. The legislation to re-

quire cancer to be a reportable disease in Pet.asylvania has

already been introduced by myself and others and was_,done so

prior to the summer recess of the Pennsylvania Hause of

Representatives on July lith of this year. The experience

'that you have had uith the HRC, have you been in touch with

the Department of Environmental Resources at all?

A N0, sir.

Q Have you ever been contacted by either the State

Department of Health since your initial meeting between the
'(~u)i

!
l
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t's dentist and the physician that came to visit you in 19777b
Have you heard from them or from DER?

A Dr. Skooly paid me a visit in June of 1978 and he

told me -- I laid everything out t him that I had at that

time which was not nearly as much as I have now -- and he said

hey, you have convinced me but he said we don't have the funds
-. ,, ' -

or the personnel to do it. And then he's the one who put me

on to put cancer a reportable disease. He said that's about

the only thing they can do because he said he thought what I

had would make a good study. He was quoted in the Johnstown

Tribune Democrat just a couple of weeks ago with pretty much

that same statement.

'-] Q How do you know that nuclear wastes from the Saxton

experimental plant are buried at the plant?

A According to a neus article just about twa weeks

ago, this Clay Montgomery who was the former President of

SIIEC -- maybe he's still President of it -- I guess the

corporation still exists. He addressed the Environmental

Advisory Council or something of that nature of Huntington

County at a breakfast meeting or luncheon meeting and there

was a rather lengthy article in the news and he made the

statement in there that it was buried in concrete and it's
.

environmentally safe.

("T
L .]
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' {' Q How far from the Saxton plant is your home

located?

A Approximately one mile to a mile and a quarter.

4 Hou many people live within a five mile radius of

the Saxton plant?

A I'm guessing. These aren't very accurate. That's
, , , ,,

,

one thing the doctor and I plan to find out a little more

specifically. The area that I'm studying is not a ecmplete
,

circle. It's approximately a five mile radius elongated to

about nine to ten uiles down wind and down river from the plantj

not only because I feel that that is where it's most likely

to crop up but just because I happen to know the pc.;ple better

)
' '~'

in that area.

CFAITGIAN URIGIC: How many people is that?

MR. ELDER: Approximately 2500. And that's where

< I get my statistics. From Harrison's Textbook of Medicine,

you would have six cases of leukemia per 100,000 por year and

that balls down to two in this particular area that I am

looking at in 14 years. So, in 14 years, I have 13, six times

the rate.

BY REPRESEIRATIVE REED:

Q You are saying that of the approximate 2500 people

-(G.l

.
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O, within a five mile radius, to some extent an elongated portion
v.

of that making it nine to ten miles down wind which, I gather,

is --

A It's situated between the mountains anu practically

everything falls within that.4

. e s , 9.:, < -Out ,of.those.2500 people, the incidence of
. s ., , , , . , .,

leukemia is approximately six times the national norm?

A Yes, sir.

Q For the 14 --

A That I know of. I might add, being a non-

professional researcher, I don't know all of them. As a

matter of fact, one Sunday afternoon I called a woman to check

''
cn her husband's death. In checking with her, I found two

other ones that quick and they all live on the same street

Corner.

- - Q These 13 leukemia patients are all confirmed -

lc Wemia patients?

A Yes, sir.

Q In fact,. you do know that th se cases, at least

those cases, exist?

A Yes.

Q I sec. Was there an evacuation plan that you
,

knew of in existence for, let's say, a five mile radius of
h-
N .|i

1
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,[-) that Sacton plant?
'

.
,

s

A If there was, it was kept a well guarded secret.

I'm a life member of the fire company and you'd think that we

would have known about'it had there been one.

Q Where is your fire ccmpany at?

A , Borough of Saxton. ,,..,. w .v ; , .g . , , , g ,. ,,

Q And the Borough of Saxton is how far away from the

plant itself?
4

A Approximately a mile. Well, parts of it would be

cpproximately a half mile.

Q So, your fire department would be the primary
I

emergency response group in the event of an accident?

''

A Yes, tir.

Q Was there ever any explanatica from the company

that you received with regard to the four different uncontrolld

releases of radiation, any explanation? ' -

A The only thing I ever got was from the NRC in the

form of inspection reports. I asked them other poignant

questions but never got any answers other than what I could dig

up from the inspection reports for myself.

Q And do you know for a fact that the four reportr, on

uncontrolled releases of radiation in 1970 and '71 are', in fact,

the only incidents of uncontrolled radiation releases?
t m.,

'w]

!
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I

) A No, sir; I don't know that.
s

Q In fact, there could be more?

A There could be. As a matter of fact, they do not

have the records beyond 1965 for the plant, so, who knows

what might have happened before 19657

4.,, How would,yo,u characterize URC's willingness ton x. . . m .. .4 3

share information on this matter?

A Very limited, sir.

Q And who did you deal with at URC?

A Dr. Carl Abraham and Deny Snyder. This letter

right here, it actually came to us through Congressman Shuster.

It has somebody else signature on it which I cannot read but<s(,)
the name under the signature is Lee V. Gosick, Executive

Director for Gperations and that came from Washington, not

King of Prussia.

- Q Are you aware of any monitoring for radiation re-

1casco that is ongoing at the decommissioned Saxton power plant?

A Ho, sir.

Q Uhere wastes are allegedly buried?

A Cther than the fact that GPU supposedly comes around

and checks it quarterly. Then, the NRC comes around every

two years.

Q And I assume that they just make an on-site

O]%.. -

.
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( }} inspection for that particular moment that they are there?

A I could not answer that. I don't know.

Q Has there ever been any public disclosure of what

GPU and/or HRC has made at the decommissioned plant?

A Ho, sir. There has never been anything released by

,, . m . then publicly about the plant exc,ept, PR material _a prior to , ,

its opening and during its operation.

Q Well, Mr. Elder, I'm sure you are impressed with

the federal and state government, that they have protected your

interest in Saxton. I say that facetiously. Thank you form

c-ming.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHP: Any other. Committee members?

Representative O'Brien?

BY REPRESElifATIVE 0'BRIEN:

Q My understanding is that HRC is inspecting the

-site ncw. Do you know this? --

A When you say now, what do you mean by now?

Q Right now.

A Today?

Q Well, yesterday.

A Uell, if they are, they didn't let anybody know.

As a matter of fact, two reporters went down and asked if they

could go through on the inspection tour at that time and they

g~)s'u

.
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(/ said no, they would have to get clearance through GPU forT
\_

that and they have not had it.

Q Two people from DER. Would you get the information

and see what they can find out about it. 0. K .

ACTING CHAIRMAN REED: No one else for any

questions?
e. m ...q. e .. , , . ,

, ,,,,,.2, .
. ,, , , , . . . , ..

(No response.)

ACPING CHAIRMAN REED: Mr. Elder, thank you very

much and I would request, on behalf of the Committee, that

what documenta you already have in your possession, including

the ITRC inspection reports which contain some reference numbers

that will be helpful to us, if you would turn one copy of those

into us, we'd like to pursue and I would like to pursue a-

number of the issues that you have raised; in fact, all of it.

MR. ELDER: Is there a way I could have that done
.- 4 - n . . . . .,.4. . . . .,, . . .

before I leave Harrisburg today? It's hard for me to get

copies made?

ACTING CHAIRMAN REED: Yes. See Mr. Marshall Rock

whoris sitting on my right and to your left.

MR. ELDER: Thank you for listening to me.

ACTING CHAIRMAN REED: Thank you for coming.

We have Dr. Kepford and Dr. Johnsrud.

A
U
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DRS. JUDITH JOHN 3RUD and CHAUNCEY KEPFORD, called
.w!

as witnesses, being duly sworn by Acting Chairman Reed,

testified as follows:

ACPING CHAIRMAN REED: The Committee staff or

the Committee has been given basically five charges to investi-

gate relative to.the TMI accident. Today we are considering ,m

one of these charges which 13 the issue of health and radiation

and I assume that either or both of you have a statement with

regard to that.

DR. JOHNSRUD: Yes, I do, Mr. Chairman or

Temporary Chairman. I will proceed, if I may. My name is

Judith Johnorud. I hold a doctorate in the field of geography,
w)

having written a dissertation on the topic of the political

geography of nuclear power controversy here in Pennsylvania.

I am Co-Director of the Enviranmental Coalition !

which is a public interest organization that'has'b'en'in' ~

e

existence in our state since 1970 It has been involved in

many, almost all, of the reactor licensing proceedings before

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and its predecessor, the AEC,
l

over that time period.

I would like to submit a biographical sketch later.

We were notified by Mr. Rock only in the last couple of days of

, our appearance and we will have to speak extemporaneously for

k
i
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/~ you. I realize the hour 1s very late. Ilowever, I hope that
. O)

members of this Committee will have the patience to hear us
.

out since Dr. Kopford and I acted as the legal representatives,

Dr. Kepford being so designated in the licensing proceedings

'before the IIRC for Three Mile Island Unit 2.

Among the numerous contentions that we addressed
.-

, . ., .e %. .
. s .c.... m,

in those proceedings were particularly the issues of

evacuation plans, emergency response and monitoring as well

as the issue concerning an ongoing hazard at that site,

namely the still unresolved matter of the probability and

- consequences of_the crash of an aircraft heavier than the

plant was designed to withstand into the reactor, We do want,
(-

therefore, in particular, to address sone matters that have

came out of Dr. Kepford's assessments at the time and subsequent ,

to that time with respect to THI-2 and the health and safety.

As a bit of background for my position, my .
.

- , -

conpetence to speak to you, I would say that in addition to

serving as Director of the public interest group, the

Environmental Coalition, I was appointed to the Governor's<

Advisory Committee in 1975 and have served since then. I have

served also on the Governor's Task Force on Energy Facility

Siting here in Pennsylvania and on the develcpment of a state

comprehensive energy policy. And to give an indication that we

(>1

e
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have a poaltive view tawards energy, I am at p
resent the Chair

Person of the National Solar Lobby which isf)
J

a followathrough.

from the Sunday Celebrations, those activist
s involved with

developing conservation and solar alternative
n:

energy. s to nuclear

Dr. Kopford is the legally, is the designat de legal

representative of the Environmental' Coalition at thi3_, fa, - cu .

. . --

s time,

He is a radiatian chemist by training and ha
s served as our

representative in not only the Three Mile Isla d rn proceedings
but a nunber of other reactor licensing proceedings. I would
like ta submit his qualifications for your re

cords and with
them, a summary of the involvcmant of ou

,

r organisation, going
.

O back to the early 1970's, in the licensin
rMI-1 and 2. g proceedings for both

and ue wi11 be discueeins e me metters that re-
late to our findings, tne shortcomings that

perhaps have not
come t.; your attention.

When I spoke with Mr. Rock e necrning our a
,,.

here, I asked if the evidentiary records
ppearanec

of the NRC had beenmade availa,ble to
this Ccmmittee or had been studied by the

taff and he indleated that that record has not bee
s

n part ofy
our deliberati3ns thus far. We believe that it might beh ighly beneficial far members

of this Committec to have a
- uided tour through some of the statements that u

g
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(}) positively made by representatives of the state, the utility and

the IIRC with respect to their capability to respond to the

accident, statements which I think you will find, as we have

found, are rather in direct contradiction to the af ter-the-fact

testimcnies of some of these persons. Dr. Kepford will address

these matters somewhat more_specifically.,7 , ,, , ,

We are somewhat troubled that it has been six months

since the accident and the information that we think might have

helped you, particularly in the questioning of some other

witnesses and mostly, in particular, with respect to Dr.

Kepford's subsequent dose analysis concerning the accident, have

not been braught to your attention and for our having failed to

do so, we certainly apologize and we hope at this late date

you will find this information of particular significance to

you.

I would like-to,-very briefly,-summarize a set.of

about a dozen regulations, legislative recommendations, that

we think might be of significance relative to your charges, if

I may be permitted to do so. These are in a very generalized

form and not in any sequential order. I would probably wish to

supplement them for your record on some further reflection, if

I may do so.

First, we would strongly recommend that this Committee 1
(~h 1,w>

i
!

!

<
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f} in turn recommend that the T:1I-2 transcript be turned over toi

,

the State Justice Department for perjury investigations

and for possible crininal prosecution of some persona who had

testified in that proceeding.

Secondly, ue would urge the recommendation of

. legislation, a resolution per. haps within one year's time, to
,~n. ; .. ~ .4 ,,,a . ,. . . . n..~..,. .,

require the Department of Environmental Resources to set

radiaticn standards more restrictive than the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission and EPA regulations. We uould recommend a restrict-

ive factor of ton to fift7s Breater than the N3C-EPA regulatienti.

There is in existence authority for the states to do so which'

was given by the Clean Air Act Amendment of 1977. I would-

point out that priar to a Minnesota case bac!c in 1970 decided

by the Supreae Couct which 6 ave the federal pre-emption to

the federal government, Pennsylvania had standards uhich, as

'

I recall, were ten fold more restrictive than the federal ones.'

We believe it's time for us to return to at least where we

were.

Uc nould recommend that Pennsylvania allow no

additional nuclear pauer plants to operate in this state

beyond those that are in operation today for many reasons

which have been pointed out, I'm sure, to this Committee by

those affected by TMI and most particularly, as I ulll mention

O,\..
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( again later, in consequence with the fact that the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission staff, within the past month has de-

clared the accident at Three Mile Accident to be in the cate-
.

gory of a Class Nine accident. Now, TMI and no other reactor,

commercial reactor in the country, has ever been licensed

with due consideration of a Class Nino accident. Always, under
,

u . va . m, . . ,..m,, . . . ,, , a _ , ,: ,

the regs of the URC, cuch consideration has been excluded.

Parentnetically I would add, in the Three Mile Island pro-!

ccedings, we were prohibited by the Board from even asking
1

questions about emergency preparedness beyond a 4.8 mile
,

radius of the plant. Under those regulations, it was said
.

' that a more cerious accident need not be considered.
O Fourth, ue uould recommend legislation to. speed

i imp 1nentive legislation for: mandated conservation in ensuing

applicatisna in order to phase cut the existing nuclear

reactors in Pennsylvania in the near future._ -I _.think it , .' ' . , . ,,

becomes more and more important and apparent "o all sectors of4

our society that a dependence on nuclear energy is involving us

more and more dcaply in a seriou af acc*3 ental releases,
e

accidents, within the full cycle at a time when, in addition,
, we have not resolved' radioactive uaate disposal sufficionUy.

Fif th, we recommend legislation to require DER andi

|

the Juctiec Department hercafter to take an active rale on
/'T<

RJ
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/~j behalf of the public health and safety in all NRC proceedings
%/'

by opposing the applications, liconaees and the NRC; in

particular, their upcoming proceedings involving both Three

Mile Island Unit 1 and 2, Susquehanna 1 and 2, in which Dr.

Kepford and I are also intervenors in the public interest.

By the way, the Commonucalth did net even have an attorney
... , . .c - . . . s. .mm. 4 p , . , . ,_ _ . < , ,g,_-

, ,, .. ,_

present at the prehearing conference for the Susquehanna

reactors although Mr. Dorsythe frcm the Bureau of Radiological
,

Protection uns there. Limerick, Units 1 and 2 will be coming;

up for an operating license within the n2xt few years. Fulton

1 and 2 in southern Lancantar County are up for early site

review and approval which we believe would bypass the intent

)t
'# of the Act; and Beaver Valley 2, one of these days, will be

ready for an operating license proceeding and the Peach Bottom
4

reactors, 2 and 3, will be considered along with TMI, in which

proceedings Dr. Kopford.is. involved, cancerning the. inadequacy,
,_

, - " ,

of the URC's treatment nf the largest single source of radio-

activity in the fuel cycle, namely Radon 222, about which he

will npeak no-o later.

Six, we would recommend that the state Legislature

provide DER with even nore fundin5 to hire staff and consultant a

who are independent of prior commitments in favor of the ex-

pansion cf nuclear energy to provide a critical balance in the
'

-
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[%.)1. -staff.of_the Burcau of Radiological Protection which, very
.

frankly, ue-have felt una noroly lacking.

Seventh, we would ask that the Legislature provide

adequate funding for an extremely expanded DER monitoring

capabilitica in the vicinity of all licensed nuclear facilities,

I thin,kpfe ar,g all most,koonly awarc ,of the fact,that not only .g,.,s . . , , , ,

han it been inadequate but that the monies appropriated have-

not been released and utilized.

2ighth, we would recocuaend the aeparation of all

functions of the ;ffice of Constract Advocate from the Justice

Department ao that there will be a pure independence in pro-

ccedings by that office and that that can be pursued. And weg
U

w..uld ack alaa that the consumer advocate be directed and ade-

quatety funded ta c.nduct a full and confidential analynia of

tne costa af the entiro nuclear fuel cycle including all af

those costa which are presently = excluded from the need .for ~,

- required coat benafit analyala. Far exa:nple, one finds that

auch casta include the cuboidy reproacnted by the Price-

Anderson Act, a matter which was tuotified ta by the

Pennsylvania State Insuranco Cara:aionion in the licenning

proceedinga way back in 1973 for the Threc !!ile Inland Unit 1.

. It ia.a.oubsidy that una than cutir.ated to be greater annually

in terma of the cost of premiuma than the operating coata for

O -

.
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>~3 - the reactor for an entire year. Among the other areas that we
V

feel need to be included in such an analysis are enrichment

costs, subsidies involved there; the lack of appropriate

treatment of uranium mill tailings and open pit mines which

are sources af the radon gas that Dr. Kopford will discuss;

the cost of research and development that have been picked up
.

. , .: ..%.m.-.....- r ..a.. ...,s : ( ca . m-

y ., . .
, ,

,

over the years, the decades, by the federal government;

de~ onniccion cbats; spent fuel storagc; radicactive waste dis-c

posal in both research and development and also long term

costs of inpleaentation; and the costs that can be estimated

nou on the basis of our experience here in Central Pennsylvania

of emergency recovery which uould follow the occurrence of a

Class nine accident uith significant off-site releases.s-

Ten, and I'm almost through with these, we would

urge a rcccamendation directing all agencies of state govern-

- ment _to withdrau or . suspend ,the existing permits,to, operate
., ,

reactors in Pennsylvania pending full review by the IIRC in

; full adjudicative proceedings of the range of events and con-

; sequences of those events to the public that would occur should

a Class Nine accident with a breach of containment take place at;

a reactor. He arc, as Mr. Gerusky has pointed out, down to

that last line of defense at TMI. A breach of that containment

would, even at this late date,- be a most sericus event in

/'s
|~N.
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('') Central' Pennsylvania.
.q,.

The aircraft issue that Dr. Kopford raised in

1974 with respect to TMI-2 has not received or has not yet

been resalved and has, in fact, received an. order from the NRC

Licensing Board in the last few days concerning the possibility
- -

t,ha,t they not Go back to hearings on that issue for TMI-2.,, , ,_ z, .. , . o ., .-

Ue believe that is a matter that certainly needs to be re-
J
'

solved.

Eleventh, require the expansion of the planned DER

long term follow-up study of the TMI-2 accident in order to

ene mpass,-at the very minimum, the special distribution of

possible dases in the 50-mile radius of the plant. There is,O in fact, sa auch unknown about the full magnitude of those

doses, the lack of measurement at ground level beyond the 13.8

miles in the early days of the accident, and the general

applicability of meteorological inf 6rmation for that entire- - -

- <

radius where people may have been exposed to much higher

levels than our estimates from the HRC and the utility would

: indicate.
! i

,

Finally, with respect to evacuation plans, we

have very bluntly come to the conclusion that it's impossible for

and evacuation of the area that would indeed be deeply affected
!

by a Class Hine accident uith a breach of containment; so

.

5
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impossible that it would be a futil 134

say, misleading the people of Penn e exercise in, I have to., s,-

sylvania(]./ us even to attempt regulatory enact at this point for

It_ waid sanction the impossiblements on evacuation plans,
,

__,_.

And with this-regard, I want t , I think, is the way to put it
, a.

o point out in particular
.

. of the documents ne wish to submit to you todone

that has been long ignored ay, namely a study
.

mid 1960's 'ai en updhte of their fa, done by the AEC back in the
g. m ...a.. g ,, ,4-..,

the possible consequences of mous Erockhavon Report on

the 1964 and an accident.
'65 update which we a And in that document

,

records, ue f xnd, during the re submitting for your
.,

accident, the NRC'snent that
- cr the AEC's cwn state-

dcaths would cccur vould extown statement that the area in WHch

19 miles, fr:m the renctvr end 150 kilometers, approximat ley

grec.ter than, I think, any of us hThis is, thereforea zone far
.

be affected uith shor"' w' ave been led to believe would
health offects. ~n daaths as Uell as the long term

'

?hN, I uould 111:
to say much more.

0

caid supplement Jr. Kopford's Perhaps I

careful attontion to what he has te m ents and I would appreciate
yaar

! l'o say. i

DR. KEPFCRD:
Thank you.

Thank you.
by -- well, first off, this st I'd like to start off

majority of it, ne are submittincck of materials here,the vast
g to you for your

considera-

O
. .
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tion.. I'm sure most of the materials here, the vast majority

of other people who have testified befare you, would not want

you to see, including this 1964-1965 update to the famous or'

! -- 1..fancua, depending on how you unnt to look at it, Wash 740

or Brockhaven Report. The Wash 740 Report uas commissioned
,

by the Atomic-Energy Commission to discuss what would be the
m:n aw r- . . v , v.- ~ + , a .r..i> w .. .. e, s. ,, . x r.. s .. , ... ;.. .,- ~

. ,

.

consequences of an accident, serious accident, at what uas then

- cunaidered to be a large nuclear power plant. That nuclear p;te

. power plant is about a quarter of the si::o of Three Mile

!

Island, Unit 1 Unit 2. In that report, the Atomic Energy3

00xalacion found that the property damage in 1957 dollars
'

,

could amount to $7 billion; deaths could be up to 3,430 and

43,000 people injured. Tacce deatha now are primarily deaths
1

due ta acute radiation 31:iness.
,

In the 1964-1965 update, one of the maj or findings

was that the design of nuclear.pauer plants.had simply made4 -,
.

the plants larger on th: basic .;f virtually no operating

! e::perience, four to five times larger. So, the original study
i

team was reconvened to study this problem. And I'd like to
.

./ cad you a feu isolated sentencea from this. I'll identify

I
what I'm reading fr >m and you have a copy of it there. From

i

page 84-5, it'a doccuent 84, and meat of these -- this raport
.

was never finaliced. Moct of the dccumenta I'm going to read
-

f;(

. -
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|(O fromare ninutes to meetings v:hich were held. There are a
/

couple of centences here from Document 8!t, page 5 This is,

"In the event of a. core melt'doun and subcoquent breach of con-

tainment." They fcun.1tihat 100 kilometers the levels were
.

still 100 times the protective action guies. That is, the

radicactive, levels of cesium,.stro,n, tium and so.on. s The result. . , - ~ c #. 4, ,, ., ,.,

- to the city involved uould be catastrcphic and there would be

deaths out to 150 kiloncters; again, acute radiation injury

deaths. Cancer, thyroid abnormalitics uculd take place over

much much greater distances.

140st of the damage -- this is Document 92, page 7

-- most of the damage is donc by that activity rolcased in the

n"
first two hours. As a result, if there uctc only tuo or three

hours available- for evasive purpaces (sic) . Miss Court noted

that at close in, there uns very little that cculd be donc

since doses were higher and received sooner. Mr.' Smith added'~"-

that the populatien involted uas large and uould make evasive

-acasures difficult. A point I'd like to add herc'is since
~

this report was written-and this particular document was

uritten in January '65, I thih -- no, December 16, 19711 --

reactors hava became larger yet and much closer to citics than

uns envisioned in 19611 and 1965

And - fr n the sene document, 92, page 1, for a big1

& t
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]a- accident concerning contamination -- for a big acciunt, the
'

area would be the size of the State of Pennsylvania. Now,

for those of you uho cau the China Syndrome, the occurrence in,

that movie that the affected area could be the size of

Pennsylvania was not the figment of the imagination of the
i.

author. It came directly from 1963.,1964 Atomic Energy commission. .; =, .s ,, .....,g.,a.w,.. s . .n ., -

, . . . , :y -~ ~- ~'

daeuucats which, for 1ts mere lexictence, the Atcuic Energy ;

Cx1 mission danied its existence for eight years until under
:

the threat af a Freedom of Information suit in 1973, I

believe, documents suddenly disappeared, a couple thousand

pages, of which we are giving you on the order of 50 or 100

pages. It makes very very interesting reading, especially in
}1

uhe light of the Three Mile Island accident.,
,

4

I'd now like to turn to the initial decision af
i

the Licensing Baard, which you have, and call your attentian

I to, in particular, intervenor's contation two, five,:six and. - . ~

|

cight in our intervention petiti;n which began on page six ,

21, 28 and 33 of this initial deciclon; and also the discussion

of health fram uranium fuel cycle which begins on page 69

] Aircraft crash is discussed an page 21, and this is a very sore
p

subject f ac the Licensing Board to discuas because monents into

that_discussian, ano af the Baard members af the Licensing.

Baard stepped the proceedings and said aren't what we are,

8),

-

1
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; talking.about here'a Class'Nine accident and all of the/~

parties had to agree; the-staff, the applicant and all had to

agree that in the event of-the crash of a larger than designed

based aircraft and a larger than designed based aircraft, in

this case, una an aircraft weighing more than 200,000 pounds

flying at 200 kn.2ta or more. And everybody . agreed that in the
:, + w a - p. t. ,; .w . - , , . .,w. ~,.n. , , , y.a ;. ; . . . n ,, . .. . ,; , 4 , , 7. , _y,.

, ,
,

event of anc of those crashes, what we uould be faced .with at

Three IIlle Island would be in effect an uncontained and un-

containable core meltdoun for which there would be no en-

gineering safeguards which would uork period. This is due

to the praximity of Three !!ile Island to the runuays at

Harrisburg International Airport.

.O That i:me was resolved by the Licensing Board by

-accepting virtually without question everything tha witnesses

for the staff and applicant said and inspite of the fact that

+- - .,ue had cast, in.our. opinion certainly,,quite a. bit,of doubt.on

their acthodology and results.

The Appeal Board of the Nuclear Regulatory

Comaisalon ultimately agreed with us and in August of 1978

133u2d a lengthy opinion in which they required the staff and

applicant to go back.and do a much much better , job at the

; probability analysis to analyze much much more data with sub-
' acquent hearings to be held in December of 1978. Those

O
.

.

&
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~

( t hearings were held -- oh, in September of 1978, the commissione rs
q,

of t!.e URC reviauind that Appeal D]ard decision, suggested

further avenuca fo.c the staff and app 31 cant to look into. Uc

we re very o'ioeke6 .| hen the hearings came about on December 11th

and 12th of 1978 that the staff and applicant had not only done

a very poor jo'.a of addressing the concerna of the .ippeal Board
,

. .- .. .. s.. _u, . . .a . .,

an<i the c >:.tmic">innarc of the :!RC, they had, in fact, gone out

of their uay to, in my opinion, conceal information which would

have thro.in their computaticnal methods out of the windou

entirely. And uhen thic subject unc mentioned, the neubers of

the Appeal B;ard re;ponded not by quectioning the ataff and

applicent. ? hey renponded by gettint; mad at ac for having,

7
i '/

.:uccouted that pe chapc acuebody might have counitted perjury'-

a.;d the natter M. ort ntendu today. In ny opinion, they did

e a:mit pcej ury. Jubacquent he.iringa ucre acheduled fcr April

4th, toe third round on aircraft crach; April 4th,.1979

.lorcifully, the; un e cancelled on April 2nd by notice from the

Appeal Dourd but ue got a notice in the nail about a week or

a; .:.go f rom the PRC uondering whether or not, frcm the Appeal
|

3 x.rd, whether ', aut -- and aching for a nemorandum on the j

.:ubject -- uhethcr er not it uaa appropriate at thic tine to

bring that icaue back t a the forefront . 'Je haven ' t rcGpanded

yet and I'm not ::ure h .u uc 811 rc 3pand. |

\. |
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But, 'of course, needlaco to say, the plant was " '

licensed anyuay, even with this unresolved and possibly un-

resolvable vary acrious cafety laaue.t>nu mi

Concerning off-alto monitory, it's discuased

beginning on page 28 of the initial decision. I'd like to read

you a paragraph. from page,. 30. of ,tna.t ,init. ial decision.. , . It '.s .. .% . / z. a , e e , t . . f. - - . s .,

very intercating in lignt of cubacquent evento. "Instrumenta-

tion uacd to determine the coverity of an accident and the

need for any off-sito emergency action is located off site and

la manitored in the control roam. This inatrumentation moni-

tars area conditiona and process variables such as reactor
,

cd. ants, tamparature and pressure and any abnormal release of

radioactivity. In the event that accident conditiona arose

for unich cvacuatica would be an offective safety measure,;

!

i necessary corrective actiona to mitigate the conacquances

1''' including notification of off-site emergency personnel would - 't
*' '

J

be parformed quickly, uitain tau or fifteen '.ainutes of the~

incident." This la the kind of baais and trash testimony, if I
,

can be so bold, on which nucicar pauer plants are licensed.

It unan't just the liRC; it wasn'' .just tha applicant. It also

involved personnoi from the Commanucalth of Pennsylvania..

JR. J0;Ii!32UJ: Ilay I add here that we have Gab-

I

mitted a copy af this initial decision for your records and'I i

.Om

- .

*
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lupe that ue:abers of the Committee will have an opportunity to

look it over.

33. ;C.P1CRJ: Tiuc la limited anJ your patienco is

li:11tel and I' d li.;e to read you more acetiona but I thin;t I

Jattar ga on becaaae our pile is till large and ue abould 60

througit it.
, , , , . . . ; =, s .. . . .,c s- is . , - -.

I guaca i have to ga back, on page 09 of the

1.:ltial deciaian, la the 3 card's sweepi'd diamissal of one issue

taat una raiacd an i I'd like ta bacctrack a minuto and tell you

a little bit abaut what an I!ac proceeding la lik2 We didn't

have the monay for lagal souiatance. Neither of us are

Inuyerc or luva a uinute's 12gn training. We went into this,,
.' .

U h.ving bean iavalv2d in the 1:aue from the other aide for a

n2Ler of yeara ;.ad anc laaue which we hc.d aluays triad to

ralae in pava; plc.at licenalng uat that of the healta uff2 cts

of the uranium fuel cycle.on people. Uc ucre. denied the .,

au.11'.y tc da thi; ay .:wat liccaaind baarda. It uaa thua

c.aaning, a aarprisa to us, when in the middle of this proceeding

on .Iay 21st, 1977, if ny memory serves ne correctly, the I:RC's

ataff attorney cc.uually dropped in front of all of the partica

': cati =cny ubich ahey uiu' ed to subnit as e. result of ..a

licensing caae n an;;her nuclear poue. plaat and it had to do

uith .Sc cor.parati'/c cffacts in teras af health of the coal
'

,
'

.
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and uraniun fuel cycle. W 1:'.3 this had been a aub, ject that we

had b mn itching to gat our teetn into for a number of years

and all of a audden, uita no preparation, the d:,ar was ' ticked

open f;r ua. .3 0, '!c lun;cd at it. I.) the entire TMI-2 initial

liceasin; de :ician, tae ata 'f and applicant and Co:nmonuealth

put forth a total of about 55 uitneanes. Itat having money to
. . , , ay ,..% .

pay upert uitnecaea, we ware at c raeuhat of a disadvantage as

you uo 11d a;;pe c t and ue vara able to put f arth ane uitness.s

That uitnaaa Mac ~10. I ':estifi3d to the eff act that the IIRC

had 1;a. cod tha us2ct aingic acurce of radioactive emissions

la th2 c.1 tire nuc_.aac cycle. In fact, one unich is larger

t:ra al'. othera ca:abined and as a result, the cast benefit,

, s
i <u balance for ' :e plant uauld have to be tipped against the

plaat tr2d pr > bay.y tha plant could n3ver be licanaed becauae

of S:lu h2alth 2L'ac ca ubich w aald arice or unich thra was no

knoun nothod to pr2 Vent. The IIRC cucpt it asida and their

. lu 3': aarc. imsla m Jay 6) af t:1e laiti.C decinian. They

dia:aiaael it .: :plately. I ': uaa specalative. It was a

ch'i .lenge t o ' 2 C m i::sion rules and they needn't concider it
'

.

".n 3 ?c an. T:a ippeal S aard found otheruise na did the

CO:nmic cion .

T:n a , an :: arch 2nd, 1973 the coraiaci2aecs of the

:iuelear Regulat;g Corznisci .n ord 2 red that wh:n t:1e Appeal Board
L

.
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x_]
hcard our nppocl cf tLe initial decician, they remove from ene|

s
section of the rules, a ru'e uhich said that only a certain

quantity of radon ceuld be censidered in any licensing cacc.

Uhat uy testimany Sud shoun pas that they uere leu by a factor

c centuhcre bettcen 100 :aillion and a biollion in their

..
-On .Ma.rch 8 the Apptal.Euard concurredcutic.atica of thia.

. . . .s . ... ..., .

uith ti.is fiz:diau .f the c anuain cie r.e r; . 2 hey Scid oral argu-

nento und put t..e icsue off. They put the issue off in a

nu::.be r of uaya ';y, une uc.c caying the dca.mincian la certainly

ceing to hate ta c..naider this. ..auther uny, they dccided to

resolve it at av:aa future date b'it in the proceca, they linked

the survival ;J Th'ec :lila I.; land an a liccnacd nucien/ pcuer
,n
( )
\'j

plant : , about 'O . :.cr nuclca; pc;ucr plants uha ucre in the.

pruecca cf Lain _1.:uasad bef ara t!.c Licensing Board or appealo

J.Ard an:: I give Js.1 a c.,py of an .Uper.1 Euard daci.;i.n,

AIAB (phonetic) 540 which in itcelf in not that intercating but'

it Jaca 113! a.1.wdantify '.he reac tora involvad. '"he rena.n

f r thia 10 t a pai.:t aat to yoa that the icaue that unc raised

at parea c:lle ::alaad ucc not a trivia.1 iscue. It una an 13suo

sf eaaraaua significance and anc thing my tactinany caid uns

chat f;r each jour .hree Mile Ialand Unit-2 oparate1, on the'

baaia of a certain awabor af aasaaptiona, appr 2:ci:aataly cae

uillica people ucu;.J die f ar each year that nuclear pauer
-

LJ

'

. .
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(^] plant oport.tca. I;aw, these paaple vill te ccattered off far
v

cff into the future, as lon6 an human beings on this carth

exist. The pr_blau, ac I see it, uith any nuclear power plant

ia, and fvr thtt m.tter coal fired plants, they c::crt c. health

tax on people. "'h; health tan ic cluply by killing people by

. their operation. The, difference,.and.th,is.is a. very , critical
4 ,. ..o ..

difference, is that the priuury ta:: exerted by a nuclear

power plant is e::crted on thoac peuple uho live in the future.

Coal fired planta killa thccc uh.c are li'. ing today. A nuclear

power plant killa the uaforn c.nd it will kill thera in the future

for as long an huaan beinga exiat.

U;t . Judi;J:11rD: Could I add here one little point?

4)\'" I ti. ink thia is cn acue of purticular cignificance here in

Fennaylvania uit. reapect to the caplore.ticn for and ti.c

paauibliity af uil.ing of ich grade u.caniun crea in the ca.; tern

~ part of the state on privately < leased, privately owned land

leauad to ac.arcj c_:aparica al':huagh the state has tak2n a posi-

tion in oppaaluian ta the use of atate land far thi.a purpocc.

Dr. Kepford la pai.iting here ta a prablaa of very long ter:a and

very large ai;;nificaaec that la nat 1:.uediately apparent.

L'R. C P M D : Perhaps it would be appropriate to

d13euan just briefly .: bat thi.a prot:lem la all about. The

particular gas that I au talking aLaut la :ladun 222. It's

A
$ I

(./

'

| |

. . .
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ft naturall;* tecurring radioactta decay product of uraniu:a K-

233. It eu:uc ou': of t..e ground conatantly all around ua.

If we hn.d ut;ne walla in thic building, 11 t hi.3 roon --

t....r__-..,,,, . m m. .,. .. .p , . n ,, , ., r .,. .. . .n . 1. s . . .. u m

T. ~J.U '''.D : 21e don 22'' uou'..i be eunir.g out of

the.3c ? alls. It's r.ll ar 'u;d uc. It alunys has been. The
, .

pre b1 ' tith urani'nc : 11r.ing i.3 the tailings creatad and the

tailings reprenent sourcea of rcdon 222 calanions which would

hava o'. hon:iac n :t b aon prcccnt had nat the uranium been nined

an c rrd:;n 22? .22p _ cut of the nill ': ail piles,
2 '-

.

e.ren"..uly indefinitely into the future.

: '1, 1:1C has tacitly propoacd c. number of, an it.

,t.

V ucrt. nolu'~. nc t thin arcticu. 'h o.v. envicion, under thea

current lie (nain; f t rtice, putting five or ten fcet of dirt on

t op cf ' :iu tallint. cile. ': cat :;f "he tt111nta pilca uculd be

in Coloradc, Utah, i:cw 11axico and so on. where ,ercsion rates,

on t' .c c recc y, , u be fairly lov bu' .m cecucian, I'mke uhen a

heavy rain c.mes alcog, c?n vcry very very high on an:'

instantanecur :a:>ic .

? S r- 'M ''.c.., act iant e d t hat in acme ccs33 thenc

coverinsc ave ':h hilingr pile '..ight paraict fcr r00 ; cars.

The proble.1 ith this .laticn is that the icng lival precursorc

to raden 2?2, PhD 'nturally c,ccurring decay ch m;r which is in
3

| 8

i

TC !a

I,'f)T [ 2,;;}'. m o y !.. m,\ q9,q, +) f- S C sdp;, U Lp6yL $ U M'
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(^3 the uranitra mill tail pilca n7u, hna a In1r life of 80,000
t :
%/

years. So, thia 500 year solution that the NRC has propoacd

la really qaite maaaincleaa. It dscan't da any good at all.

I 1111 l' the puaa;/ c1t aalution ta the problem and if any

of you knou inacy cato, you knau u'nt t . 21r salution to a waste

problcn 13. They juat acratch.a little dirt over it and walk
,,. .a n . + c . ., ..

r. ay . Nh an yJ.1 :' art tryir.3 to find out or conceive of what

would be an adaquate colution to the mill tallinga problem,

you e21ckly 10c that ya: :tre d2a ting uith an enormaua quantity

of llet, a cT:ple hundrad thauaand ':ena aa the average f ar one

year'. r 2actr C 131. You have to naan .my put it axae place

uh :re "|nt r.mian u aq ''; jet out for peria ls on the ar.lar of
/' s

('--) 1'),000 to a aillian yearn and that kl.1d af a calutian la diffi-

vilt with th:''; 'lind a? .1 v alttae . 31aply ac catching a little

bit af dir'; >va it 1 rtd.1 y au ';o ':h e kla 1 32 aillineaa, t :e

umne kind of.alllineaa.that.the Licensind Ucard unad in licensing.m .

'h Oce :111e a in.n ' Un l t ! . ?>r 3ar aaca, like the paragraph I

3ad to yau.

The A :ble a 11 by no taan.n trivial, I repeat. )-

I
|Doopi':e t' c f aa? ' ' r >. t in thia 1100.1aLng praccas UO ahau.2d thata

'ho UM, diaclaatan af aircraft ht:ard ':aa quite hollau in its
1

1

declainn, the plant una liconaed nayuay; leapite ' .o fact that !
|

|

uo chaued t: .t the lac;ent cource of raJlnctive caicaiona in
'

,

v

1

. - . .
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4. t;,e on': ire nuclear f'lel cycla had been ignored, the plant was |

' '

i 1102nnei anyway. It really learls me to believe that there is>

no information that can be presented to any atomic safety and

licen:1.ic board. cppeal board or the conmisnionars themselves
4

to petvent that plant frnm being licensed. That's the way
.

tain3s were prior to March 2f3th,1979 I don't know whether or
...xa ,- .x . >a . . n. n,.. , , , . ,

n st ':!tinga have changed. I most certainly hope so. I would,

11!.2 ': a 33 on a,d throu a feu more pieces of paper at you.

The n2xt one that I have are -- oh, I think we

hive al cady discunced to a certain extent these three pieces
:

of raper can'crnint; the scheduling of aircraft crash hearingu.

to be cc monced. A rerponne by the attorney for the
%<

Cea.nonuer.lth and 'he nntice cancelling the decision to hold the

hcarin g. I Gulo:: I unnt to digrena and say if there is

nn"';hing 'o "hich I have found chameful in this entire scene

'

* he beh.avi:r of the Commonweal, th. The C.o. m. mo.n.wea,lt h,'s .pu. .r ,

ua.1
c. .- e. . .- o ,_ .. . , . .

pt se +'w r:3hrit *119 hearing was to do, in my opinion, nothing

but rubbcr st.m? whatever the applicat said. In fact, when it

ca.Te time + o file findings of fact and conclusions of law, the

Ccamanzcnith did nothing nore than adopt those of Metropolitan

Edi. con Co annny en their own and, essentially, a one sentence

filing, in bite Decenber, 1977.- The interest shown by the

.Co:x2anucalth in all of these facuc3 which we raised was

= (m

|' '

_ . _ _ ..
_
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1

1
i

! ,q negligibic, to ray the beat.
,

)
. \ '/
!

'

Aaptay, advancing on; in April, we filed an
1

1

| cmcrt;cocy petitj on Nit *1 the ?!uclear Re.3ulatory Co:Tainnian
i

1

| aal:1 n r for thn ,'o, in ny pinian, qu!.t pllying around with
:

; T'irce .lile Islan ! od put th? cor!: in 1.t rnd keep the radio-
i

j activo natoriala in it until t' ley caull do a reviaed environ-
3 3 ,4 . m -. . . ,. .

! nenh:1 impnet ev31'lati m of t hnt ' hey could do 91th that plant

b e c c u.c c , of c rir:c, they have never had a pinnt in tint bad n
I

) a 'r'. p t befara en! virtually avorythinv, they were dcint; frota
i

I

1 'b n n v7211 'e c fir " -t j me off art .nd hrnecforth, experi-'

1
1

! nan"cl. '!c '1101 a .mppl ulental pot!'-ion on !!ny 15, '4ny 16, .

:t e l n 1 fo r r ' ,t )f' thi n p ; if n ,thinr; el ue, thnn 31mply to
'

es

h rac riva inf a r -o t ' i c in! n - rtt of the trE an uh it Ic going on,

,

a t ~'hroc !it ' c 7' and Unit !? bcin;; "M t im v: ore . int 3rv 2nor? and

3 .a an "e f c ? * a 1 ' '":10 bit on'itled t- 'Fc. T: .Inte the
;

!

!, NRC han not rent uc a nhread. af iaf a.rnation ..een. cerning thia
,

i !cnni'c l' a 'v 'c.! ? ; h ?-?q 39 mifle:11!r requertel.
!

7 8 d n r' '.j ke to turn " ) t'te ni hoe popnintion dose
i

I a::c e n nnent rapw' and te'l you tint I think the canclunionn

renched in it nra nnt nuppried in the 02ighteat by the date.

thnt in in thn" darn tent and in doin:r, thic, I uill gj vc you a

number of 3rrohn :tnd a rep r' that 7 have Pene. Irittal]y, I'd

11hc to chou you thi a one (indici.tj n ;). Thia 13, in effect,

i/m r
r i
N)

i -

b h f MI ,

w ams
--

. , ' .
, - - - - - - - , - - . - - _ - . . , - - . . - . , , - , . - _ _ , , , - . - , - - - - - , _ , - , , . , , , - , , , , . , . , , . . . , --,_-,--.,,,,-._n,,w- _._
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r t:ro arntohs of tha :Hi 'c nanitorinc data. Niare is also one on- s

t:13 0".'13 7 alle o.^ thia. Aai the m)dal that uaa used by the

ad hac p)pulation daae accessnent droup to c'11culc.te th2

aa: e t : 27 c an : t,, ':it h . The .:trai>;ht lines 3houn : rare are

n thi1.; ':' ore t han ';e t;tal dcLea, lac 11 ling bac':groun1 shoun.

3

h/ th? JRC TLV the":olumin3 2ccat docia12ters frca ;1 arch 31at to
. +:

,T :: 'th Eu carve Jhich pe:; thro 2 ;h :. b:tneh af circled.

pain" la the a ) del t!n.t iras uced by the ad hac populatlan dose

alncicnent grau-). l a >w a d > f or di.italaca beyand wh-3ra t' 0 data

t e " li r:' tc ! la distua22. Thnt : did uau p it the rndel in.31de

:i'v: . e ha3 dtia .;1d se ? N'aat tle mad 31 la3ked lika in com-

p ' ' m tit' the 32ta and y 7u enn t all c artr. ialy by l aakia~ at
?

/ s

s) .ic r;>.tph '7 hic h I'r. h]'. ding 11 tha" tha ; Vel loaa aat in any"

. 'ny , ' np e ^ r f . .1 01' "he .lr t a . ~.t might be a ni30 mdal but

la ''d a c r.a c . i;2 a'' 132b.'"

Thl.a 'aa la ;n th2 uthu sj.de. For cartaia compass

'' ,e, ' u. 1P ' t ': b2tter thaa thet: bu" la n.;aa of them.

i' 'h3rc n G: > 3 fi': .
q ? > > vi l ' ? 'he Pwer'aig n' T,7.cr Allccrese

(ph ,ctic) Cock 7 n nnhip in ' n n:rc?y, in a licon: ling pro-

co+!!c : t'i v?r . I go oo: wd a "'t!'?r datniled accccanent of the

p :|ml at-l an e..y.: > rc a :_.. a r 1:nd i 2f "he 'br2e : file L: land tinit

2 acci. lent ar. I ca ae up alth a dac rient which I hav: etttached2

;..
!

,o

%,sv<

l f''r
j h,,_/ t { 'I I' j ; { t i l) %

.
'T T {

. 'i j 1 ;}i)'i '
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there. :4y e enclttaion la that the population dose, based on ---_
,7

Li
again, ) tacd an ":n utta th:st la in tha ud hoc popilation done

asseantent group, the p>pulation dose una pr;bably on th? order

.n' ? cr m ti:aa- .tr." "he yp't'.ati.)n d a le cariaas aent dr a lp re-

p ;rt 1. I" a cu in be signiric*ntly high32 than that. They

repo t 2J the nttab 3r of 3500 Jara an re:n. :!y eati: nation la 63,00
, . . . . , ,,

t o .1 3t 4 mld be en th a rder )f 300,000, b2acd ,n a different

in' e";retati-]n af the infr:ac.tian they tiaed. In g opinica,

t h.c ::i;n it ring datr uhM ut .; callected tLiha. I can't put

it tay 3 ':5 2r ua- . Th. oac!:gr ;uad d 2.t: . .a .pth2 red vary vary'

:2 2e al mily ui?:w 2 t . r,11 dhtest can ]laratien, in ny

O t.11. )a , i"h whct ":e ne" t'le back;rottad dita una 3 3a1 at
,? ~

(V' : t '_ ! . 'h: . b the !ct a in the ad ne gr tp repart far the

.tjpr n:1.'c_t 21y yt >r x. * quart'r priar ta thc aecid:nt. There

ic n; J u::en "it. ''h :"no - ]c n ;t ":e 1.t.' nc any caod. There

ues no concern.with wh2th2r or nct even the place:nant of the

1 i.i:tt * .i. r: c ic - .er ' in r p,r.rup cia':e J uitiaac and I will
'

nato i n 't e ' 3 p r '- 4"ceIf, $t aayc that one daci:teter uhich
.

crve ve ry ve ey high inchg. sund iac incide i-he atene building.

ntec pumping utatian. 'f courae, incideI t:: ink t:wt 1.t :a a i

a atorie bitildlag, 5" u wld be exp>ned t: r,.':rm radiati.on from

the c.ach la ":4 3 bui1Jiog ari i w r213, of c.o r w., ane ua 11d ex--

poet if enc. <eally wr.- it,terented, 'tigh bn ci:gro 4tn.i readinga .

L,

( ) -But-the-fact-that-that-docimator-station had high_.back round6

oo o ~)" w g,m li'0 QrD i
y n -- :p ia

Q Y Y ., N \. IshaCQ
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|

_ readings is not at all suggestive that that area had high
'

background readings. This is just one little problem with the

data which was simply reviewed uncritically by the ad hoc popu-

lation dose assessment group.

When it comes to individual exposures, the highest

individual exposura, I went to Met Ed's final safety analysis
. a. .u.a. s . a ,. .. . _.. .. .. . .. r ...s s , . s , .., . .

report. In Chapter 15 of that report, the utility discusses

what they call their design base accident. There is a postu-
'

lated release of radioactive material and postulated doses

based on a two-hour exposure at the edge of the site and that's

for more or less an instantaneous puff release. That calcula-

i tion is not terribly applicable to this accident but then it's

() not that unapplicable either because a lot of people hung around
t

even though doses were protracted. The other dose is a 30-day

resident at the edge of the low population zone which is about'

t. two miles. Based upon a simple, extrapolation from,those calcu-.
, , _,,

,

lations in the final safety analysis report of Met Ed, my esti-*.

. mation was that the maximum exposed individual; that is, some-
1

.

body on the edge of the exclusion zone, would have gotten a

dose of somewhere between one and 300 rem, not millirem; rem.

For the 30-day exposure at the edge of the low

population zone, it runs between 20 or 30 and 40 rem, not

millirem. Again, these are much much higher values than any-

4fs

. .

|L:s + + n-+ * n '- . . .
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body has been talking about. I'm not totally convinced they

are right but I think it's high time somebody other than an

individual whose entire career has been dedicated to the exist-

ence and the proliferation of nuclear power plants looks over

this data and comes up with some independent conclusions. I'm

very disturbed by this kind of thing and I'm also very very
dictubbed by some of the statements which hav come out by

what we have been led to believe are responsible individuals.

The NRC, in an April 12 memo, calculated 13 million

curies of zenon 133 were released in that accident. However,

the number, conveniently for Met Ed, has been revised downward

to half that by more sophisticated lowering techniques, I
(

( ', submit.

Cor.sidering the course of that accident, it's not

hard to visualize that a significant portion of the radioactive

materials that were in that core when the accident took place

were vented to the atmosphere. I wouldn't be a bit surprised

if somewhere between ten percent and a third to a half were re-
.

leased. For zenon 133, that would certainly include the 13

million curies.

In response to -- in the same licensing proceeding,

the same proceeding in which I submitted my report, the NRC

made, from the pen of Roger Matson, a rather astounding state-
g,
ij

u -4 * *
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9 ment. They concluded -- therefore, we conclude that the7-
V

accident of Three Mile Island was a Class Nine event. However,

at no time during the TMI-2 accident were the radiological con-

sequences to the public more severe than those calculated for

the design basis of the plan. Now, I repeat, if you go to the

final safety analysis report, you'll find that the maximum re-

lease of radioactive gases in any accident is 88,000 curies.

For TMI-2 they esitmate 13 million. Now, you know which is

larger, don't you? Thirteen million is clearly larger than

88,000. Yet they are saying the consequences were less severe

than those calculated for the design basis.

*

There are lots of strange things going on here which

) quite frankly, I don't understand but considering the accounts

I have seen, the credibility of the URC and Met Ed and so on,

certainly ought to be about zero and one thing that really

!

puzzles me .is that we are starting licensing hearings to open

TMI-1 and probably TMI-2 in the future and we will probably have

the same dreary crew as witnesses coming forth giving us
.

abother set of the same dreary reausurances that we had in the-

licensing of TMI-l and 2 in the past and I can't, for the life

of me, see how things arc going to be the slightest bit

different than they were before. The decision will be the

After all, the NRC has a perfect record in granting con-same.

).
a

r

# r &. :.w s.
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struction permits and licenses. Those which have been asked
f-]r-\_

for have been granted period; no exceptions.

In closing, I'd like to give to you copies of

talks given by two of the commissioners of the NRC, Peter

Bradford and John Hern (phonetic). They will make very very

interesting reading. I call,to your particular attention page,
_

three of Commissioner Bradford's ccaments where he discusses

the 12 symptoms or aspects of a regulatory agency that regu-

lates more by reassurance and self-delusion than on regulation.

I think you'll find them quite interesting and unfortunately

sadly applicable to the TMI-2 situation and I'd like to add

one last comment here. We're involved in the licensing process

for Susquehanna Unit 1 and 2 at Berwick and the staff in that

proceeding is acting in a way which I can only describe as

incredibly disturbing and very very ugly. They are attacking

us and trying to drive us out of that proceeding by simply. *

wei hing us down with paper work and if we can't respond to the6

paper work, demanding that we be expelled from the proceeding.
. ,

,

*

They are refusing to sugiy background information to do nothing

more than back up the assumptions they used in justifying the

conclusions they reached. And it's very very disturbing and

I think this entire subject is very well worth your while to

look into. Thank you.

l'3
L,1

|

~ - - * - -
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C('r-
DR. JOIINSRUD: I would like to go back to one point

very briefly. When Dr. Rapp testified earlier today, there was

a bit of discussion of symptoms that -- of radiation sickness

that people in the Central Pennsylvania-Susquehanna Valley felt

during the course of the accident. This is a matter which has

come before us as a public' interest gro,up with a long history
, . ,

of involvement with TMI; in telephone conversations; reports

from numerous people, medical doctors as well as ordinary

citizens, of a range of symptoms that we ordinarily do

associate with radiation exposure at high levels and I thought

it might be worthwhile, in that regard, particularly in view

of the startling higher dose assessment that Dr. Kepford hasj

found upon a re-analysis of the NRC and Met Ed data to suggest-

a possible explanation or, at least, raise the question of

explanation that have been troubling me. If, indeed, many paopic

in this area, among them liarold Denton, according to Joseph

Buchard (phonetic) of the NRC Public Relations Staff, experienced

sore throats during the five to ten days of the worse portion

of the crises. If, indeed, people in this area experienced

nausea and diarrhea and skin rashes and burning eyes and what

has been described to me by reporters as well as many residents

of a metallic odor or taste, odd clusters of symptoms, let's

say, I'm curious to know what the explanation is since the

/3
U

!

!
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r 7- symptoms are those that we would expect at much much higher
U

levels of radiation than the NRC has indicated and I can see

possibly three or four ways of looking at them. First, that

there is no relationship whatsoever. It's merely happenstance.

Secondly, that perhaps enough people did know what those

symptoms would be to feel that they felt them and I might
..s . ,, n .. 4 , .. . - . . , , , . , ,

give credibility to them if I had not been among those who was

present during a portien of the accident and suffered some of

them mycelf. I don't know. Perhaps that is an explanation,

at least for part. But the other two, three, explanations

would be that there may have been some synergistic effect

from the releases from the plant and something else in the en-

'(_/ vironment; c;4 fourth, and this gets to the last two important

ones. Possibly Dr. Kepford's assessment comes closer to the

truth of the matter in view of the fact that the NRC has had

testimoney before the Commission itself that the stack monitors

were off scale during the first days of the accident and in

view also of the fact that the EPA representative, Mr. Brethauer,

testified before the Congressional Committee on Science and*

Technology back in June to the effect that the termoluminescent

docimeters that were in place did not pick up the bulk of the

beta doses. So, perhaps there were high enough level experi-

enced by a portion of the population to accoglish more of the

/m
-

.

.. . .
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7'? ' symptoms that we think of at 25 rads, 50 rada or more exposdre
U

and that, of course, is extremely troubling in terms of the

long term health effects that would then have to be expected.

Finally, however, I would raise another aspect

and that is that we consider the range of sensitivity that

individuals have towards various pilutants such that perhaps
. . . .m. w , .....s. , . . > . , . . .. , - ,

if indeed the low dose assessment is correct, that nonetheless

a significant sector of the population has a sufficiently

greater sensitivity than average to have been able to detect a

set of physical responaes. In general, however, I would point

out that the declaration of an extraordinary nuclear occurrence

upon which the NRC is currently deciding indicates that there
b
/ must be the clinically observnble effects e.nd given our past

unierstanding of the level of exposure at which individuals

would experience these effects, I would submit that there is a

possibility that the medical people in this area were, in fact,-

somewhat misled in diagnosis. Do I make myself clear?

DR. KEPFORD: I'd like to add a little bit to that.

Very shortly after the accident, this kind of information

started coming out concerning the maximum exposure of 83

millirem and low population dose and so on. In the

Commission's requirements for a finding of an extraordinary

nuclear occurrence, they talk about objective clinical evi-

..
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dence. Now, the NRC, to my mind, has already clearly suddied

the water and made it impossible for there toin objective

clinical evidence by the fact that in the early days after the

accident, they announced that the population exposures were

low. They have eliminated the possibility in my opinion that

this finding can be had and in the process, well, along with
. , . .

it, having given out this information, they made it very easy

for the medical profession to say look, the doses are small.

You can't have effects at that kind of doses and I think this

is a very serious problem.

If there is any last idea I'd like to leave with

you it would be that if there is anything we should have
f

||| learned from this accident, it should be another, a new

understanding for the nord fragile. The regulatory process
I

is very very fragile. The licencing process is fragile. The

response capability in the event of an accident is fragile.

Nuclear power plant itself is very very fragile and things can

go wrong, I think in the case of TMI-2, much much faster than

the human beings and the safety equipment involved are capable

of keepig up with. The system is fragile but most of all,

the human beings themselves, and those are the ones we are

concerned about, they are more fragile yet. Thank you.

ACTING CIMIRMAN REED: That you very much.

A
-
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- Representative O'Brien?

BY REPRESEXPATIVE 0'BRIEN:

Q First of all, on those records-you handed in, you

made the statement that you may not be able to get them. Isn't

it true that over 90, 95 percent of them are in the library and

they are public records?

BY MR. KEPFORD:

A The records ue asked for from the NRC vere more

or less documents ubich they have published and so on and the

NRC, in the past, had made -- gone out of their way to make

available docnents to us, including, I might add, a lot of back-

ground material on the TMI-2 event --
,

Q Aren't these records available in the public

library?

A Not to the best of my knowledge, in IIarrisburg.

Q Did you go over to the public lirary to check and

see? My staff tells me they are available.

A Well, that doesn't terribly help us because we are

in State College and --

Q The only thing is they are public records and as

far as I can see, they a re available and they are at the

lib rary?

A First off, most of the materials we requested did

o
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- not pertain necessarily to TMI-2. The staff's response was

that these are document publicly available in the Public

Document Room in Washington, D.C. and if that wasn't convenient

for us, they would make them available at staff headquarters in

Bethesda, Maryland which is four and a half hours away. We

were after a few dozen documents for their background informa-

tion and when you consider the time involved and the fact

that we don't get compensated for any of this, it's simply

totally out of the question to demand that we go down there and

cpend a month or six months reading materials in Washington,

D,C. It's simply outrageous.

Q Qur staff goes to the library and we pick all of
7

the hearings and everything else up at the public library and

I want the record to show that in my opinion they are available ,

DR. J0lIU3RUD: Mr. O'Brien, I think that there are

two sets of documents we have referred to here. Perhaps I

can clarify. Dr. Keptord is referring just now to the docu-

ments that have been requested from the NRC staff that would

not be available in a local documents room ordinarily. They

would be available in the NRC's public documents room in

Washington in background reports dealing with issues other

than Three Mile Island. However, the lack of availability that

he spoke of at the be61nning with respect to the documents we

A
^
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have submitted for your records is not technically that they

are all unavailable at the library. We are submitting these

documents to you as a kind of way of bypassing many many hours

of trying to scarch them out from the millions of pages now

that must be on the record.

REPRESEIITATIVE 0'BRIEI;I: ,}leappreciatethatbut, , , , , ,

I just uant the record to show that we had no problem getting

anything that we want.

DR. JOHN 3RUD: I would add too that in searching

the record of the Susquehanna case in the local documents

room, I found that the record was sorely deficient; that the

library either had not received from the NRC or had not yet

catalogued and placed on the shelves the document: that were

necessary.

REFESE!ITATIVE 0' BRIE i: I don't disagree with you

that NRC has a long uay to go. But my position is that you

can't kill an industry just because on branch of government

needs to be corrected. I have stated time and time again that

!iRC should be probably abolished and a new regulatory agency

set up that will do the job and do it the right way but I

would like to go a little bit further. When you said in your

statement that certain plants should remain and certain

plants should not be allowed to reopen. Uould you rephrase

:
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that?

DR J0lmSRIJD: I was suggesting that the Pennsylvania

Legislature act in order that no additional plants come on

line. Secondly --

REPRESENTATIVE 0'BRIEN: Let's clear that up now

because I have a bill that says no new plants will come on
,

. . - . ,

line; no new licences uill be granted until the waste material

and other problems are corrected. Would you buy that bill?

DR. JOHHSRUD: I would want to read it in its

entirety.

REPRE3EIRATIVE 0'3RIEN:- Did you read that bill?

DR. JOH.7SRUD: I'm not certain of the version,
f

REPRESEXPATIVE 0'BRIEU: How come you have all of

the records and everything else and there is a good bill and

you haven't read it ?

DR. JOHNSRUD: I would be delighted to read it,

Mr. O'Brien.

REPRESER?ATIVE 0'BRIEU: I have a lot of respect

for you. I think before Three Mile Island, of all the people

I talked to, you had one of the most open minda on nuclear

and you felt like I did. I believe you did -- if it was safe,

that you could buy it. But since Three Mile Island, I just

uant to explain one area. I went up to Bloomeburg one night,

.
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invited up. You people had a mooting up there and thoro was

an audience of about 100 people at the meeting. One of the

statementa, speaking about npeaking the trttth, and I was one

of them up there and I wan chocked at one of the statementa you

made. Yau anid that you have to drive doun to Harrisburg

and you probably will glow after you come out of there.

DR. JOHUS'lUD: I don't recall naking auch a

statement.

IIEPiE3ENPATIV3 0'BilIEN: You made it and I

remarked at the ti:r.c that you might be kidding around but

there la 100 people there and you heard the doctor from Hershey

i,
state this time and time again, taking a test and it showed

h no radiation in 2nd around Herchey, cight niles away; and

ther we re tests around liarriaburg and there van no radiation

becc.unc I had to go back to Harrinburg and I wnc down here,

you kncu, and I would be concerned mycoif.
.

DR. J010SRUD: Mr. O'Brien, I would like to renpond

to that, if I ma'r, becauce I'm troubled that you would nay nuch

thingu. I d on ' t amember naking any nuch ntatement. If so,

I'm aure they ucro caid facetiounly.

REPIESENTATIVE 0'BRIEN: Ted Stuban took it the

came way.

REPRESENTATIVE UTUBAN: I don't want to leave yott

),
__
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<__ hanging, Bernie, but the statement was made at the Berwick

High School. It wasn't Bloomsburg. And, I think, Doctor,

that evening, you know, it concerned me a little bit and, I

guess, it concerned Bernie because Bernie left Harrisburg and

I was going to stay heme that evening but the statenent was

made that you were at the evacuation center at Hershey and it

chocked me today to hear the doctor say what was going on

there because you were so concerned, even to leave the evacua-

tien headquarters, open up your Volksuagen and to get in and

you were so relieved when you got away from the contamination

area heading touard your hone.

DR. JOHHSRUD: Mr. Stuban, let ne explain that

kh situation because I think this points up something thatyperhaps

many members of the public only non are beginning to under-

stand about radiation. I ves not at the evacuation center.

I was at WITF seeking some information that morning on my.way

to Philadelphia. That was the Friday morning. While I usa at

the television studios, I spoke with a wife of a person in

the Transportation Department who had phoned his wife to say

that an evacuation was getting under way.

Secondly, while I was at that channel, the news

director took from the wire service just roccived the notifica-

tion that there had been an uncontrolled release of radioactive

i
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materials, gases, from the plant that morning. Now, knowing

w t.at I knew about the impact of a breach of containment,

about the deterioration in the conditicn of the reactor over

the previous 48 hours or more, and knowing that I had a long

distance to return to be out of the Harrisburg area to my home,

when I left -- oh, I should add also that as I came into
,

, , ,

1:crshey, the cacrgency alarm opposite the public building of

liershey went off. Now, when a set of circumstancca of that

kind, follouing the previous night dump of low level radio-

active water in the Susquehanna River indicated to me that

they were preparing for other possible highly radioactive

waters contained in those tanks. When all of those factors7

ucre put together, I uas as many peoplc in the Harrisburg area

were, auddenly faced uith the realisation that a core melt

might indeed be in progress; that a breach of containment might

indeed have taken place; and that this uns not a place to stay.

Hou, I want to point out nonething else to you

that perhaps those wha had not been cognizant of the problem of

radiation contamination from a large reactor accident previous

to this event would not have understood cd that is that I was

facing a long drive back to my home in which time period I had

no acccas to a radio, to informati]n. I had tha possibility

that indeed I was contaminated because the time had passed

.
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since the announced release and my departure from Hershey, give rs

the wind direction and the wind speed, would have put the

radioactive plume in that area. I had a justifiablo concern

about the level of contamination that I or anyone elac in the

arca might have experienced by then and I una faced with the

queation of goind home; not wanting to enter my home to track
. , m . .

,

in centamination if, indeed this uan taking place; wondering

to myacif uherc does one 60 to find out, to have a detection

done. !iow, this 10 the reality of a core meltdoun breach of

con"ainuent accident that --

REPRE3EICATIVE 0'BRIEll: I don' t want to interrupt

you but you are doing a great job in getting around the ques-
r

h tion I asked you, you kno.t.

DR J0:EISRUD: Let's go back to it.

REPRE3E!!TATTIE 0'3RIEI|: You are a real expert

at it. There was no radiation in 11arriaburg...

DR. J0i5!3RUD: We can't know that.

1CPRESE:CATIVE 0' BRIE:i: Don't you have any faith

in your officials at all?

DR. JOIU!3R'JD: I have faith in uhat the IlitC

ntaff testified.

REPRESE!!TitTIVE 0'BRIEII: We ait here and --

Dit. KEFFORD: Ilo rt hwest . This is the IlltC's data. |
l

!
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- The radiation levela uent up as you got fucther from the plant

ani peaked in the neighborhood of Harrisburg. The ITRC's data

shows it.

REPRE3EUTATIVE 0'3RIEN: He vore in Harrisburg and

we were told by both URC and DER that the radiation uns down.

You heard the report from the doctor from Hershey that gave
/rg

the artne information and the only part I'm telling you, and

I'm telling you publicly, I uns disappointed in the statement

you nade to 100 people. You have then c:;ncerned about cone-

thing that uas not the truth.

DR. JOHH3RUD: Mr. O'Brien, Albert Gibson of the

NRC ataff tectified on June 21ct before the Co=siacion
f

h that the staff :nonitors were off scale. The re is renaining a

ve:y large question about the amount of radioactive uatorial

that was released, th amount of radicactive cases that were

releaced.

REPRESE:ITATI7E C'3RIEN: Uas the nachine at Hershey

off too, and 731 heard the doctor today testify here? I aaked

hin because I had an idea you would be on.

DR. J0:Ei3RUD: This is uhere we have inadequacy of

the data that were in place at the time to regiater. Dr.

Kepford would like to add come connents.

DR. IGPFCRD: If one does nothing more than look

.}
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- in the data in the ad hoc group report, you can see that in

the direction towards Hershey, which is east to northeast, as I

recall the plant, the doses for that week were pretty low.

This, again, thic is the NRC data, March 31st through

April 7th. Cn the other hand, toward Harrisburg, they go up

with dictance. The.t's what this peak is. This is the NRC
. - . , . , .. < > . 8 ,~ .

data sigly added up for the el.ght days and plotted on a piece

of paper; no nore done to them. It goes up with distance

and that's where Harrisburg is.

REPRESEITI'ATIVE 0'BRIEN: All I am told is, and I

have faith in public officials and whoever gave the informa-

tion, that the people in Harrisburg were constantly being told

|h what was going on; were told we did not have to wo.rry and I

don't balieve that you people should go out and make statements

if you don't have the facts.

- DR. KEPFORD: Do you want to ask them to explain

this?

REPRESENTATIVE 0'3RIEN: And you didn't have the

facts that night. That's all I have.

REPRESEI!TATIVE ITKIN: What do you have on this?

Khat's the peak lead here?

REPRESEliTATIVE 0'3RIEN: The 4c t f,f the meeting

I'm talking about because I went back nat 2n,ht and I went

--

e
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back to an area, Doctor, where you said you were afraid to

go.

DR. JOHHSRUD: Mr. O'Brien, --

R2PRESEtiTATIVE ITKIN: Dces this show total grouth?

DR. KEPFORD: Yes.

REPRESEIRATIVE ITKIN: The peak you are showing
_

is lcee thc.n 8I.iE tctal?

DR. KEPFCRD: That's correct.

REPRESEUTATIVE IFKIM: That's av er a period of

eight dayc?

DR. KEFFORD: That's co rect.

REPRESEITPliTIVE ITKIN: Right?
<

||h DR. KEFFORD: That's correct.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIH: You are telling me that this

is the piece of infcrmation that you're pointing out no being

critical? .

DR. KEFFORD: Uo. There is much more to it than

that. Renember. there are nc matters out for the first three

days of ti.c accident when probably 50 to 95 percent of the

radionctive materials had been released. This in the tail e nd

of the relense. All right. What I would suggest --

REPRESEITPATIVE ITKIH: Just let me interrupt. We

have DER up in the Fulton Duilding. . hey had monitors up there.'

v
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'i{ What did their data show? ~
,

_

DR. KEPFORD: I have not seen it.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: Why don't you go over and

find out?

DR. KEPFORD: Fine, in my spare time I'll do that.

REPRESEliPATIVE ITKIH: When I was up there during. .. , , , . . .

the crisis, their readings were baccground, saae slightly

above backgroud; never an indication from the Bureau of

Radiological Protection any problcm in the IIarrisburg area,

from their monitors located right in the Fulton Building.

DR. KEPFORD: What do you consider or what do

they consider no problem?g

REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: 'iell, I : Lean it was c.round

backgrouna.

DR. KEPFORD: It should have been higher because

the NRC's own data shows it uns.

REPRESEHTATIVE IfKIH: It shous you. I don't know

where this ,,,a caue from.

DR. KEFFORD: This is directly from the ad hoc

population doce assessment Group.

REPRESEMPAPIVE ITKIN: Like I said, I d on ' t know

the specific location of the monitors. I don't know -- even

if it were, even if it were at this level; io that critical?

f.,
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c- DR. KEPFORD: At this level, I don't think it's

critical. What I am saying is that probably the doses for

those first three days were much much higher than these and if

this --

. <aISEIRATIV3 ITKIN: But you don't know and neither

do.we.. So, you are speculating on an unknown.
_ .., . . . . ... . . . . .. , . ~ , . < .

D2. KEPF02D: I'.n not specdating because whether

data is available and for the first three days, those condi-

tions vere pretty awful as far as exposure to human beings

do.

REP 2EJENPI,TIVE ITKIN: All I know is I did not run

ho'ne . I was hare through Wednesday. I was here through

h Thursday. In fact, I was in,this very roam. I was here

through Friday. I was here through Saturday, I went ho:ae

Saturday afternoon and the Governor su:mnoned me back Saaday.

I>was here Sunday, Monday, throughout the entire period and I

don't glou. I don't think so. My wife worked at 111ddletown

in that arca. She una pregnant. 312 weeks ago we had a baby

boy. IIc doesn't gicu.

ACTIUG CIIILLT!AN REED: 3cpresentative Foster?

2EPREGI:ICATIVE FCSPl:R. Dr. Kcpford, the hour

grous late. I'll try to keep my questions to a miniaum. Do

you have any idea or any speculation as to any additional
A

w
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_ _ deatha through leukemia or cancer say in the 25, 50 mile radius

of Three Mile Island, any additional deaths?

DR. KEPFORD: Are you asking me do I know of any

or do I feel that some vill occur?

REPRESEh'TATIVE FO3TER: IIo . Do you have any

atatistica on that?
, ,. . > . &-., . , . . . *

JR. ISPFORD: Uhich?

REPRESE ITATIV1' F )3TER: As to the deaths that might

occur within a, any, a ten year, twenty year period?

DR. IGPFORD: If my catimation of the population

dose la correct or if my eatimation of the ma:cimum indi.vidual

doces la anyuhere near e arrect then I would suspect there will3
f
g be hundreda to tho nands of people dying as a result of the

acc Ldent at ?:11-2 and I would like to add, while we're on that

aubject th1tc in af opinion, because of jut this, the st'adies

whic! have been designed to study the problem will fail because

they are comparing the doses recalve by people inside a five-

milo radiac vith taaae out. In the Harrisburg area, the doses

autaile the five-alle radius are higher than tho3e inside the

five-: nile radius. The study is designed to fail.

REPRESENTATIVE F73TER: How do you regard the URC

report that they vould anticipate one to ten additional deaths

from cancer?

f,
t
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j - DR. KEPFORD: That's the report I have been talking

about, the population doce assessment group. From the time I

have spent glaring at tiiin report uhich was literally tens of

hours, I dan't think it's worth the paper it's written on. I

think it's a very sophmoric attempt to hide what uent on.

REPRESEITPATIVE FJSTER: On uhat data would you
, - ,

- a. ,

base hundredc to thoucands of deaths?

DR. JGPFORD: It's discussed in --

REPP"SENTATIVE FJ3TER: Speculation?

DR. KEPFORD: No. The population exposures which

I referred in ny report to the Sale:n Licensing Board on the

question wheth2r or not T;41-2 was a Class Nine accident fra
f

h 'he radiological paint af view. It's a raascessnent, using,

the data from this report, but using a different methodology.

REPRESE:ITATIVE F]3TER: Becausc ue listen to figuren

like you are speculating on there, you would think you were

talking about Hiroshi;c.a.

DR . 13PFORD : No.

REPRESEHTATIVE FO3TER: Ho.

DR. KEPFMID: Quite a bit differ 3nt. Hiroshir,

there was a sudden blaut. Most of the radiation exposure from

that experiment on human bein;;s was over with in a matter of

seconds. From the TMI-2 accidant uhich is still going on, it

(
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went on for over a pe lod of days and we have the possibilityr-

that the worse might yet come. This is just what Mr. Gerusky

was taliting about this morning. There is an ever present need

to evacuate. Hou, in an operating nuclear powe r plant, you

have what they call all of these lines of defense: the fuel

cladding, the pressure boundary and ultimately the containment
.. . . t .- # . .,

building, the containmant structure or vessel. T:II-2, all

three of these were breached. When the day comes that they

must open up that containment structure to get into that

pressura vessel, all three vill again be breached and the

possibility will exist for large quantities of -- for

instance; strontima 90, to get out. If that does, all of a

cudden. no matter '.ww serious that accident was in the past,

it becenes nuch nuch nore serious because strentium 90 means

land conta::ination and that meanc contaminaticu of the focd and
1

1

contamination of people's bodies and they uill stay contauinated

for long long periods of time and thin is the kind of contamina- -

tien which you de not get in a strictly caceous release.
.

EEPIESE!;TATIE FO3TER: From listening to your

testimony, you have indicated that you favor the actual closing

of all nuclear plants.

DR. KEPFORD: As soon as possible.

REPRESEHTATIVE FC3TER: What do we do then for the

i
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power that is lost?

DR. KEPFORD: Use What in sitting as idle

capacity all over the country, especially in this general area

or region of the country. There is a fairly larde eXCe8S

generating capacity, cven bafore TMI-2 ca:ne on line.

.. , ,.
- REPRESENTATIVE F;3TER: .Could we go --, ..z.

DR. KEFFORD: I think it was a 55 percent excess

6enerating capacity.

EPRESE ITATIVE FCSTER: Could we use coal fired?

DR. KEPFORD: Absolutely. Coal can be burned

cleanly. It might raise the price of elcetricity but what

ve're talking about is like I cnid earlier. It's a health -

7
tax. He can either tan thic generation for our pcwer and i

polluticn or uc can tax, to an extent which we cannot control

really all future dcnerations. !!cu, which in the h'.;nent one to

do and which in the prudent one to do?- -,
> -

REPRESEITTATIVE F '3TER: In your 20 year speculation |

in regards to death, would you have any eatinate of h:aw many

niners would be killed'?

JR. KEFFORJ: Hou many?

REPRE32'!?ATIVE FOSPER: How nany ninera, coal niners?

JR. EFFORD: I have no idea. But, again --

REPRd.3ET2ATIVE F05?ER: The thing --

x
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l- DR. KEPFORD: Again, in many European countries

'~'

coal miners live aa long as arjbody else in the population in

general. We don't have to mine coal in the most slipshod

nanner possiblc. It can be donc safely if the intent is there.

REPHESENTATIVE FOGTER: I can only say, in

response to that, that you'ce speaking ,of the possibility and I,, . ,. ,

have to rcgard it as a remote one, of hundreds or thousands of

deaths in the next ten to twenty years. But I'd be much more

willing tc bet on C e deaths of ecal niners. I'd place a

bet cn that, in the n e<t ten to twenty years.

DR. IEPFGlD: Again, we're talking about tuo

d.'.fferent things . We are citiier talking about a health ta:( cn

the generaticn uhleh dets the bencfit of electric power or a

tax utiich is deferred and enlarged upon for all future

generations.

" REPRESENTATIVE F0dTER: I could put it another' '

way. Ue are talki;16 about possibilities.

Dn. IEPFORD: They are certainties.

REP 3E3"itTATIVE F.23TE3: 3peculationa.

JR. IEPJORD: They are not speculations. They are

certaintics.

22 PRE 3ENPATIVE FGJT2R: I guarantee the deaths of

the minera are certainties.
?
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DR. KEPFORD: But they can be prevented. There is

no assurance whatooever that fuel cycle deaths can be pre-

vented and tacy re far higher than what have been estimated

burning a coal fired ph nt. But, again, we en, joy the

alectrielty. '!c should bu prepared to pay the benefit. When.

),de, rely on nuclear power, we simply defer that cost and enlarge, , ,
.

it f ar all fatare generationa that follou us and there is a

difference. Among other things, it's a very dacp moral dif-

forence and ue are ruaning acrocs these probleus when we find

uranlua vaatea buried in Canonsburg, Pennaylvania which were

13ft thcre 40 years ago; when we run across chemical waate

damps like t!.e Love (phonctie) Canal near Niagra Falla. This

h la deferring of the paying of the health conta to some future

gen eration . Now, the Love Canal costa are coming due now with

health proble:aa up tharc. But the uraniwa fuel cycle coat

will go on indefinitely and we have no assurance that they can

be prevended.

DR. JU.f.33UD: I'd like to add a point or tuo, if I

uay. uur cociety has been accuato:r.ed to think in terms of

endlcus expan.iion of rcuource utilication. Aa a geographer, I

have fairly carefully locked at recource acacaccenta; at what

haa popularly beca called the lilaita to growth and I find

uhen I reficet on the unca of energy and resources in our

,
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-- society, that we have in a very favored period of world history

in this society learned to use resources most unwisely. Many-

of the things we do are not eccential either to our survival or

even a 6 cod stLndard cf living, in terms of the wr.y we use

energy at the preccat ttne. The thruct of those who.would

find the health cancequences of the nuclear industry unaccept-
, ,

able and tac deactic consequcac23 ov3r the long period of time

are unacceptabl'e.

R2EE02.;T.;TIVE F JSTER: What are the genetic

conaequences?

DR. JCI2iSEUD: It's very difficult to estitiate pre-

|cisely. I think per!.spc there is a fundenental misunderstandin6
(

( or miapercepticn en the part of nnny in the public concerning,

_

what la or la not dc:= Jing ano'ints of radiation. All ganeti-

cists that I b u: cf that are r23ponsible in this area would

say that any exposure to ionizing. radia* ion, including, r. . ,

natural background, cay have a genetic im,oact, a negative

genetic impact. f caurae, se don't know precisely upon whom,

what cell, when it will show up in terms of the damage. But

for any, as .rany pecple put it, fo" any one genetic benefit to

our species fror. e::posure to radiation, there will be many

negative, detrimental effectn. Now, I personally translate

those negativo cffecta; thrt 10, the genetic damage, into the
L

.
'
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. damage to hu tan beings. It's extremely difficult to give any

s precine responce to that question but the standards we do

have, the stendards that we do have at the present time are

based en the asaumpton on the part of the standard cetters that

there is a cocietn1 gued to bc derived from the el2ctricity

prcduced that is a compensatbn for the genetic or comatic cost
., s _ - <

': hat they do not deny vill cecur. In addition, there is a whole

realm of uncertainties that zelcte to the lens term genetic

effect that, are not groca mutations, but are uhat the geneti-

cists tern nild mutations or gentle nutations; that is, those

uhich impair the f netioning or the capacities of a human

being but are not aufficiently dct_'inental to keep that huran
(g being '' rem repredtcing; that is, 5 occ genetic defectc. They

are not t!:e !-ind that Nould catwo people to die at a very

young nga or .;tillbirthc or t.nytnirc of that nature. But

nonetheless there are genetic defects that are passed irto the -- -

;ene pool and hence into dintant future generations. It's

e::tremely difficult f ar 20 to mnb: precise acceaanents. I

perconally go back here to a dictun that I think in accepted

, a. tong public health officials. Uhen in doubt, don't. When
.

there are uncertaintica concerning the impac = ", in thic case,

a technology, upon a large population, a total arid future

population, Jo pnt take the rick at th3 present time. Util ze
t

r. ', t . ' \ ' |D o qD ,, 1
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instead those forms.of energy that would minimize the risk.

m
U Does that clarify the position that we are taking?- I think

: .it's a responsible po.ition..

! REP 3ESEUTATIVE F93TER: That even confuses my

clarification.- I asked a short question. I'm afraid to ask-
:

a long one now.,

3

. ., - ;. ..rs. ,, . m ~ ~.v.. w n - h.. . .

DR. JOICISRUD: Maybe you'd get a short answar to

that.

REPIIESEITPATIVE POSTER: I asked that the genetic.

consequences ucrc. The genetic consequences of Nagasaki and

Rireshima are not apparent at this point, aftcr 30 years.

PR. JOIUTSRUD: That is a good qualification, are

{
'

not apparent at this point. And that's a goed quc.lification in

part because it nay uell be that those that would have e:chibitect

the genetic defects in the first generation were the ones that
:

simply didn't Cet b.orn.
. . .a... nw .. .. .. ,

liEPRESENTATIVE F-) STER: We are getting into the,

{ sec.:nd generation at 'this point.

j DR. J''IIKSRUD: It's the kind of thing that requires

'

, a major poplatien study, a nojor Eenetic study, over a long
I period of tim. It's too soon to tell, particularly the

recessive effcets.4

F REPRESE:'TATIVE ~ F; STER: Well", basically I'm going tc

h
O !
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(- - wind down ny questions at this point but from your testimony,

Dr. Kopford, ycu do not fcycr nuclear pcuer; you do not favor

coal fired plantc to cny great extent. I just wonder where

i :" 1 cet my clectricity next year.
.

DR. IEFF03E : :Iow T.uch more electricity will you

need this year than you -- next year than you needed thir. year
#, . . , - , .

,

as opposed to used or w nted?

R2FRESE:EATIVE FCSTER: I'm not home enough to use

much.

DR. I:EPFCRD: Then, you von't need any more, will

you?

E2 PEE 3"i?/>TIV" P T ER: dcubt it. I hcpc not..

[
g ER. E'PPOPP: Fut, you ner, the furtification for all

cf there different pcwe; planta is that year cftcr year people

tre go. ng to be 'nir c ard nec dir c and ucntil 6 nere electricity
*

and if we all don't use any nore, then we won't have the.need

for any of thace 1.uclear power plants.

EZPR";3E:El,TIVE :T:IU: Dr. Eepford, you talk about

cc.ving resourcer. Ecre ;'ou are centioning energy recources.

. D2. E3PF2D: Thnt' correct.
.

"2PRECEli?IiTIV" I5:III: In Pittaburgh. ':he Jones |
|

nnd Laughlin Steel Conpany is going ahead and in in the process
|

|
|

1

of constructfng nnd will ultinately have a, if it doesn't |

,L

I
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b alreadf have it, an electric are furnace operating for resource

e recovery of steel which requires a tremenoous amount of

electrical energy for the electric arcs to melt the steel and

by doing so, asJiat in the utilization of scrap metals for the

manufacture of ncu atcel. So, in that regard, the use of

energy may not be used unwisely but may be used as an oppor-
,. t s..,,, ,

, t

tunity to mini.nlac the aquandering of other natural resources

that we presently have.

DL. XEFFrtD: Yes, and I think you picked a gocd

cx uplc. I'd like to come back and say that the potentis.1

fcr conservation in our society has not even been scratched.

EEFRE32:; Tar.VE ITr.IU: Energy ecnservation. I

h wasalyin5 you acked Ecprecentative Focter thc.t he didn't need

cny more energy. There s.re certain prccescca that ;ill assist

in natural rescu te cenacrvatian, Lther natural reccurce ccn-

servation, which will require a substantial cuount of energy'"

tc accennish ti.ic .

M. ELcFLJD: I'm not arguing Uith that. I'll

accept that. I don't have any prablem uith that. But doec

that -- I don't aee hou in any uay, chape or form that requires
-

the entire nc. tion to usa more and more electricity cach year.

AGain, the enerdy conservation potential has not yat been

scratched in thiu country. For unc, the data I was given re-

.a+-- . 4 ,
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( cently from the DuPont Corporation, since 1972 or '73, they

have upped the production of their chemicala sometiling on the

order of 'to to 50 percent. In the procesa, energy cons uption

went up four parc2at. Past'a .3aergy conservation. Now,

there will b2 a trade-aff an; probably the energy consuaed by

recycling scrap . etal certainly, certainly in the case of alu-
,, . .s. -

, ,. .e ,
. .

minum, is ftr far greater ti.an that consured -- 13 far less

than tLat c ensuced in mining the virgin ore and its benefaction,

RE?R:n.!T! JIVE ITI ::!: Di''f arent type of energy.

DR. 12PFORD: It's electrical. It's strictly

electrical, it'c nue: casicr to recycle aluminum in terns of

encrgy than it ic to get it from the ore. The cane, I miEht
(
g ncd, applies to virgin iren cre and the recyclir c. It's energy

concervative ta recycle. Thic ic the directicn ubich, in ny

cpinion, we'11 scing tu have 'o cc. It's s'a cciv.tely nccesaary

that we go there. Utherwice, one of these days, uhen ne start

running out cf .Jeccuraca, ue are coing to have economic con-

sequences nationally and world vide which are going to be
|

1

pretty nind baggling, in ny opinion. |

..MI:E'.E; URIG32: Thank you very much f ar being with
.

ua. He thank you .Jor jaar teatimony. At thi: poiat, we will

adjourn the :aceti.ig un';il tea c' clack temorraN morning.

(The hearing terminated at 2:58 p.m.)
m,
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